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Introduction 

This manual is written specifically for skilled service 
personnel and it is therefore assumed that the 
workshop safety and repair procedures generally 
accepted by the motor trade are appreciated, 
understood, and carried out 

Information relating to any subsequent 
modification will be circulated by the issue of amended 
or additional pages. 

Each chapter incorporates an issue record sheet. 
Reference must be made to these sheets when 
determining either the current issue date for a 
particular page, or the number of pages contained 
within a chapter/section. 

Throughout the manual reference is made to the 
right-hand and left-hand side of the car, this is 
determined when sitting in the driver's seat. 

In order to identify the two banks of engine 
cylinders, it should be noted that 'A' bank of cylinders 
is on the right-hand side and 'B' bank on the left-hand 
side when viewed from the driver's seat. 

Service personnel at Rolls-Royce Motor Cars 
Limited are always prepared to answer queries or give 
advice on individual servicing problems. When making 
an enquiry it is essential that the full vehicle 
identification number (VIN) is quoted. 

Important 
When obtaining information for a particular model 
always refer to the appropriate Chapter and/or Section 
contents page. 
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Communications 

All communications should be addressed to one of the 
following depending upon the car's domicile. 

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars limited 
Crewe Cheshire CW1 3PL England 
Telephone: 0270 255155 
Telex: 36121 
Fax: 0270 586548 

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars International SA 
Au Glapin 1 162 St·Prex 
Switzerland 
Telephone: 021 8062731 
Telex: 454216 
Fax: 021 8062729 

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Inc. 
PO Box 476 Lyndhurst 
New Jersey 07071 USA 
Telephone: 201 460 9600 
Telex: 427788 
Fax: 201 460 9392 

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars (Canada) limited/Limitee 
6634 Abrams Street 
St Laurent Quebec H4S 927 
Canada 
Telephone: 514 335 9898 
Fax: 514 335 2457 
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Chapter A 

Capacities and Lubricants 

Contents Sections 
Rolls-Royce Bentley 
Silver Silver Corniche / Eight Mulsanne/ Turbo R Continental 
Spirit Spur Corniche II Mulsanne S 

Contents and issue record sheet A1 A1 A1 Al A1 A1 A1 
Capacities A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 
Lubricants 
Countries other than Canada 
and the USA A3 A3 A3 A3 A3 A4 A3 
Canada and the USA A5 A5 A5 A5 A5 A6 A5 
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Section A2 

Capacities 

A Brak;ng and Jevemng systems 

Metric Imperial us 

5,0 litres 8.8 pt 10.5 pt 

Cooling system 16,0 litres 28.0 pt 33.6 ot 

Engine 
Sump 8.40 litres 14.8pt 17.7 pt 
Filter 1,0 litre 1.75 pt 2.1 pt 
Cooler 0.50 litre 0.9 pt 1.0 pt 
Refill capacity 9.40 litres 16.5 pt 19.8 pt 
Total 9,90 litres 17.4 pt 20.8 pt 
Note 
When changing the oil filter the oil loss from the 
oil cooler is negligible. 

Final drive unit 2,30 litres 4.0 pt 4.8 pt 

Fuel tank 108,0 litres 23.75 gal 28.5 gal 

Steering system 0,87 litre 1.5 pt 1.8 pt 

Torque converter 
Transmission (dry) 10,60 litres 18.7 pt 22.5 pt 
When changing fluid in sump only 2,80 litres 5.0 pt 6.0 pt 
When changing fluid in sump and renewing intake 
strainer 4,50 litres 8.0 pt 9.6 pt 

Independent headlamp wash reservoir 6,5 litres 11.5 pt 13.7 pt 

Independent windscreen wash reservoir 5,0 litres 8.8 pt 10.5 pt 

Combined windscreen/headlamp wash 
reservoir 10,0 litres 17.6 pt 21.0 pt 

Power operated hood reservoir 0.43 litre 0.75 pt 0.9 pt 
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Section A3 

Lubricants 

All cars except Bentley Turbo R 

t Engine. Hand oiling points 

BP 
BP Super Viscostatic 
BP Visco 2000 
BP Visco Route 
BP Visco Coranda 
BP Pilote 2 500 
BP Pilote 3000 
BP Strato 

Castrol 
Castro! GTX 
Castro! GTX2 (Turbo Tested) 
Castrol Syntron 
Castro! Syntron-X 5W/50 
Castrol Formula RS 

Ouckhams 
Duckhams Hypergrade 
Duckhams 'QXR' 

Esso 
UNIFLO 
Esso SUPERLUBE + 
Esso Super Oil 

Mobil 
Mobil Super 
Mobil 1 Rally Formula 

Shell 
Shell Super Motor Oil 20W/50 
Shell Super Motor Oil 15W/50 
Shell Super Motor Oil 15W/40 
Shell Super Motor Oil 10W/40 
Shell Super II 

Texaco 
Havoline 15W/40 

tRecommended engine oil grades for cars operating 
in low temperatures. 

For constant operation in ambient temperatures 
of between 0°C and -23°C (32°F and -10°F) use 
a tOW/30 grade oil. 

For constant operation in ambient temperatures 
below -23°C (-10°F) use a 5W/20 grade oil 
alternatively, use Castro! Syntron·X SW/50 oil or 
Mobil 1 Rally Formula {SW/50) oil. 

Torque converter transmission, Steering pump 

BP 
BP Autran DX II 
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Castro! 
Castro! TO Dexron® II 
Castro! Transmax M 
Castrol Transmax S 

Duckhams 
Duckhams 0-Matic ATF (Dexron Ill 

Esso 
Esso ATF Dexron II 

Gulf 
Gulf Automatic Transmission Fluid Dexron II 

Mobil 
Mobil ATF 220 (Dexron} 

Shell 
Shell Automatic Transmission Fluid Dexron II 

Texaco 
Texamatic Fluid 9226 Dexron II 

Also approved any other Dexron II Transmission Fluid. 

Final drive unit, Rack and pinion steering unit 

BP 
BP Gear Oil 90 EP 
BP Multigear FE SOW/90 
BP Multigear FE 85W/140 

Castrol 
Castrol Hypoy EP 90 
Castro! Hypoy B EP 90 
Castro! EP 90 
Castro! EPX 90 
Castrol EPX SSW/140 
Castrol EPX SOW/90 

Duckhams 
Duckhams Hypoid 90S 

Esso 
Esso Gear Oil GX 85W/90 
Esso Gear Oil GX SOW 

Gulf 
Gulf Multi Purpose Gear Lubricant SOW/90 

Mobil 
Mobilube HD 90 

Shell 
Shell Spirax 90 EP 

TSD 4702 
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Front and rear hubs 

BP 
BP Energrease L2 

Castro! 
Castrol LM Grease 

Ouckhams 
Duckhams LB 10 Grease 

Esso 
Esso Multi-purpose Grease 

Gulf 
Gulf Crown Grease No. 2 EP 

Mobil 
Mobilgrease MP 

Shell 
t Shell Retinax A 

t First preference 

Rear drive-shaft constant velocity joints, 
Levelling valve operating rod ball joints, 
Parking brake linkage clevis and fulcrum pins 

Rocol 
Rocol MTS 1000 Grease 

Parking brake inner cable 

Midlands Silicones 
Midlands Silicones MS 44 Grease 

Refrigeration compressor 

Suniso 
Suniso No. 5 GS Oil 

£ Hydraulic braking and levelling 
~systems 

Castro! 
Castro! Hydraulic System Mineral Oil 

Power operated hood reservoir 

BP 
BP Energol HLP 22 

Castro! 
Castro! Hyspin VG 22 
Castro! Hyspin AWS 22 

A3-2 

Esso 
Esso Nuto H22 

Gulf 
Gulf Hydrasil 22 

Mobil 
Mobil DTE 11 
Mobil DTE 12 
Mobil DTE 13 

Shell 
Shell Tellus Oil 22 

Alloy wheel trim locks 

BP 
Keenomax L3 
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Section A4 

Lubricants 

Bentley Turbo R 

t Engine. Hand oiling points 

BP 
BP Super Viscostatic 
BP Visco 2000 

Castro! 
Castro! GTX 
Castro! GTX2 !Turbo Tested) 
Castro! Syntron 
Castro! Syntron-X 5W/50 
Castro! Formula RS 

Duckhams 
Duckhams Hypergrade 
Duckhams 'QXR' 

Esso 
Esso SUPERLUBE + 
Esso Super Oil 15W/40 

Mobil 
Mobil Super 
Mobil 1 Rally Formula 

Shell 
Shell Super Motor Oil 20W/50 
Shell Super Motor Oil 15W/50 
Shell Super Motor Oil 15W/40 
Shell Super II 

Texaco 
Havoline 15W/40 

t Recommended engine oil grades for cars operating 
in low temperatures. 

For constant operation in ambient temperatures 
of between 0°C and -23°C (32°F and -10°F) use 
a 10W/40 Arade oil. 

For constant operation in ambient temperatures 
below -23°C (-10°F) use a 5W/20 grade oil or 
alternatively, use Castrol Syntron-X SW/50 oil or 
Mobil 1 Rally Formula (5W/50) oil. 

Torque converter transmission, Steering pump 

BP 
BP Autran DX II 

Castro! 
Castro I TO Dexron® II 
Castro! Transmax M 
Castro! Transmax S 
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Duckhams 
Duckhams D-Matic ATF (Dexron II) 

Esso 
Esso ATF Dexron II 

Gulf 
Gulf Automatic Transmission Fluid Dexron II 

Mobil 
Mobil ATF 220 (Dexron) 

Shell 
Shell Automatic Transmission Fluid Dexron II 

Texaco 
Texamatic Fluid 9226 Dexron II 

Also approved any other Dexron II Transmission Fluid. 

Final drive unit. Rack and pinion steering unit 

BP 
BP Gear Oil 90 EP 
BP Multigear FE SOW/90 
BP Multigear FE 85W/140 

Castro! 
Castrol Hypoy EP 90 
Castrol Hypoy B EP 90 
Castro! EP 90 
Castrol EPX 90 
Castro! EPX 85W/140 
Castro! EPX 80W/90 

Duckhams 
Duckhams Hypoid 90S 

Esso 
Esso Gear Oil GX 85W/90 
Esso Gear Oil GX 80W 

Gulf 
Gulf Multi Purpose Gear Lubricant SOW/90 

Mobil 
Mobilube HD 90 

Shell 
Shell Spirax 90 EP 

Front and rear hubs, Propeller shaft universal joints 

BP 
BP Energrease L2 
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Castro! 
Castrol LM Grease 

Duckhams 
Duckhams LB 10 Grease 

Esso 
Esso Multi-purpose Grease 

Gulf 
Gulf Crown Grease No. 2 EP 

Mobil 
Mobilgrease MP 

Shell 
t Shell Retinax A 

t First preference 

Rear drive-shaft constant velocity joints, 
Levelling valve operating rod ball joints, 
Parking brake linkage clevis and fulcrum pins 

Rocol 
Aocol MTS 1000 Grease 

Parking brake inner cable 

Midlands Silicones 
Midlands Silicones MS 44 Grease 

Refrigeration compressor 

Sunlso 
Suniso No. 5 GS Oil 

Castrol 

Hydraulic braking and levelling 
systems 

Castrol Hydraulic System Mineral Oil 

Alloy wheel trim locks 

BP 
Keenomax L3 
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Section A5 

Lubricants 

All cars except Bentley Turbo R 

t Engine. Hand oiling points 

BP 
BP Super Viscostatic 
BP Visco 2000 

Castrol 
Castrol GTX (USA) 
Castrol XLR (Canada) 
Castrol Syntron-X 5W/50 

Duckhams 
Duckhams Hypergrade 
Duckhams 'QXR' 

Exxon/Esso 
Superflo Supreme Performance (USA) 
Protec Ultra (Canada) 
UNIFLO 

Mobil 
Mobil Super 
Mobil 1 Rally Formula 

Shell 
Fire and Ice (USA) 
Super Plus (Canada) 

Texaco 
Havoline 15W/40 

t Recommended engine oil grades for cars operating 
in low temperatures. 

For constant operation in ambient temperatures 
of between 0°C and -23°C (32°F and -10°F) use 
a lOW/30 grade oil. 

For constant operation in ambient temperatures 
below -23°C (-10°FI use a 5W/20 grade oil 
alternatively, use Castrol Syntron-X 5W/50 or Mobil 1 
Rally Formula (5W/50) oil. 

Torque converter transmission, Steering pump 

BP 
BP Autran Universal 

Castrol 
Castro I TO Dexron® II 
Castrol Transmax M 
Castrol Transmax S 

Duckhams 
Duckhams D-Matic ATF (Dexron II) 
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Exxon/Esso 
Esso ATF Dexron II 

Gulf 
Gulf Automatic Transmission Fluid Oexron II 

Mobil 
Mobil ATF 220 (Dexronl 

Shell 
Shell Automatic Transmission Fluid Dexron II 

Texaco 
Texamatic Fluid 9226 Oexron II 

Also approved any other Dexron II Transmission Fluid 

Final drive unit, Rack and pinion steering unit 

BP 
BP GEAREP 80W/90 
BP GEAREP SOW/140 
BP GEAREP 85W/140 

Castro! 
Castro! EP 90 
Castrol EPX 90 
Castrol EPX 85W/140 
Castrol EPX BOW/90 

Duckhams 
Duckhams Hypoid Gear Oil SOW/90 

Exxon/Esso 
Esso Gear Oil GX 85W/140 
Esso Gear Oil GX 85W/90 
Esso Gear Oil GX 80W/90 
Esso Gear Oil GX SOW 

Gulf 
Gulf Multi Purpose Gear Lubricant BOW/90 

Mobil 
Mobilube HD 90 

Shell 
Shell Spirax 90 EP 

Front and rear hubs 

BP 
BP Energrease L2 
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Castrol 
Castrol MP Grease 
Castrol LM Grease 
Cast1ol Universal Wheel Bearing Grease (Canada) 

Duckhams 
Duckhams LB 10 Grease 

Exxon/Esso 
Ronex MP 
Esso Unitol 

Gulf 
Gulf Crown Grease No. 2 EP 

Mobil 
Mobilgrease MP 

Shell 
Shell Darina AX 

Rear drive-shaft constant velocity joints, 
Levelling valve operating rod ball joints, 
Parking brake linkage clevis and fulcrum pins 

Rocol 
Rocol MTS 1000 Grease 

Parking brake inner cable 

Midlands Silicones 
Midlands Silicones MS 44 Grease 

Refrigeration compressor 

Suniso 
Suniso No. 5 GS Oil 

£ Hydraulic braking and levelling 
~ systems 

Castro! 
Castrol Hydraulic System Mineral Oil 

Power operated hood reservoir 

BP 
BP Energol HLP 22 

Castro! 
Castrol Hyspin AWS 22 

Exxon/Esso 
Esso Nuto H22 

A5-2 

Gulf 
Gulf Harmony 22 AW 

Mobil 
Mobil DTE 11 
Mobil DTE 12 
Mobil DTE 13 

Shell 
Shell Tellus Oil 22 
Shell Tellus Oil 23 

Alloy wheel trim locks 

BP 
Keenomax L3 
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Section A6 

Lubricants 

Bentley Turbo R 

t Engine, Hand oiling points 

BP 
BP Super Viscostatic 10W/40 
BP Visco 2000 

Castro! 
Castro! GTX (USA) 
Castrol XLR (Canada) 
Castro! Syntron-X 5W/50 

Duckhams 
Duckhams Hypergrade 
Duckhams 'QXR' 

Exxon/Esso 
Superflo Supreme Performance (USA) 
Protec Ultra (Canada) 

Mobil 
Mobil Super 
Mobil 1 Rally Formula 

Shell 
Fire and Ice (USAI 
Super Plus (Canada) 

Texaco 
Havoline 15W/40 

t Recommended engine oil grades for cars operating 
in low temperatures. 

For constant operation in ambient temperatures 
of between 0°C and -23°C (32°F and -10°F) use 
a 10W/40 grade oil. 

For constant operation in ambient temperatures 
below -23°C (-10°F) use a 5W/20 grade oil 
alternatively, use Castrol Syntron-X 5W/50 or Mobil 1 
Rally Formula (5W/50) oil. 

Torque converter transmission, Steering pump 

BP 
BP Autran Universal 

Castro! 
Castro I TO Dexron® II 
Castrol Transmax M 
Castrol Transmax S 

Duckhams 
Duckhams D-Matic ATF (Dexron Ill 

Exxon/Esso 
Esso ATF Dexron JI 
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Gulf 
Gulf Automatic Transmission Fluid Dexron II 

Mobil 
Mobil ATF 220 (Dexron) 

Shell 
Shell Automatic Transmission Fluid Dexron II 

Texaco 
Texamatic Fluid 9226 Dexron II 

Also approved any other Dexron II Transmission Fluid. 

Final drive unit. Rack and pinion steering unit 

BP 
BP GEAREP SOW/90 
BP GEAREP SOW/140 
BP GEAREP 85W/140 

Castro! 
Castrol EP 90 
Castrol EPX 90 
Castrol EPX 85W/140 
Castrol EPX SOW/90 

Duckhams 
Duckhams Hypoid Gear Oil SOW/90 

Exxon/Esso 
Esso Gear Oil GX 85W/140 
Esso Gear Oil GX 85W/90 
Esso Gear Oil GX SOW/90 
Esso Gear Oil GX SOW 

Gulf 
Gulf Multi Purpose Gear Lubricant SOW/90 

Mobil 
Mobilube HD 90 

Shell 
Shell Spirax 90 EP 

Front and rear hubs, Propeller shaft universal joints 

BP 
BP Energrease L2 

Castro! 
Castrol MP Grease 
Castro! LM Grease 
Castrol Universal Wheel Bearing Grease (Canada) 
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Duckhams 
Duckhams LB 10 Grease 

Exxon/Es so 
Ronex MP 
Esso Unitol 

Gulf 
Gulf Crown Grease No. 2 EP 

Mobil 
Mobilgrease MP 

Shell 
Shell Darina AX 

Rear drive-shaft constant velocity joints, 
Levelling valve operating rod ball joints, 
Parking brake linkage clevis and fulcrum pins 

Rocol 
Rocol MTS 1000 Grease 

Parking brake inner cable 

Midlands Silicones 
Midlands Silicones MS 44 Grease 

Refrigeration compressor 

Suniso 
Suniso No. 5 GS Oil 

Castro! 

Hydraulic braking and levelling 
systems 

Castrol Hydraulic System Mineral Oil 

Alloy wheel trim locks 

BP 
Keenomax L3 
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Chapter B 

Service schedule procedures 

Contents Pages 
Rolls-Royce Bentley 
Silver Silver Corniche/ Eight Mulsanne/ Turbo R Continental 
Spirit Spur Corniche II Mulsanne S 

Contents and issue 
record sheet B1 81 81 81 B1 B1 B1 

General information B2 82 82 82 B2 B2 82 

Engine B3 83 83 83 B3 83 B3 

Engine cooling system 84 84 84 84 B4 84 84 

Torque converter 
transmission 85 85 85 85 B5 85 85 

Propeller shaft 86 B6 86 B6 86 86 86 

Final drive unit 87 87 B7 B7 87 87 B7 

Steering B8 88 88 88 B8 B8 88 
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Brake and hydraulic 
systems 810 810 810 810 810 810 810 
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Electrical system B12 812 812 812 612 B12 B12 

Air conditioning system B13 B13 813 813 B13 813 813 

Body B14 814 814 B14 B14 B14 B14 

Wheels 815 815 815 815 B15 B15 B15 

Crankcase emission control 
system B16 816 816 B16 816 816 816 
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system B17 817 817 B17 B17 817 B17 
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system B18 818 618 818 B18 818 818 
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Section B2 

General information 

The information contained in this chapter should be 
used in conjunction with the service schedule charts in 
order that the correct procedures may be carried out. In 
addition reference should also be made to the following 
manuals when required. 

TSD 4 700 Workshop Manual 
TSD 4701 Workshop Manual-Electrical 
TSD 4736 Product Support Information 
TSD 4737 Engine Management Systems 
Before commencing a service schedule always 

refer to TSD 4736 Product Support Information for 
any amendments that may have affected the 
procedures or settings quoted in this chapter since its 
publication. 

Precautions 
The following information should be used as a guide to 
features that are essential for the safety and health of 
the operator and the protection of the car. This list is not 
exhaustive and further details are contained in 
TSD 4700 Workshop Manual Chapter A. 

Workshop safety 
Never work beneath the car if it is only supported on a 
jack. 

Always ensure car stands or blocks are used to 
support the car as a precaution against jack failure. 

Refer to figure B2-1 for correct support and jacking 
locations. 

Raising the front of the car 
Position the car on a level surface. 

Fig. B2-1 
1 
2 
3 

5/88 

Car jacking positions and support locations 
Trolley jack position (front) 
Car stand positions (front) 
Sill block positions (front) 
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Ensure that the gear range selector is in the park 
position then remove the gearchange fuse from the 
fuseboard. (fuse A6 on fuse panel F2). 

Apply the parking brake and chock the rear 
wheels. 

Position a jack under the front pivot mount for the 
lower triangle levers on the sub-frame (see fig. B2-1) 
and raise the car to the required height. 

Alternatively jack up the car using one of the front 
jacking points situated on the car underbody (see fig. 
B2-1) utilizing the car jack. 

Place stands beneath the lower triangle lever/s to 
support the suspension. 

Raising the tear of the cat 
Position the car on a level surface. 

Ensure that the gear range selector is in the park 
position. then remove the gearchange fuse from the 
fuseboard. (fuse A6 on fuse panel F2). 

If it will be necessary to rotate the transmission 
during the work procedure the gear range selector 
should be moved to the neutral position prior to 
removing the gearchange fuse. 

Apply the parking brake and securely chock the 
front wheels. 

Position a jack beneath the centre of the final drive 
casing (see fig. 82-1 ), not on the final drive 
crossmember. Ensure a piece of hard wood is placed 
between the jack head and the final drive casing. Raise 
the car to the required height. 

Alternatively, jack up the car using one of the rear 
jacking points situated on the car underbody (see fig. 
B2-1) utilizing the car jack. 

4 Sill block positions (rear) 
5 Car stand positions (rear) 
6 Trolley jack position (rear) 
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Place stands beneath the trailing arms to support 
the suspension (see fig. B2-1 ). 

Supporting the car 
When work is to be carried out which requires the 
removal or raising off the ground of the road wheels, the 
suspension and body should always be supported. The 
use of suitable stands and blocks positioned as 
necessary in the locations shown in figure B2-1 is 
recommended. 

Special wooden blocks should be produced for 
location beneath the body sill jacking points to prevent 
the sills being damaged by the support blocks. For 
dimensional details refer to figure 82-2. 

If a road wheel is removed, even for a short period, 
it is always advisable to support the car body at the 
jacking point adjacent to the wheel being removed as a 
precaution against jack failure. 

If the car jacking point on the sill is being utilized 
to raise the car. position a support beneath the 
suspension. 

Gearchange fuse 
When work is to be carried out on the car which 
entails running the engine, always ensure that the 
gear range selector lever is in the park position and that 
the gearchange fuse {fuse A6 on fuse panel F2) is 
removed from the fuseboard, prior to starting the 
engine. 

Fuel 
The fuel is highly flammable, and extreme care must be 
exercised whenever the system is opened (i.e. pipes or 
unions disconnected) or when the fuel is drained. The 
following basic rules should apply. 

Disconnect the battery. 

Fig. B2-2 
A 
B 
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D 
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F 
G 
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Hardwood sill block 
44,45 mm (1.750 in) 
228,60 mm (9.0 in) 
53,98 mm (2.125 in) 
25.40 mm (1.0 in) 
63,50 mm (2.50 in) 
19,05 mm (0.750 in) 
101,60 mm (4.0 in) 
79,38 mm (3.1 25 in) 
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Place 'No Smoking' signs in the vicinity of the 
vehicle. 

Ensure that adequate fire fighting equipment is 
available in the vicinity of the vehicle. 

Protective clothing including safety goggles, 
gloves, and aprons should be worn at all times by the 
operator. 

If fuel is to be removed from the fuel tank, it should 
be siphoned into a suitable covered container. 

When draining the fuel system on cars fitted with 
catalytic converters. it is most important that the 
system is not completely drained by running the 
engine. otherwise damage to the catalytic converter will 
result. 

Fuel pressure 
The fuel injection system contains fuel that may be under 
high pressure. 5,2 bar to 5,9 bar (75 lbf/in2 to 85 
lbf/ in2

). Therefore. to reduce the risk of possible injury 
and fire, always ensure that the system is depressurized 
(see the relevant section for details). 

Hydraulic system 
Before attempting any work on the hydraulic systems of 
the car. service personnel must be fully conversant with 
the precautions required to ensure adequate safety and 
correct system operation. 

The hydraulic systems operate at high pressure. 
Pipes and components must never be removed 

when the hydraulic systems are in a charged state. 
Before any work. except a specified test. is carried 

out on the hydraulic systems, they must be 
depressurized. 

When fitting new components to the hydraulic 
systems always ensure that they are suitable for use with 
a mineral oil hydraulic system. 

Operation of the brakes (engine not running) 
The service brakes (i.e. footbrake) consists of two 
independent all power systems. The power for these 
systems. in the form of hydraulic pressure, is provided 
by two engine driven hydraulic pumps. When the 
engine stops, a limited reserve of pressure remains 
stored in the hydraulic accumulators which are 
mounted on the engine. Due to brake operation. 
natural internal leakage, and levelling system 
operation, this energy will be slowly depleted. 
Although a number of brake applications will be 
available immediately the engine stops, it is 
recommended that the service brakes are not utilized 
when the engine is not running. 

Always remember that if the car is being 
manoeuvred without the engine running. the footbrake 
will not stop the car if the pressure in the hydraulic 
systems is exhausted. 

Battery charging 
Batteries give off a gas when charging. which is 
flammable and explosive. Therefore, never bring a 
naked flame, lighted cigarette, cigar, or pipe near the 
battery. 

Always shield the eyes and face from the battery. 
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Exhaust gases 
The danger from inhaling exhaust gases cannot be over 
emphasized. When operating the engine in a confined 
space or workshop. always ensure that the area is well 
ventilated. Whenever possible the exhaust gases should 
be ducted out of the building. 

Sitting in the car with the car's air conditioning 
system operating will not eliminate the danger. 

Health hazards 
In the interests of health and hygiene, items used in 
service workshops such as lubricants. anti-freeze. 
hydraulic system mineral oil, solvents. cleaning agents. 
adhesives. etc. should be treated with extreme caution. 
Always follow the manufacturer's instructions for use. 
storage, and waste disposal. These items can be of a 
toxic nature and must not be swallowed or the vapours 
that may be given off inhaled. 

Always keep these items away from children. 

Engine oils 
Prolonged and repeated contact with mineral oil will 
result in the removal of natural fats from the skin, 
leading to dryness. irritation, and dermatitis. In addition. 
used engine oil contains potentially harmful 
contaminants which may cause skin cancer. Adequate 
means of skin protection and washing facilities should 
be provided. 

Health protection precautions 
Avoid prolonged and repeated contact with oils. 
particularly used engine oils. 

Wear protective clothing. including impervious 
gloves where practicable. 

Do not put oily rags in pockets. 
Avoid contaminating clothes, particularly 

underpants. with oil. 
Overalls must be cleaned regularly. Discard 

unwashable clothing and oil impregnated footwear. 
First Aid treatment should be obtained immediately 

for open cuts and wounds. 
Use barrier creams, applying before each work 

period, to help the removal of oil from the skin. 
Wash with soap and water to ensure all oil is 

removed (skin cleansers and nail brushes will help). 
Preparations containing lanolin replace the natural skin 
oils which have been removed. 

Do not use petrol. kerosine, diesel fuel, gas oil, 
thinners, or solvents for washing skin. 

If skin disorders develop, obtain medical advice. 
Where practicable. degrease components prior to 

handling. 
Where there is a risk of eye contact, eye protection 

should be worn. for example. chemical goggles or face 
shields; in addition an eye wash facility should be 
provided. 

See also HSE Cautionary Notice SHW 397 'Effects 
of Mineral Oil on the Skin'. 

Cleaning agents and solvents 
When using cleaning agents and solvents the following 
precautions should be observed. 
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Cleaning agents and solvents should only be used in 
well ventilated areas. 

Ensure that they are kept in clean containers and 
that the lids fit securely. Always replace the lids 
immediately after use. 

Do not store or carry solvents in open containers. 
Clearly label all containers. 
The issue of all solvents should be closely 

controlled. Containers should be kept in locked 
storerooms with a responsible person in possession of 
the key. 

In the event of a major spillage. the area should be 
evacuated and then thoroughly ventilated. 

Do not dispose of solvents into open drains. 
Avoid skin contact as much as possible. If contact is 

likely, wear PVC gloves and an appropriate barrier 
cream. 

Always protect eyes with goggles if there is any 
danger of the solvents coming into contact with the 
eyes. 

Use solvents sparingly, cleaning only small areas at 
a time. After use cloths used for cleaning should be 
deposited in a closed metal container. 

Care should be taken when working in a pit to avoid 
being overcome with the vapours from some solvents. 
These are heavier than air, and therefore collect at low 
levels. 

Do not smoke in the vicinity of solvents. 
Do not allow solvents near any naked flame. hot 

surfaces. or welding arcs. 

Fuel (Petrol) 
Fuel is a narcotic and inhalation of heavy concentrations 
of vapour should be avoided. 

Repeated or prolonged contact with the skin can 
cause skin disorders. It should not be used for cleaning 
the skin as it removes the natural oils. 

Fuel may contain up to 5% of Benzene as an anti
knock additive. Benzene is extremely injurious to health 
(being carcinogenic) therefore, all contact should be kept 
to an absolute minimum, particularly inhalation. 

Suitable protection should always be used e.g. 
gloves, aprons, goggles. 

Fuel has a sufficiently high vapour pressure to cause 
a hazardous build~up of vapour in poorly ventilated 
areas. 

The vapours are irritant to the eyes and lungs and if 
high concentrations are inhaled it may cause nausea, 
headache. and depression. 

Handling asbestos 
These notes are for the guidance of service personnel 
handling components containing asbestos. 

There is no application on current Rolls-Royce or 
Bentley cars involving the use of free asbestos fibres. All 
components containing asbestos are produced with the 
asbestos bonded into a matrix. 

Asbestos is used in the following components. 
Heat shields. 
Parking brake pads. 
Engine gaskets. 
Gearbox brake bands. 
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In non current cars asbestos is also used in service 
brake pads and linings and where applicable in the brake 
servo linings. 

The form of asbestos used in these applications is 
chrysotile asbestos. 

When disposing of parts identified as containing 
asbestos. refer to Waste products disposal on this 
page. 

It is not recommended to cut, abrade, or machine 
parts containing asbestos. In the event of it being 
necessary, dust formation is reduced by wetting of the 
work piece; use hand tools or low speed tools where 
possible. 

Use of local extraction and approved masks is 
recommended. The extracted material may need to be 
treated as asbestos dust. 

Waste products disposal 
Environmental protection precautions 
It is illegal to pour used oil on to the ground. down 
sewers or drains, or into water courses. 

The burning of used engine oil in small space 
heaters or boilers is not recommended unless emission 
control equipment is fitted; in cases of doubt check with 
the Local Authority. 

Dispose of used oil through authorised waste 
disposal contractors. to licensed waste disposal sites, or 
to the waste oil reclamation trade. If in doubt. contact 
the Local Authority for advice on disposal facilities. 

Always avoid skin contact with waste products 
whenever possible (see Health hazards on page B2-3). 

Asbestos 
When disposing of parts identified as containing 
asbestos, the following procedures are advised. 

Hard waste, i.e. parts where the asbestos is bonded 
by a matrix, may be handled and disposed of without 
special precautions [ref. United Kingdom Control of 
Pollution (Special Waste) Act 1980]. 

[lust containing asbestos should be removed by 
vacuum cleaning. In the United Kingdom the vacuum 
cleaner must be approved to BSI 5415 Amendment 4, 
Section 2.2 1976 - Vacuum Cleaner·Wet and/or Dry. 
The bags containing the dust should be disposed of by a 
method approved by your Local Authority. 

When cleaning or servicing vacuum cleaners it is 
necessary to wear an air fed, or approved disposable 
mask. Use of a wet cloth for cleaning is advised, which 
should be disposed of in a similar manner to the 
asbestos dust. 

Further information regarding the handling of 
asbestos can be obtained in the United Kingdom from 
local Health and Safety offices. 

Shock dampers 
Each shock damper contains nitrogen gas under 
pressure. On no account should the damper be 
subjected to undue force of any description. Do not 
clamp the damper in a vice. 

To render a shock damper safe for disposal, drill a 
small hole 25 mm ( 1.0 in) from the closed end of the 
outer tube. The escaping gas should not be allowed 
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to come into contact with the eyes or skin whilst under 
pressure. 

Immediately the hole has been drilled, stand clear 
and allow the nitrogen gas to disperse to atmosphere. 

Car protection 
Prior to commencing a service schedule the car should 
be suitably protected. For this purpose. car protection kit 
RH 2662. wing covers RH 2684, and wing cover liners 
RH 2685 should be used. 

Hydraulic braking and levelling system 

WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil {LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castrol RR363. Universal. 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts. will cause component failure 
necessitating extensive rectification to the braking and 
levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals. hoses, 
pipes. etc. that they are suitable for a mineral oil system. 
For details of correct component identification reference 
should be made to TSD 4 700 Workshop Manual 
Chapter G. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

Hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) 
Hydraulic system mineral oil is Green in colour. It is 
essential that only approved hydraulic system mineral oil 
is used (see Chapter A). Contamination of mineral oil 
hydraulic systems or components with any conventional 
vegetable or synthetic type of brake fluid will cause seals 
and hoses to deteriorate which could result in eventual 
brake faults. 

To avoid contamination all mineral oil containers 
and components should be stored in a clearly defined 
area away from that used for conventional brake fluid. 

Hydraulic system mineral oil can cause damage to 
tyres. In the event of mineral oil coming into contact with 
a tyre. damage can be prevented if the mineral oil is 
removed immediately using a soap solution. Finally, 
wash the tyre with clean water. 

Battery 
It is imperative that the battery is disconnected before 
commencing work on the electrical system or 
components. or if any electric arc welding is to be used 
on the car. 

Always remove the battery from the car before 
charging. 
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Lambswool rugs 
To clean the rugs remove them from the car, then shake 
and beat them to release any dust and grit. Comb the 
wool with a suitable wire comb or coarse bristle brush to 
free the wool fibres. 

If a rug is wet. allow it to dry at room temperature. 
Never expose the rug to direct heat or dry it on a radiator 
or towel rail. 

To remove slight stains or congealed dirt use a mild 
carpet shampoo solution. 

Immerse a clean cloth into the solution. then lightly 
wring out. Clean an area of approximately 0, 1 m2 (1 ft2). 
taking care not to over-wet the rug. then wipe with a 
clean dry cloth. Repeat this procedure over the 
remaining area of the rug. 

Allow the rug to dry then comb the rug to free the 
wool fibres. 

If the rugs become heavily soiled or stained they 
should be sent to a specialist sheepskin cleaner. 

Never send the rugs to a laundry or drycleaner. 
Never use an aqueous washing process. 
Always ensure that the cleaning specialist is aware 

that the inner felt of the rugs must be removed prior to 
the cleaning process being carried out. 

Regular maintenance 
In addition to the service schedules listed, the following 
maintenance should be carried out. 

Engine 
Weekly or every 800 kilometres (500 miles) whichever 
is the earlier; check the engine oil by means of the 
dipstick; top-up if necessary. 

Lamp units 
Weekly; check the lamp units for operation; rectify any 
faults. 

Tyre pressures 
Weekly; check the tyre pressures including the spare; 
adjust if necessary. 

Check the tread depth of all tyres and inspect the 
tyres for damage. 

Windscreen and headlamp washer reservoirs 
Weekly; check the washer fluid level; top-up if 
necessary. 

Hydraulic reservoirs 
Monthly; check the level of hydraulic mineral oil in the 
reservoirs. 

Depressurize the hydraulic systems by pumping the 
brake pedal until the low brake pressure warning panels 
on the facia illuminate. Continue-to pump the pedal for 
at least a further 20 applications to ensure complete 
depressurization. Start and run the engine for four 
minutes with the car unladen. prior to checking the level. 
Top-up if necessary to the indicated maximum level. Use 
only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM). Refer to page 
B2-4 for further information before carrying out this 
operation. 
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Engine cooling system 
Every three months; check the coolant level. If 
necessary top-up with the correct anti-freeze/water 
mixture. 
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Section B3 

Engine 

Change the engine oil 
The sump should be drained when the engine is warm, 
preferably after the car has completed a run. 

To drain the oil, position the car over a pit or on a 
ramp. 

Place a container in position beneath the drain 
plug situated on the right-hand side of the sump. 
Remove the drain plug and allow the oil to drain from 
the sump. 

Do not flush the sump with paraffin or petrol. 
Fit the drain plug ensuring that the washer is 

correctly positioned and in good condition. 
To replenish the sump with oi I, open the filler cap 

marked ENGINE OIL (see fig. B3-1 ). Add clean oil to the 
engine and after allowing sufficient time for the oil to 
reach the sump, check that the oil is up to the MAX 
mark on the dipstick. Do not overfill. 

In order to obtain an accurate indication of the oil 
level ensure that the car is standing on level ground. 
Important The engine lubrication system 

incorporates a therrnostatical ly controlled 
oi I cooler, therefore the following 
additional procedure must be carried out 
to ensure the correct oil level is obtained. 

Drive the car to enable the engine oil to attain the 
temperature required to actuate the oil cooler 
thermostat. 

To ascertain that the thermostat has actuated, a 
rise in the temperature of the oil cooler return pipe 
situated adjacent to the air intake filter can be felt. This 
temperature rise occurs as hot oil begins to flow from 
the oil filter housing, where the thermostat is situated, 
to the oil cooler mounted in front of the coolant 
radiator matrix. 

Do not attempt to attain the required engine oil 
temperature rise with the car stationary. 

When it has been ascertained that the engine oil 
has been passing through the cooler, thus filling this 
part of the lubrication system, switch off the ignition. 
Allow sufficient time to elapse for the oil to drain into 
the sump, then check the oil level in the normal 
manner as described previously. 

Do not check the oil level with the engine running. 

Renew the engine oil filter 
Drain the engine oil as described under Change the 
engine oil. 

Place a container under the filter to collect any oil 
that may be spilt. 

Remove the filter by unscrewing it from the engine 
in an anti-clockwise direction (see fig. 83-2). 

Thoroughly clean the filter seating face on the 
engine. 

Lightly smear the rubber sealing ring on the new 
filter with clean engine oil. Screw the filter onto the 
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Fig. B3-1 Engine oil filter and dipstick 

Fig. 83-2 Engine oilfilter location 

pedestal until the rubber seal contacts the sealing 
face, then tighten the filter a further half turn; do not 
over-tighten. 

Fill the engine with clean engine oil until the MAX 
level is reached on the dipstick. Run the engine and 
check the filter joint for leakage. 

Carry out the full oil level check procedure as 
described under Change the engine oil. 

Check the drive belts 
Before commencing to adjust the drive belts inspect 
them for signs of wear or cracking. Any belts found 
unsatisfactory should be renewed. 
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If after adjustment, a matched pair of belts have a 
marked variation in tension, a new pair should be 
fitted. Always renew both belts in a matched pair, 
even if only one belt is faulty. 

Two belt tension loads are specified; a new belt 
load for replacement (new) belts and a retensioning 
load for belts which are satisfactory for further service. 

The belt tension must be checked at a point 
midway between two pulleys (see fig. 83-3) by use of a 
belt tension meter. 
Important Always ensure that the drive belts are 

tensioned to the figures given below. 
The incorrect tensioning of a belt can 

be the cause of belt faults such as 
breakage. slip, twist, etc. 

A belt tension meter such as the Atlas Capco or an 
equivalent type should be used in order to obtain the 
accuracy required. 

Belt dressing must not be applied to prevent belt 
slip. 

Crankshaft to coolant pump/steering pump 
The belt tension meter reading should be as follows, 
New belt load 40,8 kgfto45.4 kgf 

(90 lbf to 100 lbf) 
Retensioning load 36,3 kgfto 40,8 kgf 

(80 lbfto 90 lbfl 
The tension of this matched pair of belts is 

Fig. B3-3 Engine drive belt adjustment and tension 
checking points 
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adjusted by altering the position of the steering pump. 
Slacken the setscrew securing the steering pump 

mounting bracket pivot and the clamping setscrew on 
the belt tensioner situated below the steering pump 
(see fig. 83-3). 

Carefully adjust the tensioner until the correct belt 
tension is attained. 

When the belt tension is correct, tighten the 
tensioner clamp and mounting bracket pivot 
setscrews. 

lfthe alternator belt is to be adjusted the mounting 
bracket pivot setscrew can remain slack until 
adjustment has been carried out. 

Ensure the belt tension is still correct when the 
steering pump is fully secured. 

Crankshaft to coolant pump/alternator 
The belt tension meter reading should be as follows, 
New belt load 40,8 kgf to 45,4 kgf 

{90 lbfto 100 lbf) 
Retensioning load 36,3 kgf to 40,8 kgf 

(80 lbfto90 lbf} 
The belt tension is adjusted by altering the 

position of the alternator. 
Slacken the alternator mounting setscrew and the 

clamping setscrew on the belt tensioner situated 
above the alternator (see fig. 83-3). 

Carefully adjust the tensioner until the correct belt 
tension is attained. 

When the belt tension is correct, tighten the belt 
tensioner clamping setscrew and alternator mounting 
setscrew. 

Ensure the belt tension is still correct when the 
alternator is fully secured. 

Crankshaft to refrigeration compressor 
The belt tension meter reading shou Id be as follows, 
New belt load 40,8 kgf to 45.4 kgf 

(90 lbf to 100 lbf) 
Retensioning load 36,3 kgf to 40,8 kgf 

(80 lbfto 90 lbfl 
The belt tension is adjusted by altering the 

position of the refrigeration compressor. 
Slacken the compressor pivot bolts at the front 

and the rear of the compressor and the belt tensioner 
clamping setscrew (see fig. B3-3). 

Carefully adjust the tensioner until the correct belt 
tension is attained. 

When the belt tension is correct, tighten the belt 
tensioner clamping setscrew and the compressor 
pivot bolts. 

Ensure the belt tension is stil I correct when the 
compressor is fully secured. 
Note If the engine is fitted with an air injection pump, 

it will be necessary to release the tension of its 
drive belt as the tension will be affected by the 
adjustment of the refrigeration compressor. 

The belt should be retensioned as described 
under Air pump to refrigeration compressor, 
when adjustment of the refrigeration 
compressor belt has been completed. 
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Air pump to refrigeration compressor 
The belt tension meter reading should be as follows, 
New belt load 24,9 kgf to 29,4 kgf 

(55 lbfto 65 lbf) 
Retensioning load 24,9 kgf to 29,4 kgf 

(55 lbfto 65 lbf) 
The belt tension is adjusted by altering the 

position of the air pump. 
Slacken the air pump pivot setscrew and the belt 

tensioner clamping setscrew (see fig. 83-3). 
Carefully adjust the tensioner until the correct belt 

tension is attained. 
When the belt tension is correct, tighten the belt 

tensioner clamping setscrew and the air pump pivot 
setscrew. 

Ensure the belt tension is still correct when the air 
pump is fully secured. 

Renew the air filter element 
The air filter element is situated in the air intake 
housing at the front right-hand side of the engine 
compartment (see fig. B3-4). 

On two door cars, unscrew the two setscrews 
securing the filter housing to the valance. Move the 
assembly further into the engine. 

To gain access to the element, release the six 
toggle clips retaining the air intake cover to the 
housing. Lift off the cover. 

Remove the filter element from the housing. 
Ensure that the inside of the air cleaner housing is 

clean. 
Enter the new air filter element into the housing. 

Ensure that the outer edge of the element is correctly 
located around the edge of the housing. 

Fit the housing cover and secure it in position with 
the toggle clips. 

Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 
Refer to Section B 16 in this chapter for details. 

Renew the sparking plugs 
Sparking plug type 

Cars prior to 1989 model year 

Cars fitted with a catalyst 
exhaust system and Bentley Turbo R 
1989 model year 

Cars other than those fitted with 
a catalyst exhaust system 
and Bentley Turbo R 
1989 model year 

NGKBPR5EV 

NGKBPR4EV 

NGKBPRSEV 

Note On cars prior to 1989 model yearfitted with a 
catalyst exhaust system, the NGK BPR 4 EV 
sparking plug may be used as a replacement 
but should only be used in engine sets. 

Plug gap setting 1,0 mm (0.040 in). 

Before removing the sparking plugs the 
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Fig. B3-4 Renewing the airfilter element 

Fig. 83-5 Distributor lubrication point 

surrounding area should be thoroughly cleaned to 
preventthe ingress of foreign matter when the plugs 
are removed. 

Fit the new plugs ensuring that the gaps are 
correctly set and that each plug is fitted with a sealing 
washer. 

Torque tighten each plug to between 24,4 Nm and 
29,8 Nm (2,5 kgf m and 3,0 kgf m, 18 lbf ft and 22 lbf ft). 

Lubricate the distributor (Not applicable to Bentley 
Turbo R) 
Lubrication of the spindle is the only routine 
maintenance required. 

To carry out this operation remove the moulded 
cap of the distributor and the rotor arm. Do not remove 
the cover from the distributor baseplate (see fig. B3-5). 

Lubricate the spindle shaft bearings by applying 
two drops of engine oil to the spindle beneath the 
rotor arm. 

Clean the cap internally and externally prior to 
fitting using a suitable clean cloth. 
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Clean the distributor caps (Bentley Turbo R) 
To remove the distributor caps, press down on the 
heads of the retaining hooks and turn them to their 
released position. Carefully lift off each cap noting its 
position. 

Clean the caps internally and externally using a 
suitable clean cloth. 

When fitting the caps always ensure they are 
correctly positioned and secured by the retaining 
hooks. 

Check all induction system hoses (Bentley Turbo RI 
Inspect the induction system hoses for serviceability. 
Renew all faulty hoses. 

Check the hose clips for tightness but do not 
overtighten. 

When renewing a hose, thoroughly clean the area 
around the hose connections prior to removal. This 
procedure will prevent the ingress of foreign matter 
into the induction system. 

If the connections are to remain disconnected for 
a period of time, the open pipe ends should be suitably 
blanked. 

Lubricate the accelerator linkage 
Lubricate the accelerator linkage ball joints and clevis 
pins with approved grease. 

Examine the ball joints for wear and adjust if 
necessary. Renew any worn clevis pins. 

Examine the linkage for correct operation. For 
details of linkage setting procedures, reference should 
be made to TSD 4737 Engine Management Systems 
Manual, Chapter K. 

Check the ignition timing 
For details of the ignition timing settings and 
procedures reference should be made to TSD 4737 
Engine Management Systems Manual, Chapter E. 

Check the vacuum advance mechanism 
(Not applicable to Bentley Turbo R} 
This operation should be carried out in conjunction 
with the ignition timing checking procedure. For 
details refer to TSD 4737 Engine Management 
Systems Manual, Chapter E. 

Check the engine idle speed 
For details of the engine idle speed setting and 
procedure refer to TSD 4737 Engine Management 
Systems Manual, Chapter B. 
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Section B4 

Engine cooling system 

Renew the thermostat 
Disconnect the battery. 

Place a clean container beneath the radiator drain 
plug. 

Remove the radiator drain plug. 
Remove the expansion bottle pressure cap and 

allow sufficient coolant to drain from the system for 
the coolant level to fal I below that of the thermostat 
housing. 

Fit the radiator drain plug. 
Disconnect the electrical connector from the 

thermostat housing cover. 
Remove the setscrews securing the thermostat 

housing cover. Remove the cover. The cover can be 
moved away from the housing without detaching the 
outlet hose. 

Lift the thermostat from the housing (see fig. B4-1). 
Remove the old gasket material from the 

thermostat housing and cover. Ensure that no material 
enters the thermostat housing. 

Check that the two faces are clean and dry. 
Insert a new thermostat into the housing. 
Place a new gasket in position on the housing and 

fitthe cover. 
Connect the electrical connection removed from 

the housing cover. 
Top-up the cooling system with the correct coolant 

mixture as described under Renew the coolant. 

Reverse flush the coolant system 
Warning Do not under any circumstances use an 

alkaline compound or detergent to clean the 
system. 

Such compounds have a detrimental 
chemical action on aluminium alloys. 

Drain the engine coolant system as described in 
Renew the coolant. 

Disconnect the expansion bottle hoses and fit 
blanks to the radiator stub pipes. 

Remove the top and bottom hoses from the 
radiator matrix. 

Fit a waste pipe to the upper {inlet) connection of 
the radiator. 

Apply mains water under pressure through the 
lower (outlet) connection of the radiator until the water 
runs clear. This should remove all loose sediment. 

Remove the thermostat as described in Renew the 
thermostat, then replace the cover. 

Produce a suitable adaptor to fit onto the cover 
outlet and connect via a hose to the mains water 
supply. Apply mains water pressure. 

Flush the coolant passages until the water runs 
clear. 

Fitthe thermostat, and cover. Use a new 
thermostat cover gasket. 

To flush the heater system, detach the matrix feed 
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Fig. 84-1 Thermostat housing assembly 

hose at the water tap and the return hose at the coolant 
pump connection. 

Connect a waste pipe to the feed hose connection 
and a water main connection to the return connection. 

Turn on the water and reverse flush the matrix 
until the water runs clear of foreign matter. 

Examine the coolant hoses for deterioration or 
damage and renew as necessary. 

Connect all hoses and fill the system with the 
recommended coolant mixture as described under 
Renew the coolant. 

Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
Inspect all coolant hoses for sign of deterioration, 
cracking, weak spots, etc. Any faulty hose should be 
removed and a new hose fitted. When renewing a hose 
always ensure that it does not foul other components 
and that it is not kinked so as to cause complete or 
partial restriction of the coolant flow. 

Check all coolant hose clips for tightness 
Examine all the coolant hose connections for signs of 
leakage and check the worm drive clips for tightness. 
Never overtighten a clip in an attempt to seal a leaking 
connection. 

In the event of a hose connection leaking when the 
worm drive clips have been tightened, drain the cooling 
system to a level below the leaking hose. Remove and 
inspect the hose and its connecting component for 
signs of damage. If necessary renew the faulty 
component and refill the system with coolant as 
described in Renew the coolant. 
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Renew the coolant 
Drive the car onto a ramp; move the gear range 
selector to the park position and apply the parking 
brake. Remove the gearchange fuse from the 
fuse board, (fuse A6 on fuse panel F2). 

Place a container beneath the radiator drain plug 
to collect the coolant. 

Remove the radiator drain plug. 
Remove the expansion bottle pressure cap and 

allow the coolantto drain into the container. 
Check all hoses for serviceability and renew as 

necessary. 
Fill the system with fresh coolant of the specified 

concentration as follows. 
Warning This procedure must be carried out exactly 

as described. Incorrect filling will create air 
locks within the engine and cause 
irreparable damage due to resultant 
overheating. 

Ensure that the radiator drain plug is fitted and 
tightened. 

Remove the bleed plug from the top of the 
radiator, by unscrewing it anti-clockwise. 

Disconnect the radiator to expansion bottle hose 
from the radiator, and hold the hose above the level of 
the radiator top tank. 

Fill the expansion bottle to the MAX level mark. 
Fit the pressure cap to the expansion bottle. 
Using a small funnel or a suitable size hose, 

inserted in the bleed plug aperture, fill the system 
using the correct coolant/anti-freeze and water 
mixture. Pour the mixture into the system slowly to 
avoid air locks. 

When the coolant flows from the radiator stub 
pipe, reconnect the hose. 

Fit the radiator bleed plug. 
Start and run the engine. 
Turn the air conditioning system function control 

to the defrost position. This procedure opens the 
heater system water tap. 

Run the engine for a minimum of five minutes. 
After five minutes, check that warm air is passing 

from the demister outlets. 
Run the engine for a further two minutes at 

between 2000 rev/min and 2500 rev/min to purge the 
system of air. 

Switch off the ignition. 
If necessary, carefully remove the expansion bottle 

pressure cap and top-up the coolant to the MAX level. 
Note Removal of the pressure cap while the engine 

and radiator are still hot requires extreme care. 
If the cap is removed too soon after stopping 
the engine, scalding fluid and steam, under 
pressure, can be blown out. 

To remove the cap, turn it slowly anti
clockwise until a check position is reached. Wait 
for any pressure in the system to be exhausted, 
then continue to turn the cap until it is released. 

Check the coolant anti-freeze concentration 
The cooling system is filled initially with a coolant 
solution comprising equal parts of approved 
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coolant/anti-freeze and water. This mixture gives frost 
protection down to a temperature of -37°C (-35°F}. 
The coolant should contain fifty percent of an 
approved coolant/anti-freeze at all times, as this not 
only provides frost protection, but also prevents 
corrosion of the coolant passages, and raises the 
boiling temperature of the coolant. 

The trade name of the coolant/anti-freeze is 
ICI 007/400F (obtainable under a Rolls-Royce and 
Bentley label} and should be used all year round. Do 
not mix ICI 007/400F ortop-up with any other brand of 
coolant/anti-freeze. 

The anti-freeze concentration should be checked 
in the expansion bottle. 

If the strength of the coolant mixture requires 
increasing, sufficient coolant should be drained from 
the radiator and replaced with undiluted coolant/anti
freeze (see fig. 84-2). 

Afterwards run the engine until normal operating 
temperature is attained and the new coolant/anti
freeze has become thoroughly mixed with the existing 
mixture. 

Stop the engine and again check the concentration 
in the expansion bottle. 

Failure to allow the new anti-freeze to circulate 
properly will result in a false reading. 

An acceptable level of anti-freeze concentration 
is between 45% and 50%. Therefore, as a hydrometer 
may be inaccurate where readings above 40% are 
expected, it is recommended that a refractometer is 
used. For details refer to TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, 
Chapterl. 
Note If a refractometer is not available and a 

hydrometer has to be used a scale reading of 
between 1,06 and 1,07 should be obtained, with 
the coolant at room temperature, for the 
mixture to be correct. 

Check the coolant level 
Warning The cooling system becomes pressurized 

during engine running. Therefore, extreme 
care should betaken when removing the 
expansion bottle pressure cap from an 
engine that is warm or at normal running 
temperature. 

Do not remove the bleed plug from the 
radiator or disconnect the radiator to 
expansion bottle hose when the system is 
pressurized. 

Routine check 
To check the level outside a normal service schedule 
(e.g. Regular maintenance) and when no cooling/ 
heating system fault is reported or suspected. proceed 
as follows. 

If the engine is hot ensure that the coolant level in 
the translucent expansion bottle is at the MAX mark. 
Top-up if necessary and rep I ace the expansion bottle 
cap. 

If the engine is cold ensure that the coolant level in 
the translucent expansion bottle is half-way between 
the MIN and MAX marks. Top-up if necessary and 
replace the expansion bottle cap. 
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If the coolant level in the expansion bottle is either 
below the MIN mark or there is no coolant in the 
expansion bottle, carry out the following Full check 
procedure. 
Furl check 
Ensure the gear range selector is in the park position 
and apply the parking brake. 

Remove the gearchange fuse from the fuseboard 
(fuse A6 on fuse panel F2). 

Check the coolant level in the translucent 
expansion bottle. If the level is low or the bottle is 
empty, allow the engine to cool, then remove the 
pressure cap from the expansion bottle. 

To remove the cap, turn it slowly anti-clockwise 
until a check position is reached. Wait for any pressure 
in the system to be exhausted, then continue to turn 
the cap until it is released. 

Remove the bleed plug from the top of the 
radiator, by unscrewing it anti-clockwise. 

Disconnect the radiator to expansion bottle hose 
from the radiator, and hold the hose above the level of 
the radiator top tank. 

Fill the expansion bottle to the MAX level mark. 
Fit the pressure cap to the expansion bottle. 
Using a small funnel or a suitable size hose, 

inserted in the bleed plug aperture, fill the system 
using the correct coolanuanti-freeze and water 
mixture. Pour the mixture into the system slowly to 
avoid air locks. 

When coolant flows from the radiator stub pipe, 
reconnectthe hose. 

Fit the radiator bleed plug. 
Start and run the engine. 
Turn the air conditioning system function control 

to the defrost position. This procedure opens the 
heater system water tap. 

Run the engine for a minimum of five minutes. 
After five minutes, check that warm air is passing 

from the demister outlets. 
Run the engine for a further two minutes at 

between 2000 rev/min and 2500 rev/min to purge the 
system of air. 

Switch off the ignition. 
If necessary, carefully remove the expansion 

bottle pressure cap and top-up the coolant to the MAX 
level. 
Note Removal of the pressure cap while the engine 

and radiator are still hot requires extreme care. 
If the cap is removed too soon after stopping 
the engine, scalding fluid and steam, under 
pressure, can be blown out. 

To remove the cap, turn it slowly anti· 
clockwise until a check position is reached. Wait 
for any pressure in the system to be exhausted, 
then continue to turn the cap until it is released. 

Remove foreign matter from the radiator, engine oil 
cooler, steering system oil cooler, refrigeration 
condenser and intercooler matrices 
Using a pressure hose pipe, flush the radiator, oil 
cooler, and condenser matrices. 

Hold the nose of the hose pipe close to the back of 
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Fig. 84-2 Anti-freeze correction chart to give a 50% 
solution 

A Acceptable service range of concentration 
B Freezing point of coolant 
C Percentage concentration 
D Volume of 100% anti-freeze to be added to 

maintain a 50%solution after removal of 
the same volume of old coolant 

the matrices and allow the water to pass between the 
veins. Slowly move the hose over the whole matrix 
area until all foreign matter (insects, etc.) have been 
flushed clear. Care must be taken to ensure that the 
end of the hose does not damage the matrices during 
this operation. 

On 1989 model year Bentley Turbo R cars, also 
flush the air intake intercooler situated beneath the 
right-hand front wing. To gain access to the rear of the 
matrix, remove the small undersheet fitted to protect 
the unit. 
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Section B5 

Torque converter transmission 

It is absolutely essential when adding fluid to, or 
working on the torque converter transmission that great 
attention is paid to cleanliness. The smallest particle of 
dirt in the transmission fluid could interfere with the 
correct operation of the unit. It is also important that 
only an approved fluid is used (see Chapter A}. 

Check the transmission fluid level 
The fluid level can only be checked accurately when the 
car is standing on a level surface, the engine is running 
at idle speed, and the transmission fluid is at normal 
operating temperature approximately 77°C ( 170°F). 

The dipstick and filler tu be are situated on the 
right-hand side of the engine compartment. 

On four door cars remove the protective cover 
from the windscreen wiper mechanism to gain access 
to the dipstick. Ensure that the following safety 
procedure is undertaken to isolate the mechanism 
prior to removing the cover. 

Ensure that the windscreen wiper control switch 
situated on the facia is in the off position. Remove a 
windscreen wiper relay, preferably number three. On 
cars prior to 1989 model year the relay is situated 
adjacent to the windscreen washer reservoir (see fig. 
B5-1 A}. On 1 989 model year cars the relay is situated 
between the spring pot brackets on the right-hand side 
of the engine compartment. To gain access to the 
relay. Remove the cover panel (see fig. B5-1 C). To 
remove the relay pull it vertically from its rnounti ng. 

Always clean the top of the dipstick before 
removing it from the filler tube. 

As an initial check. the fluid level may be checked 
after starting from cold as follows. 

Apply the parking brake. 
Start and run the engine for three to four minutes 

with the gear range selector in the park position. Allow 
the engine to achieve a normal idle speed. 

Whilst sitting in the driving seat, firmly apply the 
footbrake and move the gear range selector through 
the full range of gear positions pausing briefly in each 
range. Return the selector to the park position. 

Immediately check the fluid level with the engine 
running at idle speed. 

The level should be 25 mm (1 in) below the FULL 
HOT mark on the dipstick. 

Top-up to this level if necessary. 
Important When checking the fluid level with the 

engine running, take care to avoid any 
moving parts such as drive belts, pulleys, 
fan blades, etc. Care should also be taken 
to avoid contact with hot engine 
components. 

After this initial check a further check should be 
carried out as fol lows. 

Drive the car for approximately 24 kilometres (15 
miles) of highway/motorway driving or 16 kilometres 
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Fig. 85-1 Transmission filler tube and dipstick 
A Removing the windscreen wiper 

mechanism cover. The arrow indicates the 
wiper motor relay removed 

B Withdrawing the dipstick from the filler tube 
C Wiper motor relay location 1989 model year 

cars (Bentley Turbo R shown) 
D Dipstick markings 

( 10 miles) of city driving. This should ensure the 
transmission has reached normal operating 
temperature. 

It is essential thatthis temperature is attained. 
Do not top-up the fluid level to the FU LL HOT mark on 
the dipstick when the fluid is only warm, as this will 
result in an overflow situation when the normal 
operating temperature is attained. Overfilling will 
result in fluid being discharged from the transmission 
breather pipe. 

Position the car on a level surface, firmly apply the 
parking brake and select park with the gear selector 
lever. 

Carry out the procedure described for the in iti a I 
check. 

With the transmission fluid at normal operating 
temperature the level of the fluid should be within the 
cross hatched area marked on the dipstick (see fig. 85-1). 
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If necessary add fluid by pouring it down the tiller 
tu be, with the engine still running, until the flu id is to 
the FU LL HOT mark on the dipstick. Do not overfill. 

When the fluid level is correct. switch off the 
engine and fit the windscreen wiper mechanism cover 
and relay. 

Renew the transmission fluid 
Place a clean container having am inimum capacity of 
3 litres (5 Imp pt, 6 US pt) beneath the drain plug 
situated on the corner of the transmission sump (see 
fig.B5·2). 

Remove the drain plug and allow the oi I to drain 
from the sump. 

After draining the sump, ensure that the sump 
plug is clean then fit it to the sump. Torque tighten the 
plug to between 21 Nm and 27 Nm (2, 1 kgf m and 2, 7 
kgfm, 151bfftand201bfft). 

From within the engine compartment, remove the 
transmission dipstick as described under Check the 
transmission fluid level. 

Add 2,8 litres (5 Imp pt, 6 US pt) of an approved 
fluid to the sump, pouring the fluid down the filler 
tube. 

Check the fluid level as described under Check the 
transmission fluid level. 

Fig. 85-2 Transmission sump drain plug 

Fig. 85-3 Transmission intake strainer removal 

B5-2 

Fit a new intake strainer 
Drain the transmission sump as described under the 
heading. Renew the transmission fluid, then proceed 
as follows. 

Remove the setscrews securing the transmission 
sump and lower the sump. 

Drain the fluid from the sump and discard the 
gasket. 

Unscrew the setscrew securing the intake strainer 
and pipe assembly to the transmission; remove the 
strainer assembly (see fig. 85-3). 

Remove the intake pipe from the strainer and 
discard the strainer. 

Clean the transmission sump and the intake pipe 
with paraffin and dry with compressed air. 

Fit a new 'O' ring to the intake pipe and lubricate 
the 'O' ring with clean transmission fluid. 

Ensure that a new rubber seal is fitted to the pipe 
bore in the new intake strainer, then fit the intake pipe 
into the strainer. 

Fit the intake strainer and pipe assembly to the 
transmission and torque tighten the securing setscrew 
to 14 Nm (1 .4 kgf m, 10 lbfft). 

Fit the transmission sump using a new gasket 
and torque tighten the sump setscrews to 16 Nm 
(1,7kgfm, 121bfft). 

Add 4,5 litres (8 Imp pt, 9.6 US pt) of an approved 
fluid to the sump, pouring the fluid down the filler 
tube, then follow the fluid level checking procedure 
described under Check the transmission fluid level. 

Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 
Lubricate the clevis pins in the control rod linkage at 
the left-hand side of the transmission, with a few drops 
of clean engine oil. Also lubricate the manual shaft 
where it enters the transmission casing. 
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Section B6 

Propeller shaft 

Lubricate the universal joints 
A grease nipple is fitted to the universal joint at each 
end of the propeller shaft (see fig. B6-1) on Bentley 
Turbo R cars. 

Using a suitable grease gun, lubricate each joint 
with an approved grease (see Chapter A). 

On cars fitted with a rubber jointed propeller shaft, 
lubrication is not required. 

Fig. B6-1 Propeller shaft grease point 
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Section B7 

Final drive unit 

Check the final drive oil level 
Position the car on a ramp or over a pit. 

Remove the level plug located in the rear face of 
the final drive casing. The oil in the casing shou Id be 
up to the level plug orifice. If necessary, top-up with an 
approved oil. 

Fit the level plug complete with a new joint 
washer. 

Renew the final drive oil 
It is advisable to carry out this operation when the oil is 
warm, e.g. immediately after the car has completed a 
run. 

Position the car on a ramp or over a pit and clean 
the area around the drain and level plugs (see fig. B7-1). 

Place a container beneath the drain plug, then 
remove both the drain and level plugs. 

When the oil has drained, fit the drain plug 
complete with a new joint washer. 

Using a syringe, fil I the casing to the level plug 
orifice with an approved oil. Approximately 2,3 litres 
(4.0 I mp pt, 4.8 US pt) of oil will be required. 

Fit the level plug complete with a new joint washer 
and check for leaks. 

Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 
The drive-shaft joints enclosed by convoluted seals, 
are filled with lubricant on initial assembly. If upon 
inspection a seal is found to be leaking or damaged 
the joint should be inspected and a new seal fitted as 
described in TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter J. 

Fig. B7-1 Final drive drain and filler/level points 
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Section 88 

Steering 

Check the steering pump fluid level 
Remove the fi lier cap from the steering pump reservoir 
and check that the fluid level is at least up to the MIN 
mark on the integral dipstick (see fig. B8-1 ). If 
necessary, top-up to th is level with approved flu id. 

Start and run the engine until it reaches normal 
operating temperature, approximately 77°C (170°F), 
then stop the engine. 

Remove the filler cap and check the fluid level in 
the reservoir. If necessary, add an approved fluid to 
raise the level to the MAX mark on the dipstick; do not 
overfill. 

Ensure that the filler cap is securely replaced. 

Check the condition of the steering ball joints and 
covers 
Examine the condition of the rubber cover seals on the 
track rod ball joints (see fig. B8-2) and check the ball 
joints for wear and damage. 

Fig. 88-1 Steering pump filler/ dipstick 

Fig. 88·2 Track rod ball joints and steering rack 
convoluted seals 
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If the bal I joints are worn or the rubber covers are 
damaged or in poor condition, new ball joints should 
befitted. 

For full information refer to TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter N. 

Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted 
seals 
Examine the condition of the convoluted seals on the 
rack and pinion unit (see fig. B8-2) and check the 
tightness of the seal clips. 

If the seals are satisfactory, tighten the clips as 
necessary. 

If the convoluted seals are found to be damaged 
or in poor condition, the rack and pinion unit shou Id be 
removed from the car and new seals fitted. 

For full information refer to TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter N. 
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Section 89 

Suspension 

Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
The front suspension ball joints (see fig. 89-1) are 
packed with grease on initial assembly and shou Id not 
normally require attention. 

Check the ball joints for wear and examine the 
rubber covers for serviceability. 

If the ball joints are worn or the rubber covers are 
damaged or in poor condition, new bal I joint 
assemblies should be fitted as necessary. 

For ful I information refer to TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter H. 

Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
Examine the condition of the convoluted seals on the 
rear suspension struts. 

If the seals are found to be damaged or in poor 
condition, the struts should be removed as described 
in TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G and new 
seals fitted. 

Lubricate the levelling valve ball joints 
Examine the rubber covers on the levelling valve ball 
joint and torsion rod pivot for serviceability (see fig. 
89-3). 

If the covers are satisfactory, ease them back and 
clean the joints. Lubricate the joints with an approved 
grease. 

When cover renewal is necessary proceed as 
follows. 

Mark the torsion bar clamp and the stabilizer bar 
with correlation marks to assist in repositioning of the 
torsion bar clamps upon assembly. 

Slacken the torsion bar 'U' bolt attached around 
the stabilizer bar (see fig. 89-3). 

Withdraw the torsion bar from the levelling va Ive 
ball joint and spherical bearing. 

Discard the covers and clean the joints. 
Lubricate the joints with approved grease. 
Fit new rubber covers and assemble the 

components by reversing the removal procedure. 
Align the correlation marks then push the torsion 

bar as far as possible into the spherical bearing. 
Withdraw the torsion bar between 0,50 mm and 0, 75 
mm (0.020 in and 0.030 in), then torque tighten the 
torsion bar 'U' clamp nuts to between 5,2 Nm and 6,2 
Nm (0,53 kgf m and 0,63 kgf m; 3.8 lbf ft and 4.6 lbf ft). 

Ensure that the area of contact between the clamp 
and the stabilizer bar is free of grease, oil, etc. 

Check the car levelled height as described in TSO 
4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G. 

Check the condition of the suspension dampers 
Examine the condition of the front suspension 
dampers convoluted seals. 

If the seals are found to be damaged or in poor 
condition, the dampers should be removed as 
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Fig. B9·1 Front suspension bait joints 

Fig. 89-2 Rear suspension strut 
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Fig. 89-3 Levelting valve ball points 

Fig. 89-4 Track rod adjustment points 

described in TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter H 
and new seals fitted. 

Check the front wheel alignment settings 
Front wheel toe-in 0° 12' ± 5'. 

With the levelled height correctly adjusted, 
position the car on a level surface. Set the steering in 
the straight ahead position. 

Set suitable alignment equipment onto the front 
wheels following the manufacturer's instructions and 
take a reading. 

If adjustment is necessary, slacken the pinch bolts 
securing the track rod adjusters (see fig. B9-4). Rotate 
the adjusters to bring the wheels into the straight 
ahead position {zero toe-in}. 

Rotate the adjusters by equal amounts to give an 
overall toe-in figure of between 0° 7' and 0° 17'. 

Tighten the pinch bolts then check the toe-in 
again. 

When the toe-in is correct torque tighten the pinch 
bolts and fit new split pins. 

89-2 
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Section B10 

Brake and hydraulic systems 

A wARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castrol RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very smal I amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component identification 
reference should be made to TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter G. 

Always ensure thattwo sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM} are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

Check the integrity of the reservoir seal 
In order to protect against claims of liability for 
hydraulic system contamination, it is recommended 
that the integrity of the reservoir locking wire and seal 
are checked (see fig. B10·1 I prior to work being 
undertaken. If possible this operation should be 
carried out in the presence of the owner or his/her 
representative. 

If the seal or wire are broken, or ifit is suspected, 
that the hydraulic system is contaminated, carry out 
the test procedure detailed in TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter G. 

It is important that the test is carried out even 
when the hydraulic system mineral oil is to be renewed 
as this will not prevent the deterioration of 
components which have been in contact with 
contaminated mineral oil. 

Brake fluids and mineral oil are immiscible and 
with large amounts of contamination separation of the 
fluids will occur on standing, due to the greater density 
of the conventional fluids. A further indication of the 
mixing of conventional brake fluid and mineral oil is 
its cloudy appearance. 

To carry out contamination tests, a kit is available 
from Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited part number 
RH 2841. 

Important Always wire lock and seal the reservoir lid 
locking rings after it has been ascertained 
that the systems are not contaminated and 
all work on the systems has been 
completed. 
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Fig. 810·1 Hydraulic system reservoirs 
1 Hydraulic systems seal 
2 Reservoir filler connection and level 

indicator (No. 2 system) 
3 Reservoir filler connection and level 

indicator (No. 1 system) 

Check the reservoir mineral oil levels 
The mineral oil reservoirs of the hydraulic systems are 
situated on the left-hand side of the engine 
compartment. 

To check the oil level, first depressurize the 
hydraulic systems by pumping the brake pedal until 
the two warning panels situated on the facia 
illuminate. 

With the car unladen and on level ground, start 
and run the engine for approximately four minutes to 
charge the systems. 

The mineral oil level in both reservoirs should be 
checked by observing the position of the green 
indicator tube in the sight glass situated on the top of 
each reservoir (see fig. 810-1 ). The level is correct 
when the indicator tube is level with the top of the 
black band on the sight glass. 

If the indicator tube is below the black band, the 
reservoir requires topping-up with an approved 
hydraulic system mineral oil. 

It is important that only an approved hyd rautic 
system mineral oil is used (see Chapter A) and that 
exceptional cleanliness is observed when topping-up 
the hydraulic systems. 

Under no circumstances should a conventional 
(i.e.RR363 or Universal type) brake fluid be used. 
Note Ensure that brake disc pad renewal is not 

required prior to topping-up the reservoirs. 
When new pads are fitted mineral oil will be 
returned to the reservoirs (see Check the brake 
disc pads for wear}. 
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To top-up a reservoir proceed as follows. 
Clean the area around the reservoir filler 

connection and remove the blanking plug from the 
aperture. 

Obtain a dispenser of hydraulic system mineral 
oil. Pull the plug from the top of the dispenser cap, 
then enter and firmly push the targer end of the filler 
tube supplied with the dispenser into the cap. The tube 
will lock into the cap and also pierce the dispenser seal 
situated below the cap when fully inserted. 

Taking care notto squeeze the dispenser, enter 
the special nozzle on the filler tube into the hole in the 
reservoir filler. Push the nozzle in fully, then turn the 
nozzle clockwise to lock it into position, When 
inserting the nozzle sufficient pressure will have to be 
applied to overcome the spring pressure of the ball 
valve which seals the reservoir filler. 

With the nozzle correctly inserted, squeeze the 
dispenser to inject the mineral oil into the reservoir 
until the correct level is attained. 

To release the nozzle turn it anti-clockwise. 
Remove any mineral oil that may have been spilt, 

then insert the blanking plug into the filler aperture. 
Repeat the procedure on the other reservoir if 

necessary. 

Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
Examine the metal brake and levelling system pipes 
for damage and corrosion, particularly those in 
exposed positions. 

Examine the hoses for chafing and surface 
cracking. 

Faulty pipes and hoses should be renewed as 
described in TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G. 

Renew all flexible hoses 
Depressurize the hydraulic systems as described in 
TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G. 

Completely drain the mineral oil from the 
hydraulic systems as described under Renew the 
hydraulic system mineral oil. 

Thoroughly clean the area around the hose 
connections and remove the respective hoses noting 
the following points. 

To avoid contamination fit the new hose 
immediately the old hose has been removed. 
Alternatively, fit approved blanks to the open 
connections until the new hoses are to be fitted. 

Before fitting a new hose, ensure it is thoroughly 
clean and conforms with the hydraulic system mineral 
oil requirements. 

When fitting new hoses, ensure that they are 
routed to clear other components and that clearance is 
maintained during full suspension or engine 
movement where applicable. 

Tighten all pipe connections to the torque figures 
given in TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G. Over
tightening can cause pipe flare distortion and 
consequent leakage. 

When all the hoses have been renewed, ensure 
that all the bleed point nipples are closed, then fill the 
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systems with new hydraulic system mineral oil as 
described under Renew the hydraulic system mineral 
oil. 

Bleed the hydraulic systems as described in TSD 
4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G and check the 
systems for leaks. 

Renew the brake caliper seals 
To renew the brake caliper seals it is necessary to 
remove the brake calipers from the car. 

For full details, refer to TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter G. 

Check the brake disc pads for wear 
Remove the road wheel trims and slacken the wheel 
nuts. 

Jack-up the car and support it with stands and sill 
blocks (see Section 82). 

Remove the road wheels and examine all the 
brake disc pads for wear. 

All the brake pads must be renewed when any of 
the pad linings are worn to within 3 mm (0.12 in) of the 
steel backing plate. The pads should also be renewed 
if this thickness is likely to be reached before the next 
service check. To renew the brake pads, refer to TSD 
4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G. 

If new brake pads are to be fitted which have 
different recommended linings from those on the old 
pads, the disc faces should be cleaned prior to fitting 
the new pads. All traces of the old pad lining material 
should be removed by hand rotating the disc whilst 
applying coarse grade emery cloth to the disc faces. 
Do not emery the disc faces radially. 

Always ensure that the pads fitted to all six brake 
calipers have the same type and grade of pad lining. 

When fitting new brake pads it will be necessary 
to press the caliper pistons back into their bores to 
allow the new brake pads to be inserted. Always 
ensure that the mineral oil reservoirs do not become 
overfull with hydraulic mineral oil being returned into 
the system. 

Before connecting the electrical cable from the 
inner brake pad on the front brake calipers, check that 
the brake pad wear warning circuit is functional. 

To carry out the check, connect the black/blue 
cable to the black earth cable. Switch on the ignition 
and press the footbrake pedal; the brake pad wear 
warning panel situated on the facia should illuminate. 

Repeat the test on the other caliper. 
Fit the road wheels and lower the car. 
If new brake pads have been fitted, an initial 

running-in period of between 1100 kilometres and 
1300 kilometres (700 miles and 800 miles) should be 
observed. During this running-in period the brakes 
should not be applied harshly or for prolonged periods 
from high speeds except in an emergency. Towards 
the end of the running-in period, the force with which 
the brakes are applied may be progressively 
increased. 

When the fitting operation has been completed, 
start and run the engine to pressurize the systems. 
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Switch off the ignition. 
Apply the footbrake to allow the brake pads to 

attain their correct positions and remove any excess 
clearance between the brake pads and the discs. 

Check the hydraulic system mineral oil level as 
described under Check the reservoir mineral oil levels 
and correct if necessary. 

If an overfull situation is shown the surplus 
mineral oil should be bled from the system at a brake 
caliper bleed point. 

Check the condition of the brake caliper dust excluders 
(when changing brake pads) 
The condition of the caliper dust seals should be 
checked whenever the brake pads are removed. 

Inspect the seals for signs of damage, heat 
hardening, or general deterioration and renew if 
necessary. 

When fitting new seals, ensure that the seal 
retaining clips are correctly located. 

Check the parking brake pads for wear 
Securely chock the front wheels then raise the rear of 
the car. Place sill blocks under the rear body sills and 
also support the rear trailing arms. Do not allow the 
suspension struts to support the full suspension load. 

Remove the rear wheels and release the parking 
brake to the off position. 

Disconnect the caliper actuation rod from the 
caliper lever (see fig. B 10-2). 

Unscrew and remove the caliper adjuster and 
collect the adjuster clicker plate. 

Unhook the pad retention spring from each pad, 
noting the larger spring is fitted to the inner pad. 
Remove the pads from the caliper. 

Check the thickness of the lining material on each 
pad. Pads which are worn to within 1,6 mm (0.062 in} 
or less of the steel backing plate should be renewed. 

To fit the pads, attach the retention springs then 
locate the pads into position and hook the springs 
onto the caliper. 

Complete the assembly by reversing the removal 
procedure, then adjust the calipers as described under 
the heading Adjust the parking brake calipers and 
cables. 
Note If new parking brake pads have been fitted, the 

following bedding-in procedure should be 
carried out after adjusting the parking brake. 

Drive the car at approximately 48 km/h (30 mile/h) 
and apply the parking brake to bring the car to rest; it 
is important that this is done gently and progressively. 
The parking brake must not be applied fully and no 
attempt should be made to lock the wheels. This 
operation should be carried out nine times, allowing at 
least one minute to elapse between stops to prevent 
the linings overheating. 

Finally adjust the caliper as described under the 
heading Adjust the parking brake calipers and cables. 

Lubricate the parking brake linkage 
Remove any accumulation of dirt and old grease from 
the linkage. Renew any worn clevis pins. 
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Parking brake mechanism 
Actuation rod 
Centralizing straps 
Parking brake pads 
Brake disc 
Adjuster clicker block 
Adjuster 

Parking brake adjustment 
Guide rod and return spring 
Drive-shaft 
Actuation lever 
Suspension strut 
Brake caliper 
Actuation rod 
Caliper adjuster 
Mounting bracket 
Spring abutment bracket 

4 

Lubricate the parking brake linkage clevis pins, 
fulcrum pins, and the rear cable adjusters with 
approved grease. 

W290 
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Adjust the parking brake calipers and cabfes 
Before any adjustments are made to the parking brake 
rear cables the caliper on each rear wheel should be 
set as follows. 

Remove the clevis pin connecting the brake cable 
to the actuation lever. 

Check and adjust if necessary the length of the 
actuation rod, to obtain a measurement of 63 mm (2.5 
in) between the exposed face of the jaw lock-nut and 
the face of the opposite jaw. 

Ensure that the parking brake caliper is on its 'off 
stop'. Check that the clearance (see fig. B 10-3 point A) 
between the washer on the spring guide rod and the 
spring abutment bracket is approximately 6 mm (0.250 
in) at the point of minimum clearance. Bend the 
abutment bracket as necessary. 
Note The washer fitted to the end of the spring guide 

rod must not act as the parking brake 'off stop' 
as this will cause caliper pad misalignment. 

Connect the rear brake cable to the actuation lever. 
Ensure that the parking brake is in the off position. 
Adjust the rear cables at the adjusters (see fig. 

B 10-4) so that the caliper operating levers return to 
their off-stops under the influence of their return 
springs with no appreciable slackness in the cables. 
Note The cables must be adjusted so that the 

equalizer link on the intermediate linkage (see 
fig. B 10-41 lies at right angles with the centre 
line of the car with the parking brake in the off 
position. 

To check the cable adjustment, adjust both rear 
cables at the equalizer Ii nk until the caliper off-stops 
are just clear of the calipers. Measure the gap 
produced at each off-stop and lengthen the cables by 
this amount. 

With the cables correctly adjusted, check that the 
centralizing straps (see fig. B 10-2) are pushing the 
pads away from the discs when the parking brake is in 
the off position. If not, remove the nut and bolt 
securing the straps, bend the straps outward (i.e. away 
from the disc} then refit them. Ensure that the straps 
are pushed downward towards the adjusting nut 

Fig. 810·4 Parking brake rear cabfe adjustment point 
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whilst tightening the nut and bolt securing them to the 
caliper. 

Check that the distance between the pad and the 
disc is the same on each side of the caliper; if not, reset 
the centralizing straps. 

Raise each rear wheel in turn so that it is free to 
rotate and adjust each caliper as follows. 

Turn the caliper adjuster (see fig. B 10-3} clockwise 
until the pads just grip the disc; at this point it should 
only just be possible to rotate the road wheel by hand. 

Turn the adjuster anti-clockwise a quarter turn 
(i.e. three clicks on the nut) to obtain the minimum 
clearance between the pads and disc. 

Check the hydraulic accumulator pressures 
De pressurize the hydraulic systems as described in 
TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G. 

Fit a pressure gauge RH9727 into the relevant 
system service point by means of a suitable high 
pressure pipe. The service point locations are shown 
in figure 810-5. 

Start the engine. The gauge needle should 
immediately rise to between 31 bar and 62 bar 
(450 lbf/in2 and 900 lbf/in2} indicating the nitrogen gas 
pressure in the accumulator sphere. In the event of the 
gas pressure being below 31 bar (450 lbf/in2) a new 
sphere should be fitted. 

If on first starting the engine, the pressure gauge 
needle fluctuates violently, rapidly climbs to 172 bar 
(2500 lbf/in2) and then immediately falls to zero on 
application of the brake pedal, complete loss of 
nitrogen gas pressure from the accumulator sphere is 
indicated. 

After the initial pressure rise the pressure should 
slowly increase to between 165 bar and 180 bar (2393 
lbflin2 and 261 O lbf/in2}. At this pressure the 
accumulator cut-out valve should actuate and the 
hydrau lie pump cease to charge the accumulator. 

After the cut-out pressure has been reached, note 
the pressure to which the gauge settles. This setting 
takes up to one minute and the pressure should not be 
more than 10 bar (150 lbf/in2 ) below the cut-out 
pressure. The pressure should then remain steady 
unless the brake peda I is applied or the level ling 
system actuated. 

Fit a bleed tu be onto the bleed screw of the gauge 
connecting pipe. Open the bleed screw and allow the 
pressure gauge reading to fall. When the pressure has 
fallen to between 140 bar and 155 bar (2030 lbf/in2 and 
2248 lbf/in2) the accumulator control valve should 
allow the hydraulic pump to recharge the accumulator. 

If the cut-in and cut-out pressures of the 
accumulator are outside the limits quoted the 
accumulator valve assembly must be renewed. 

If the pressure continues to fall after the 
accumulator has reached the cut-out pressure of 
between 165 bar and 180 bar (2393 lbf/in2 and 2610 
I bf/i n2) and then settles, an internal leak is indicated. 

If observation of the gauge shows that the pump 
is still pumping (needle fluctuating with the pump 
pulses) without giving a rise in pressure, then there is 
a leak equal to the pump flow at that pressure. Pump 
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Fig. 810-5 
A 
B 
C 

Hydraulic system bleed points and accumulator test service points 
Accumulator (No. 1 system) 
Accumulator (No. 2 system) 
Deceleration conscious pressure limiting 
valve; cars without anti-lock brakes 

D Deceleration conscious pressure limiting 
valve; cars with anti-lock brakes 

E Front caliper left-hand front wheel 
F Front caliper right-hand front wheel 
G Rear caliper right-hand front wheel; cars 

without anti-lock brakes 
H Rear caliper left-hand front wheel; cars 

without anti-lock brakes 
I Right-hand rear caliper {upper cylinder} 
J Right-hand rear caliper (lower cylinder) 
K Left-hand rear caliper (upper cylinder) 

'cut-out' indicated by the change in the audible note 
of the pump, can be heard if the end of the engine 
dipstick is placed on top of the pump and used as a 
hearing aid. 

Should an accumulator fail to comply with the 
operational requirements, reference should be made 
to TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G for the full 
system test procedure. 

If the accumulator functions correctly, 
depressurize the systems and remove the test gauge. 
Fit the service point blanking plug. 

Bleed the hydraulic system as described in TSD 
4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G. 

Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 
Depressurize the hydrau lie systems as described in 
TSD 4700 Workshop Manual, Chapter G. 

Completely drain the mineral oil from the 
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L Left-hand rear caliper (lower cylinder) 
M Rear suspension struts (right-hand side 

inner sill forward of rear road spring) 
N High pressure (orange line No. 2 system) 

right-hand drive cars other than Bentley Turbo R, 
left-hand drive Bentley Turbo R cars 

0 High pressure (red line No. 1 system) 
left-hand drive cars 

P High pressure (red line No. 1 system) 
right-hand drive cars 

R High pressure (orange line No. 2 system) 
left-hand drive cars other than Bentley Turbo R 

S High pressure (orange line No. 2 system) 
right-hand drive Bentley Turbo R cars 

hydraulic systems by attaching a tube to each bleed 
point, then opening the bleed screws and allowing the 
mineral oil to drain from the systems. The bleed 
screws are located on each pair of brake calipers 
(except the rear caliper on the front wheels of cars 
fitted with anti-lock braking}, on the deceleration 
conscious pressure limiting valve and on the right
hand inner sill from the rear suspension struts. A drain 
tube is not required at the accumulator bleed screws 
as these are an integral part of the accumulators and 
when opened allow the mineral oil to flow from the 
accumulator spheres back to the reservoirs. 

Drain the mineral oil from the reservoirs and clean 
the reservoirs as described in TSD4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter G. 

After the system has completely drained, close all 
the bleed screws and ensure that any disturbed pipes 
are connected and correctly torque tightened. 
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Fill the reservoirs with fresh hydraulic system 
mineral oil (see Chapter A), until the top of the green 
indicator tube is approximately 3 mm (0.125 in) below 
the bottom edge of the black ring on the indicator sight 
glass. 

Run the engine for approximately four minutes 
with the car unladen, then top-up the reservoirs until 
the top of the green indicator tube is up to the top of 
the black ring on the indicator sight glass. Never allow 
the mineral oil level to fall below the minimum level 
(i.e. top of the green indicator tube below the bottom 
of the indicator sight glass). 

Check for leaks, especially around all pipes, 
connections, etc., which have been disturbed. 

The hydraulic systems must then be bled 
completely as described in TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter G. 

B10-6 
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Section B11 

Fuel system 

Safety precautions 
It is important that before a fuel line is opened or the 
fuel tank drained or siphoned, that the workshop 
safety precautions given in Section 82 are observed. 

The fuel in the system may be pressurized, except 
for the fuel tank and return lines. Therefore, it is 
recommended that the fuel system be depressurized 
before dismantling any part of the system. 

To depressurize the system proceed as follows. 
Clean the inlet connection to the fuel filter. 
Wrap an absorbent cloth around the joint and 

carefu I ly slacken the pipe nut to release any 
pressurized fuel from the system. 

Tighten the pipe nut. 
It should be noted that the system will still contain 

unpressurized fuel. 

Renew the main fuel filter 
The main fuel filter is situated on the car underframe 
(see fig. 811-1 ). The element is housed in a sealed 
container and no attempt shou Id be made to clean it; 
always fit a new unit. 

Place a container beneath the filter to collect any 
petrol that drains from the filter. 

Depressu rize the fuel system as described under 
Safety precautions. 

Carefully remove the inlet and outlet pipe 
connections from the filter. 

Slacken the worm drive clip retaining the filter to 
the mounting bracket and withdraw the filter. 

Remove the unions fitted into both ends of the 
filter and discard the filter. 

Clean and fit the unions together with new sea Ii ng 
washers into the new filter. 

Fit the new tilter by reversing the removal 
procedure noting the direction of flow arrow marked 
on the outside of the filter casing. 

Drain any accumulation of water from the fuel tank 
Unscrew the union connecting the fuel return line to 
the fuel distributor. 

Blow compressed air into the fuel return line to 
force any fuel in the line into the tank. 

Slightly jack-up the car on the right-hand side and 
siphon the fuel from the fuel tank. Lower the jack. 

Pour 4,5 litres (1 Imp gal, 1.2 US gal} of 
Exxonva rsol or Shel IM ineral spirit 135 into the fuel 
tank and rock the car from side to side, to thoroughly 
mix the spirit with any water remaining in the tank. 

Slightly jack-up the car on the right-hand side and 
siphon the fuel tank. Lower the jack. 

Repeat the operations until al I the water has been 
removed from the fuel tank. 

Disconnect and insulate the electrical leads from 
the fuel tank pre-pump. Unscrew the worm drive clip 
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Fig. B11-1 Main fuel filter 

Fig. B11-2 Fuel system pre-pump location 

securing the fuel feed hose and detach the hose. 
Remove the locking ring from the base of the fuel 

tank using the special tool RH 9928. Withdraw the 
pre-pump assembly and discard the sealing ring. 

Fit a new pre-pump filter, ensuring that a new 
sealing ring is also fitted. Secure with the locking ring 
using the special tool RH 9928. Ensure that the lug on 
the locking ring just contacts the stop on the tank 
outlet. Do notovertighten. 

Do not connect the electrical leads to the pre-pump. 
Unscrew the worm drive clip securing the fuel 

pump feed hose from the pre-pump (at the pump inlet 
connection). Connect a length of hose, approximately 
2 m (6 ft} in length to the fuel pump in let and the other 
end of the hose to a suitable container. 

Connect a length of hose, approximately 2 m (6 ft) 
in length to the fuel distributor return to fuel tank 
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con·nection. Place the free end of the hose into an 
empty container of at least 5 litres (1.1 Imp gal, 
1.3 US gall capacity. 

Fit a new fuel filter assembly. 
Remove the fuel injectors and fuel injection lines. 
Remove the air intake ducting. 
Detach the electrical plug from the pressure 

control valve (cars fitted with a lambda control 
system}. 

Connect the eight auxiliary plastic fuel lines from 
the fuel delivery quantity comparison tester RH 9613 
{Bosch No. KDJE 7455} to the fuel injection line 
connections on the fuel distributor. Place the free ends 
of the plastic fuel lines into the empty container. 

Pour at least 2,3 litres (4 Imp pt, 4.8 US pt} of 
mineral spirit into the container feeding the fuel pump. 

Remove the cranking interlock relay situated 
below the fuseboard. 

Switch on the ignition. Turn and hold the key in 
the START position to operate the fuel pump. Do not 
allow the fuel pump to run dry. 

Press the airflow sensor plate downwards to its 
maximum open position. 

Continue to flush the system through until the 
mineral spirit runs clean. 

Testthefuel injectors (refer to TSD4737 Engine 
Management Systems, Chapter Bl. 

Fit the fuel injectors and injector lines. 
Fit a new fuel filter assembly. 
Fit the fuel return line to the fuel distributor. 
Fit the hose from the fuel tank to the fuel pump 

inlet connection. 
Connect the electrical leads to the fuel tank pre

pump. 
Fit the cranking interlock relay. 
Add fuel to the tank and test the engine. 

Renew the in-tank pre-pump filter 
Disconnect and remove the battery. 

Siphon the fuel from the tank. 
From beneath the car, detach the fuel feed 

connection at the fuel tank. Blank off the open 
connections. 

Disconnect the electrical cables from the in-tank 
pre-pump. Note the connections to facilitate assembly. 

Using the special tool RH 9928, turn the locking 

A2410 

Fig. 811-3 Pre-pump fitter 
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ring anti-clockwise to remove the pre-pump from the 
tank. 

Withdraw the pre-pump and discard the sealing 
ring. 

Carefully remove the filter from the pump. 
Fit a new filter ensuring that the support spring 

has been correctly inserted inside the filter gauze 
(see fig. B 11-3). 

Fit the pre-pump by reversing the removal 
procedure, noting the following. 

Ensure that the shape of the pre-pump filter is not 
deformed in any way and that a new sealing ring is 
fitted. 

Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
To enable the filler head to fuel tank hose to be 
examined, it is necessary to remove the trim from the 
front of the luggage compartment to expose the fuel 
tank. 

For trim removal details refer to TSO 4700 
Workshop Manual, Chapter S. 

Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
Examine the fuel pipes and hoses throughout the fuel 
system. Renew any components which are corroded 
or have deteriorated to an unserviceable condition. 

Check the fuel flow and pressure 
For details of the equipment and procedure 
requirements for these operations reference should 
be made to TSD4737 Engine Management Systems, 
Chapter B. 
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Section 812 

Electrical system 

Check the state of charge of the battery 
The battery is situated in a well below the luggage 
compartment floor. To gain access to the battery, turn 
back the carpet at the right-hand side of the luggage 
compartment and lift off the battery cover panel. 

Dependent on the cars specification, either a 
Chloride 069 low maintenance type or a Delco 
Freedom maintenance free type 12 volt battery is 
fitted. 

Chloride 069 battery 
Battery electrolyte specific gravity check 
Remove the vent cover from the top of the battery, 
ensure the top of the battery is clean prior to removal. 

Using a hydrometer check the specific gravity of 
the electrolyte in each cell and compare the readings 
obtained with the following table. 
Caution The electrolyte in the battery is a corrosive 

acid. Do not allow the electrolyte to come 
into contact with the eyes, skin, fabric, or 
paintwork. Flush any contacted areas 
immediately and thoroughly with water. If 
the eyes are affected, flush for at least 15 
minutes and obtain prompt medical 
attention. 

Air temperature below32°C (90°F) 

Specific Gravity 
1.270to 1.290 
1.180to 1.200 
1.090to 1.110 

Condition of Battery 
Fully charged 
Half discharged 
Fully discharged 

Air temperature above 32°C (90°F) 

Specific Gravity 
1.220 to 1.240 
1. 150 to 1 .170 
1.070to 1.090 

Condition of Battery 
Fully charged 
Half discharged 
Fully discharged 

If the specific gravity readings of all the cells are 
uniform and within the range of 1.240to 1.270the 
battery is in an acceptable state of charge. If the 
readings are uniform but below 1.220 the battery 
should be recharged. Always remove the battery from 
the car for recharging. 

If the specific gravity of the electrolyte in one cell 
differs markedly from the others (i.e. the reading is 
0.040 or more, lower than the remainder), then a defect 
must be suspected and rectified as necessary. 
Battery electrolyte level check 
Before correcting the electrolyte level ensure that the 
battery is in a high state of charge (see Battery 
electrolyte specific gravity check). 

The level of the battery electrolyte in each cell 
should be contacting the indicator bar situated above 
the separators. 

If the electrolyte level is low top-up using distilled 
water until the level is attained. Do not overfill. 
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Warning Batteries give off a gas when charging which 
is flammable and explosive, therefore never 
bring a naked flame, lighted cigarette, cigar, 
or pipe near the battery. Always shield the 
eyes and face from the battery. 

Delco Freedom battery 
The top of the battery is sealed and the battery requires 
no periodic maintenance. 

However, a temperature compensated 
hydrometer is built into the top cover of the battery. 
The hydrometer gives a visual indication of the 
battery's state of charge. 

To check the hydrometer first wipe the top of the 
battery clean. If a green dot is visible in the top of the 
hydrometer the battery is sufficiently charged. 

If the top of the hydrometer is dark with no green 
dot visible, the battery requires charging. 

Do not charge the battery if the top of the 
hydrometer is clear or a light yellow colour with no 
green dot visible. This indicates that the battery 
requires replacing. 

Battery voltage check 
The state of charge of the battery can be checked by 
taking a voltage reading across the battery terminals 
using a digital voltmeter or multimeter. The 
instrument must be accurate to within 0.1 volts. 

Before a reading is taken on batteries that have 
recently received a charge, the residual effect of the 
surface charge on the battery plates must be removed 
to avoid a false reading. 

The surface charge can be removed by applying 
an electrical load to the battery e.g. by connecting a 
high rate discharge tester for 15 seconds or. if the 
battery is connected to the car by switching on the 
headlamps for one minute, before a reading is taken. 

To ascertain the state of charge of the battery, 
compare the reading with the following table. 

Voltage State of charge 
12.8 volts 100% 
12.6 volts 82% 
12.5volts 
12.4volts 

75% 
60% 

A minimum reading of 12.5 volts (75% charge} is 
acceptable. Below this reading the battery should be 
recharged. 

Clean and check the battery terminals 
The top of the battery should always be kept clean and 
dry. 

If corrosion of the battery leads or terminals has 
occurred it should be removed as follows. 

Disconnect the battery leads and using hot water 
or a dilute solution of ammonia carbonate, wash them 
thoroughly until all corrosion has been removed. 
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Finally wash with clean water to remove the ammonia 
carbonate solution. 

Remove any corrosive deposit from the terminal 
posts using a cloth moistened with ammonia 
carbonate solution then wash with clean water. 

Dry the battery leads and terminal posts. Connect 
the battery leads to the terminal posts. Liberally coat 
the terminals with petroleum jelly. 

Check all exterior lamps for operation 
Actuate the respective switches and check for lamp 
illumination and function i.e. hazard warning and turn 
flashers, headlamp dip/main beam, headlamp flash. 

When checking the fog lamps the main lighting 
switch must be on. 

On 1989 model year Bentley four door cars, 
conforming to a Japanese and USA specification, the 
front fog lamps are fitted in board of the head lamps. 

Cars with front fog I amps fitted 
In the PARK position the front lamps must be 
switched on before the rear fog lamps will illuminate. 
With the main lighting switch in the HEAD position, 
the fog lamps can be illuminated together or 
independently. 

On cars conforming to a Swiss specification, the 
front and rear fog lamps should only illuminate 
together when the main lighting switch is in the PARK 
position. If the switch is turned to the HEAD position, 
the front fog lamps should extinguish when the 
headlamps are on dipped beam. When main 
headlamp beam is selected both front and rear fog 
lamps should extinguish. 

Cars without front fog lamps 
The rear fog lamps will only illuminate when the main 
lighting switch is in the HEAD position. 

The respective facia tell-tales should also be 
checked for illumination during these operations. 

With the lighting in the PARK and HEAD positions, 
switch on the ignition. Check the facia instruments for 
illumination; the panel illumination dimming switch 
sh ou Id also be checked for correct operation. 

Dim dip 
On cars conforming to a United Kingdom 
specification, the headlamps should illuminate on 
dipped beam but at a reduced light intensity when the 
ignition is switched on with the lighting switch in the 
PARK position. When the lighting switch is turned to 
the HEAD position, the headlamps should function at 
full power. 

Daylight running 
On 1989 model year cars conforming to a Canadian 
and Swedish specification, the headlamps should 
illuminate on dipped beam but at a <educed light 
intensity when the ignition is switched on. When the 
lighting switch is turned to the HEAD position. the 
headlamps should function at full power. 

Check all facia warning lamps for operation 
Before carrying out the following checks firmly apply 
the parking brake; ensure the gear range selector is in 
the park position and remove the gearchange fuse 
from the fuseboard, (fuse A6 on fuse panel F2}. 

812-2 

Ignition and oil warning lamps 
Turn the ignition key to the RUN position, the ignition 
and oil pressure warning lamps should illuminate. 
Start the engine, both lamps should extinguish; switch 
off the ignition. 

When the ignition key is turned to the ACC 
position the ignition warning lamp only should 
illuminate. 

On cars fitted with anti-lock braking the panel 
marked ANTI LOCK should illuminate when the 
ignition key is turned to the RUN position. This lamp 
should extinguish when the engine is started. 

Warning panel cluster lamps 
Move the gear range selector lever to the drive 
position, {do not insert the gearchange fuse). 

Apply the footbrake then turn the ignition key to 
the START position. All the warning panel cluster lamps 
should illuminate. With the ignition key held in the 
START position, turn the main lighting switch to the 
PARK and HEAD positions; the intensity of illumination 
of the ice and low fuel warning panels should reduce. 
Switch off the ignition and lighting switch. Move the 
gear range selector lever to the park position. 

The two hydraulic system pressure warning lamps 
should also be checked as follows. 

Turn the ignition key to the RUN position. 
Depressurize the hydraulic systems by actuating 

the brake pedal between 50 and 60 times. The two 
brake pressure warning panels should illuminate. On 
cars fitted with anti-lock braking the warning panels 
will flash. 

When the panels have illuminated start and run 
the engine. Both panels should extinguish after 
approximately two minutes indicating that the 
hydraulic systems are pressurized. Switch off the 
ignition. 

Fasten seat belt warning lamp 
To check the seat belt warning lamp, open and close 
each door in turn; observe the lamp operation. 

The seat belt warning panel should illuminate 
whenever a door is opened and extinguish 
approximately seven seconds after the door is closed. 
Note All doors must be fully closed for the lamp to 

extinguish (i.e. not on first catch). 
On cars conforming to a Canadian and USA 

specification, the warning device to remind occupants 
to fasten their seat belts operates as follows. 

If the driver's seat belt is not fastened, a warning 
buzzer should operate and the indicator lamp should 
illuminate immediately the engine is started. The 
buzzer and panel should remain energized for 
approximately seven seconds after the engine starts, 
although the buzzer should cease immediately the 
driver's seat belt is fastened. 

If the engine is started with the driver's seat belt 
fastened, the indicator lamp should illuminate for 
approximately seven seconds to remind other 
occupants to fasten their seat belts. This lamp should 
illuminate irrespective of whether the seat belts are 
fastened or not. 
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For information on the warning device fitted to 
cars incorporating passive restraint seats belts 
reference should be made to TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter S. 

Hazard warning indicator 
Pull the hazard warning switch, check that all the 
turn indicators and the facia warning lamp are 
flashing. 

Check all interior lamps for operation 
Four door cars 
Ensure all the doors are fully closed and that the 
interior lamps are extinguished. 

Open the driver's door; the rear section of all the 
interior roof lamps, the footwell illumination lamps 
and the door arm rest lamps should illuminate. On 
1989 model year cars the front section of the driver's 
roof lamp should also illuminate. 

Fully close the door, the lamps should remain 
illuminated for approximately seven seconds after 
closing the door. On cars prior to 1989 model year the 
arm rest lamps should extinguish immediately the 
door is closed. 

If the gear selector lever is moved from the park 
position with the ignition key in the RUN position all 
the lamps should extinguish immediately the doors 
are closed. 

When carrying out these operations also check 
that the door open warning lamp is illuminated when 
the door is open. This lamp should extinguish 
immediately the door is closed. 

Repeat the checks on the other doors. 
On left-hand drive cars conforming to a 1988 

model year specification, the above operation is 
amended as follows. 

When the driver's or a rear compartment door is 
opened the arm rest lamp in the front passenger door 
will not illuminate. 

Check the operation of the front compartment 
personal lamps as follows. 

Withdraw the main lighting switch; the front 
section of the driver's roof lamp should illuminate. On 
cars from the following vehicle identification numbers 
(VIN), the rear section of all the roof lamps and the 
footwell illumination lamps will also illuminate. In 
addition, on cars other than those conforming to a 
Canadian and USA specification, the 'Fasten seat belt' 
warning lamp will illuminate. 
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Operate the map lamp switch; the front section of 
the front passenger's roof lamp should illuminate. 

On cars fitted with vanity mirror illumination move 
the switch to the mirror position. Lower the 
passenger's sun visor; the lamp situated above the 
visor should illuminate. 

Withdraw the visor from its retaining clip; the 
lamp should extinguish. The lamp should also 
extinguish when the visor is moved to its raised 
position, even when the switch is on. 

The operation of the rear roof lamps should be 
checked by operating the switches situated on the rear 
compartment vanity mirror surrounds, or rear quarter 
panel (Bentley Eight cars). Press the upper portion or 
front portion (Bentley Eight) of the three position 
switch. The front section of the respective roof lamp 
should illuminate. Pressing the lower portion or rear 
portion (Bentley Eight) should illuminate the rear 
section of both rear lamps. With the switch in the 
central position both lamps should be off. Repeat the 
operation on the opposite side of the car. 

Two door cars 
Ensure the doors are fully closed and the interior 
lamps are extinguished. 

Open the driver's door; both roof lamps, the lamp 
in each rear seat arm rest and the lamp in each door 
should illuminate. On cars fitted with footwell 
illumination lamps in the front compartment, these 
should also illuminate. Fully close the door, the lamp 
in each door should extinguish; the roof and arm rest 
lamps and the footwell illumination lamps (if fitted) 
should remain illuminated for approximately seven 
seconds. Repeat this procedure with the passenger 
door. 

Withdraw the main lighting switch; the roof and 
arm rest lamps should illuminate. 

Operate the facia switch marked MAP; the lamp 
situated above the facia stowage compartment should 
illuminate. 

With the doors closed, operate the switch situated 
in each rear compartment arm rest. The rear roof lamp 
and rear compartment arm rest lamp situated on the 
same side of the car as the switch should illuminate. 

Check the horns for operation 
Examine the electrical connections to each horn to 
ensure they are in good condition. Clean the horns 
and remove any foreign matter that may have 
collected in the horn trumpets. 

Switch on the ignition; press the horn button 
several times to ensure the horn button is making a 
good contact and that both horns are functioning 
correctly each time it is pressed. 

On cars fitted with a horn selection switch move 
the switch to the air horns position and repeat the test 
procedure. 

Replenish the windscreen and headlamp washer 
reservoirs 
The independent windscreen washer reservoir should 
be topped-up to the bottom of the reservoir filler neck 
using the correct mixture of washer fluid and water. 
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The independent headlamp washer reservoir and 
the combined windscreen and headlamp washer 
reservoir should be topped-up to the bottom of the 
reservoir filler neck with clean water. 

During winter conditions a solution of 30% 
isopropyl alcohol and 70% water should be used. This 
mixture will provide frost protection down to a 
temperature of approximately -10°C {14°F). 

Do not use windscreen washer fluids in the 
headlamp washer system. 

Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades 
and the operation of the windscreen wipers 
Lift the wiper arms from the windscreen and inspect 
them for wear or damage. Renew the blades if 
necessary. 

To renew a wiper blade one of the following 
methods should be carried out dependent on the type 
of blade to wiper arm attachment. 
Four door cars 
To enable a wiper arm to be lifted fully away from the 
windscreen in order to remove the wiper blade, it will 
first be necessary to remove the 'clip on' plastic cover 
protecting the wiper spindle. To remove the cover, lift 
the outboard edge and withdraw the cover from the 
wiper arm. 
Driver's side of the windscreen 
Lift the wiper arm from the windscreen. Press the 
top half of the blade forward until the blade is released 
from its location clip on the wiper arm. To fit the new 
blade, position it on the wiper arm and press it firmly 
into the location clip. 
Passenger side of the windscreen 
Lift the wiper arm from the windscreen and pivot 
the blade backwards through 90°. Press the small 
release tag, situated on the underside of the blade pivot 
block and push the blade out of the crooked end of the 
wiper arm. Withdraw the wiper blade from the arm. Fit 
the new blade by reversing the removal procedure. 

When a wiper blade has been fitted and the wiper 
arm returned to the windscreen, fit the protective 
cover to the wiper spindle. To fitthe cover, locate the 
cut-outs on the cover around the wiper arm pivot 
spindle, then press the cover firmly down until it locks 
into position. 
Two door cars 
Liftthewiper arm away from the windscreen then lift 
the small tab situated in the end of the arm to release 
the blade retaining catch. Pull the blade from the arm 
and fitthe new blade. 

Checkthatthe new blade is secured by the 
retaining catch then return the blade to the 
windscreen. 
Note Care must be taken during these operations to 

ensure that the wiper arm is not allowed to 
spring back onto the windscreen when the blade 
has been removed or damage to the windscreen 
could occur. 

To check the operation of the windscreen wipers 
proceed as follows. 
Important Do not operate the windscreen wipers on a 

dry windscreen. 
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The windscreen wipers should operate with the 
ignition key in the ACC or RUN position. 

Switch on the ignition and move the windscreen 
wiper switch to the respective positions. 
SLOW The wipers should operate at normal speed. 
FAST The wipers should operate at a faster speed. 
INTER The wipers should give one complete wipe at 

pre-set intervals of approximately 4, 7, 14, and 
21 seconds. The time intervals should 
increase as the switch is rotated anti
clockwise. 

Check the windscreen and headlamp wash for correct 
operation 
Before carrying out the following check ensure that 
the windscreen is clean. 

Switch on the ignition and press the windscreen 
wash/wipe switch. The windscreen wipers should 
operate and the fluid from the washer jets should 
impinge on the windscreen approximately 419 mm 
(16.5 in) from the centre line of the windscreen and 
190 mm (7 .5 in) below the windscreen top finisher. 
The wash/wipe function should continue until the 
switch is released. 

On release of the push button switch the washer 
should cease while the wipers should continue for 
approximately four strokes before returning to the park 
position. 

On cars fitted with headlamp power wash facilities 
turn the main lighting switch to the HEAD position. 
The headlamp cleaning function will only operate 
when the headlamps are illuminated. Press the wash/ 
wipe switch. 

The power wash jets should only operate for half 
a second when the wash-wipe switch is depressed. To 
repeat the wash it will be necessary to release then 
depress the switch again. However, the windscreen 
wash/wipe function will continue to operate as 
described previously while the switch is held 
depressed. 

Check the alternator for correct operation 
The alternator has sealed bearings with lifetime 
lubrication in both end frames and no periodic 
maintenance of the alternator is required. 

To test that the alternator output is satisfactory 
proceed as follows. 

Ensure that the battery is in good condition 
(see Check the state of charge of the battery). 

Switch on the ignition and check that the ignition 
warning lamp illuminates. 

Start the engine: the ignition warning lamp should 
extinguish. 

Apply a demand to the alternator by switching on 
the headlamps and adjusting the air conditioning 
system to the defrost position. 

Allow the engine and alternator to attain their 
normal running temperature, then adjust the engine 
speed to 1000 rev/min. 

Using a multimeter, measure the voltage across 
the battery terminals. The voltage reading should be 
between 13.5 volts and 14.5 volts. 
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If an alternatorfault is suspected, a full alternator 
test procedure as described in TSD 4701 Workshop 
Manual Electrical, Section 8 should be undertaken. 

Check all interior controls for correct operation 

Checking the centralized door locking system 

Four door cars 
Front doors 

Operation 

Sill control button in up 
position. 

Door closed and sill 
control button in down 
position. 

Door open and sill 
control button in down 
position. 

Sill control button 
pressed further down 
against spring pressure. 

Sill control button in up 
position then lifted 
further against spring 
pressure. 

Turn key {towards rear of 
car)to lock position. 

Turn key further against 
spring pressure. 

Turn key (towards front 
of car) to unlock position. 

Turn key further against 
spring pressure. 

Rear door locking system 

Sill control button in up 
position. Child safety 
level disengaged (up). 
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Check 

Door opens from interior 
hand le and exterior push 
button. 

Door cannot be opened 
from exterior push 
button. Operation of the 
interior handle raises the 
control button and opens 
the door. 

Sill control button self-
cancels and unlocks 
when door is closed 
(exterior push button not 
depressed). 

Door remains locked 
when closed (exterior 
push button depressed). 

All doors and luggage 
compartment lock. 

All doors unlock. 
(Luggage compartment 
will unlock only if the 
selector switch situated 
in the facia stowage 
compartment is in the 
'Auto' position). 

Door locks. 

All doors and luggage 
compartment lock. 

Door unlocks. 

All doors unlock. 
(Luggage compartment 
will unlock only if the 
selector switch situated 
in the facia stowage 
compartment is in the 
'Auto' position). 

Door opens from interior 
handle and exterior push 
button. 
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Operation Check 

Sill control button in up Door opens from exterior 
position. Child safety push button. Door cannot 
lever engaged (down). be opened from the 

interior handle. 

Door closed. Sill control Door cannot be opened 
button in down position. from the interior handle 
Child safety lever in or the exterior push 
disengaged (up) or button. 
engaged (down position. 

Door open. Sill control Door remains locked 
button in down position. when closed (exterior 
Child safety lever in push button depressed or 
disengaged (up) or free). 
engaged (down) position. 

Centralized door locking from the luggage 
compartment 

Turn key (anti-clockwise) Luggage compartment 
to lock position. locks. 

Turn key further against All doors and luggage 
spring pressure. compartment lock. 

Turn key (clockwise) Luggage compartment 
to unlock position. unlocks. 

Turn key further against All doors and luggage 
spring pressure. compartment unlock. 

(On cars conforming to 
certain specifications 
this unlocking procedure 
will only operate with the 
luggage compartment 
lid raised). 

Checking the centralizsd door locking system 
Two door cars 

Door closed. Door can be opened 
Upper portion of the using the interior handles 
centralized door locking and exterior push button. 
switch depressed. 

Door closed. Door cannot be opened 
Lower portion of the from the exterior push 
centralized door locking button until the upper 
switch depressed. portion of the centralized 

door locking switch is 
depressed. Interior 
handles will open door. 

Door open. Door lock self-cancels 
Lower portion of the when the door is closed 
centralized door locking (exterior push button not 
switch depressed. depressed). 

Door remains locked 
when the door is closed 
(exterior push button 
depressed). 
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Operation Check 

Door open or closed. Both doors and luggage 
Lower portion of the compartment lock. 
centralized door locking 
switch depressed. 

Door open or closed. Both doors unlock. 
Upper portion of the Luggage compartment 
centralized door locking will unlock only if the 
switch depressed. selector switch situated 

in the facia stowage 
compartment is in the 
AUTO position. 

Turn key (towards rear of Door locks. 
car} to lock position. 

Turn key further against Both doors and luggage 
spring pressure. compartment lock. 

Turn key (towards front Door unlocks. 
of car) to unlock position. 

Turn key further against Both doors unlock. 
spring pressure. Luggage compartment 

will unlock only if the 
selector switch situated 
in the facia stowage 
compartment is in the 
AUTO position. 

Centralized door locking from luggage compartment 

Turn key {anti-clockwise) Luggage compartment 
to lock position. locks. 

Turn key further against All doors and luggage 
spring pressure. compartment lock. 

Press lower portion of Doors lock. Luggage 
switch (situated below compartment lid will 
luggage compartment lock when closed. 
illumination lamp). 

Press upper portion of Doors unlock. 
switch (situated below 
luggage compartment 
illumination lamp). 

Passive restraint 
A check procedure for the passive restraint seat belt 
system is detailed in TSO 4700 Workshop Manual, 
Chapter$. 

Driving mirrors 
Switch on the ignition and check that the door mirror 
adjustment switches operate correctly. Aeferto figures 
B12-1 and 812-2 for details of mirror movements. 

Seat controls 
Switch on the ignition and check that the seat 
adjustment control switches operate correctly. Refer 

812-6 

to figures 812-1 and 812-2fordetails of seat 
movements. 

On cars fitted with seat memory controls, check 
the control switches for operation. The seat memory 
switches will only operate when the ignition switch is 
in the ACC or AUN position and the gear range selector 
lever is in the park position. 

To store a selected seat position proceed as 
follows 
Four door cars 

Press the switch marked MEM. This will activate 
the memory which will then remain receptive for a 
period of five seconds. 

While the memory is receptive press one of the 
four personal allocation switches. The seat position 
will then be stored in the memory until new data is 
programmed into the memory by repeating the 
storage procedure for a new seat position. 

To checkthatthe seat position has been stored 
move the seat to another position, then press and hold 
down the respective allocation switch. The seat should 
return to the previously selected position. Seat 
movement can be stopped at any time by releasing 
the switch. 

Repeat the procedure for each personal allocation 
switch. 

In the event of the car battery being disconnected 
for a period of more than four weeks (e.g. during 
storage) or the power supply being faulty for this 
period of time the seat memory will require 
reactivating. 
Warning When the seat memory is reactivated, the 

seat will move immediately and 
automatically to a set adjustment position. 
It is essential that contact with the seat is 
avoided when carrying out the following 
procedure. 

To reactivate the memory, ensure that the gear 
range selector lever is in the park position, then turn 
the ignition switch to the ACC or RUN position. 

Briefly press the MEM button five times on the 
respective seat control panel then immediately press 
the numbered store recall buttons on the same panel 
in the sequence 4-3-3-4. The seat will then move to its 
preset position. 

A selected seat position can then be stored as 
described previously. 

Repeat the procedure on the other seat panel 
switches. 
Two door cars prior to 1989 model year 
Turn the ignition switch to the ACC or RUN position. 

To store a selected seat position in the memory 
first ensure that the system is active by pressing the 
personal allocation switches in turn. Seat movement 
indicates thatthe system is active. lfseat movement 
does not occur, press the switch marked ON/OFF {see 
fig. B12-2) to activate the system. 

Press and hold down the switch button marked SET 
then press one of the four numbered personal allocation 
switches. The seat position will then be stored in the 
memory until the circuit voltage is interrupted or a 
new seat position is inserted into the memory. 

To check that the seat position has been stored, 
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Fig. B12-1 Adjustment control$ for the front seats, 
door mirrors, and seat memory (iffitted) 
Four door cars and 1989 model year two 
door cars 

A and C Door mirror controls 
a Raise image c Lower image 
b Widen image d Narrow image 

B Seat controls 
a Incline backrest forward 
b Incline backrest rearward 
c Seat rearward 
d Rearofseatdown 
e Front of seat down 
d and e Seat down 
f Seatforward 
g Front of seat up 
h Rear of seat up 
g and h Seat up 

move the seat to another position then press and hold 
down the respective allocation switch. The seat should 
return to the previously selected position. Seat 
movement can be stopped at any time by releasing 
the switch. 

Repeat the procedure for each personal allocation 
switch. 

Two door cars, 1989 model year 
Turn the ignition switch to the ACC or RUN position. 

To store a selected seat position, simultaneously 
press the switch marked MEM and one of the four 
numbered personal allocation switches situated on the 
centre console {see fig. 812-1 ). Hold the switches 
depressed for approximatelyt two seconds. The 
personal seat position data will then be stored in the 
memory until either the circuit voltage is interrupted, 
for example the memory circuit fuse is removed or 
new data is stored in the memory. 

To check thatthe seat position has been stored, move 
the seatto another position then press and hold down 
the respective allocation switch. The seat should return 
to the previously selected position. Seat movement 
can be stopped at any time by releasing the switch. 
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fig. B12-2 Adjustment controls for the frontseats, 
door mirrors, and seat memory (if fitted} 
Two door cars prior to 1989 model year 

A and C Door mirror controls 
a Raise image c Lower image 
b Widen image d Narrow image 

B Seat controls 
a Incline backrest forward 
b Incline backrest rearward 
c Seat rearward 
d Rear of seat down 
e Front of seat down 
d and e Seat down 
f Seatforward 
g Front ofseat up 
h Rear of seat up 
g and h Seat up 

Repeat the procedure for each personal allocation 
switch. 

Window controls 
Check the electrically operated windows for operation. 

Operate the window control-switches and ensure 
that the windows open and close smoothly. The 
switches should always return to their central position 
when released and window movement should cease 
immediately. 

Move the rear window isolatton switch to its 
isolation position. With the switch in this position it 
should only be possible to operate the rear windows 
from the control switches on the driver's door. 

Check all spare fuses and bulbs 
Examine the spare fuses situated on thefuseboard 
and replace any that have 'blown' or been removed. 
For spare fuse locations refer to the fuseboard 
identification plate situated on the inside of the 
fuseboard door. 

Always fit fuses of the correct ampere rating as 
quoted on the identification plate. 
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Examine the spare bulbs situated in the lid of the 
small tool box situated in the tools stowage 
compartment. 

Replace any bulbs that have broken filaments or 
that have been removed. 

The spare bulbs supplied are as follows. 
Four door cars 
Rating 
12V21W 
12V10W 
12V5W 
12V5W 
12V4W 

Fitting 
SCCbayonet 
$CC bayonet 
$CC bayonet 
Double-ended festoon 
MCCbayonet 

Quantity 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 

Two door cars 
12V21W 
12V5/21W 
12V5W 
12V3W 

SCCbayonet 
SBC bayonet 
SCCbayonet 
Capless 

2 
2 
2 
2 
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fig. 812-3 Headlamp beam pattern guides {set with 
an optical beam aimer) 

A Dipped beam (Outer lamps fitted with 
replaceable bulbs) 

B Mainbeam 
On cars fitted with combined headlamps, 
the main beam is automatically set when 
dipped beam is adjusted 

C Dipped beam (Outer lamps; cars fitted 
with sealed beam units) 

D Fog lamp beam ( 1989 model year Bentley 
four door cars conforming to a Japanese 
and USA specification) 
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Rating fitting Quantity 
12V 5W Double-ended festoon 1 
12V5W MBCbayonet 
12V 5W MBC bayonet 
12V 4W MCC bayonet 
* Alternative; dependent on car's specification. 

Check headlamp beam alignment 
Before checking the headlamp beam alignment the 
following operations should be completed. 

Clean the lamp lenses and ensure the lamps are 
functioning correctly. 

Check and if necessary adjust the tyre pressures. 
Ensure that the spare wheel, car tools, and 

accessories are fitted in their respective locations. 
Position the car on a level surface. 
Start and run the engine for four minutes to fully 

pressurize the hydraulic levelling system. 
Checkthatthe car's levelled height is correct. The 

parking brake should be in the off position and the car 
unladen. 

Position the beam alignment equipment in 
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 

Check the beam alignment and adjust if 
necessary. Refer to figure 812-3 for beam pattern 
details. 
Four door car beam adjustment 
Cars fitted with combined headlamps. 

Beam adjustment is controlled by two adjusters 
mounted at the rear of each assembly. Access to these 
adjusters is from within the engine compartment (see 
fig. 812-4). 

The upper adjuster controls horizontal beam 
alignment. Turn the adjuster clockwise to angle the 
beam inboard, anti-clockwise to angle the beam 
outboard. 

The lower adjuster controls vertical beam 
alignment. Turn the adjuster clockwise to raise the 
beam, anti-clockwise to lower the beam. 

Bentley four door cars fitted with round 
headlamps 

Beam adjustment is controlled by two adjusters 
mounted at the rear of each lamp. Access to these 
adjusters is from within the engine compartment {see 
fig. B12-5). 

The upper adjuster controls vertical beam 
alignment. Turn the adjuster clockwise to lower the 
beam, anti-clockwise to raise the beam. 

The lower adjuster controls horizontal beam 
alignment. Turn the adjuster on the inner lamps 
clockwise to angle the beam inboard, anti-clockwise to 
angle the beam outboard. Turn the adjuster on the 
outer lamps clockwise to angle the beam outboard, 
anti-clockwise to angle the beam inboard. 

Four door cars fitted with rectangular sealed beam 
headlamps 

Each sealed beam unit can be adjusted 
individually. 

Vertical beam alignment is controlled by the screw 
located at the top of each lamp (see fig. B 12-6). 
Turn the screw clockwise to raise the beam and anti
clockwise to lower the beam. 
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Fig. B12-4 Headlamp beam adjusters and bulb 
retention 
Four door cars fitted with combined 
headlamps 

1 

~ 
~ 
~--~~ 

2 3 4 

Fig. B12-5 Headlamp beam adjusters and bulb 
retention 

A2651 

Bentley four door cars fitted with round 
headlamps 

1 Vertical beam adjuster 
2 Horizontal beam adjuster 
3 Horizontal beam adjuster 
4 Vertical beam adjuster 

Horizontal beam alignment of the inner lamps is 
controlled by the screw positioned at the inner edge of 
each lamp (see fig. 812-6). Turn the screw clockwise to 
angle the beam inboard, anti-clockwise to angle the 
beam outboard. 

Horizontal beam alignment of the outer lamps is 
controlled by the adjuster mounted at the rear of each 
lamp. Access to these adjusters is from within the 
engine compartment (see fig. B12-5 inset). Turn the 
adjuster clockwise to angle the beam outboard, anti
clockwise to angle the beam inboard. 
Two door car beam adjustment 
Beam adjustment is controlled by the beam 
adjusting screws located in the lamp surround, behind 
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Fig. B12-6 Headlamp beam adjusters 
Four door cars fitted with rectangular 
sealed beam headlamps 

1 2 3 

Fig. 812-7 Headlamp beam adjuster locations 
Two door cars 

1 Access points to the beam adjustment 
screws 

2 Fairing retaining screw 
3 Access points to the beam adjustment 

screws 

the headlamp fairings. Indentations in the lamp fairing 
{see fig. B12-71, enable adjustments to be carried out 
without removing the fairing. 

Each headlamp unit can be adjusted individually 
using the screwdriver provided in the tool box. 

Vertical beam alignment is controlled by the screw 
located at the top of each lamp (see fig. B12-7). Turn 
the screw clockwise to raise the beam and anti
clockwise to lower the beam. 

Horizontal beam alignment of the lamps is 
controlled by the screw positioned atthe inner edge of 
each lamp (see fig. B12-7}. Turn the screw clockwise to 
angle the beam to the right, anti-clockwise to angle the 
beam to the left. 
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Clean and lubricate the radio electric aerial 
Turn the ignition key to the ACC position and switch 
on the radio to raise the aerial. 

Clean the aerial with a suitable non-abrasive 
cleaner then apply a non-abrasive electrical contact 
cleaner. 

812-10 
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Section B13 

Automatic air conditioning system 

Check the condition of the scuttle intake fitters 
Examine the air intake foam filters, situated behind the 
car bonnet, for serviceability. 

If the filters are in poor condition they should be 
removed and new foam filters fitted (see Check that 
the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction). 

On cars from the following vehicle identification 
number (VIN) the foam filter is deleted and the grille 
situated beneath is replaced by a grille with a finer 
mesh. 

Silver Spirit/Mulsanne *SCAZS0005HCH20268* 

Silver Spur *SCAZN02A4HCX20272* 

Turbo R *SCBZS0TOXHCH20225* 

Bentley Eight *SCBZS8001 HCH20195* 

Note A small quantity of cars prior to those given 
above also include this modification. 

Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from 
obstruction 
Check the air intake grilles situated behind the car 
bonnet, for obstruction (leaves, dirt, etc.). 

To enable the intake grilles to be removed, the 
windscreen wipers should first be removed as follows. 

Unclip the plastic covers and remove the wiper 
arm securing nuts. 

Loosen the Allen headed setscrew then, using 
extractor tool RH 9623 carefully remove each wiper 
arm assembly. 

Carefully remove the grille retaining screws, lift 
the grilles from the body and clean out the air ducts. 
Also ensure that the air intake duct drain tubes are free 
from obstruction. 

Fit the components by reversing the removal 
procedure noting the following. 

Ensure that the foam filters (iffitted) are in a 
serviceable condition; renew if necessary. 

Operate the windscreen wipers and check that 
they park correctly. 

Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 
For details of the procedure required to carry out this 
operation, reference should be made to TSD 4700 
Workshop Manual, Chapter C. 
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Section 814 

Body 

Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
The following checks should be carried out on the 
retractable seat belts. 

Fully withdraw the seat belt from the reel; 
examine the webbing for any signs of wear or damage. 
Allow the belt to return to its stowed position. 

To ch eek the operation of the retractable belt. fit 
the belt and then give the webbing of the diagonal belt 
a sharp pull. Ensure that the belt locks and then returns 
to the normal roller action immediately the belt is 
released. 

With the fastening tongue of the belt locked in the 
retaining clasp; ensure the tongue is securely held and 
is released immediately the red release button is 
operated. 

The alternative method of checking the seat belts 
is to select an open stretch of road, then, when the 
road is free from any potential danger, accelerate the 
car to 24 km/h (15 mile/hi and brake sharply from this 
speed; ensurethatthe belt locks and then 
subsequently releases. If this method of test is used, it 
will be necessary to carry a passenger to enable the 
passenger seat belts to be tested. 

Check the rear seat lap belt (if fitted) for condition 
and correct locking and release. 

Report any defects to the owner. 
When seat belt replacement is necessary only 

belts approved by Rolls Royce Motor Cars Limited 
should be fitted. 
Note On cars fitted with passive restraint seat belts 

reference should be made to TSD 4700 
Workshop Manual, Chapter S. 

Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
Examine the body drain holes; remove any foreign 
matter that may be obstructing the holes. Take care 
not to damage the paintwork. 

Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
Turn back the carpet on the I ugg age compartment 
floor to expose the spare wheel inflation trap and spare 
wheel carrier lowering bolt head. Remove the inflation 
trap cover; if a spare wheel retainer is fitted, it should 
be released. 

On 1989 model year Bentley Turbo R cars, lift the 
rear skirt below the rear bumper. 

Rotate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt anti
clockwise until the carrier is fully lowered. Remove the 
spare wheel from the carrier. 

Lubricate the carrier lowering bolt using a 
recommended lubricant. Raise and lower the carrier to 
distribute the lubricant over the full length of the 
carrier bolt. 0 n 1989 model year Bent I ey Turbo R ca rs, 
also clean and lubricate the rear skirt hinge 
mechanism. 
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fig. B14·1 Power operated hood reservoir 

Check the condition of the spare wheel as 
described in Section B15. 

Fit the spare wheel onto the carrier. Ensure that 
the inflation valve is in line with the inflation trap in the 
luggage compartment floor, then fully raise the carrier. 

Fasten the spare wheel retainer (if fitted), and fit 
the tyre inflation trap rubber and carpet. 

Lubricate all hinges and locks 
Clean any accumulation of dirt from around the door 
hinges and door latch mechanisms. 

Lubricate all the moving parts of the door check 
mechanisms (except the cams} with a light mineral oil. 

Smearthe moving parts of the door latches with 
oil, then open and close the doors several times to 
dissipate the oil. Remove any excess of oil that 
remains on the door striker pin and latch assembly. 

Check the fluid level in the power operated hood 
reservoir 
Two door cars 

The level of the fluid in the hydraulic pump 
reservoir must be checked with the hood in the fully 
open (down) position. 

The fluid reservoir is situated behind the hinged 
panel on the right-hand side of the luggage 
compartment (see fig. 814-1 ). 

To gain access to the reservoir, release the two 
panel retaining fasteners and lower the panel. 

Unscrew the reservoir filler cap and check the 
fluid level. The correct level is25mm (1.0in) below the 
filler neck. 

If necessary top-up the reservoir with an approved 
fluid. Under no circumstances must a castor oil based 
fluid be used. 
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Section 615 

Wheels 

Check all tyre pressures 
Check the tyre pressures including the spare when the 
tyres are cold; adjust if necessary. The inflation 
pressure of the spare tyre should be adjusted to the 
highest tyre pressure (i.e. rear wheel). 

Do not check the pressures when the tyres are 
warm, for example immediately after the car has 
completed a journey. 

Always ensure that the valve caps are fitted after 
checking the tyre pressures. Ensure that a valve cap of 
the same metal as the valve stem is used e.g. 
aluminium cap to aluminium valve; nickel plated cap 
to nickel plated valve. 

The fitting of a different metal cap will result in 
corrosion and prevent cap removal. 

Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
Examine the tyres, including the spare, for any signs 
of damage, tyre wall cracking, etc. 

Carefully remove any stones or other objects that 
may be lodged in the tyre treads. 

Check the depth of tread at several points around 
each wheel using a tread depth gauge. 

To enable a visual check to be made, tread depth 
indicators are incorporated into the tyre construction. 
These indicators are integral moulded ribs, spaced at 
intervals around the circumference of the tyre and 
extend across the full width of the tread in all primary 
grooves. When one or more of these indicators are 
flush with the tread, only 1,6 mm (0.062 in) or less of 
tread depth remains, and a new tyre is required. 

If the condition of the tyres is not satisfactory or 
the tread depths do not conform to the legal 
requirements of the country in which the car is 
operating, the owner should be notified and asked to 
authorize the fitting of new tyres. 

When possible tyres should be fitted in complete 
sets, i.e. five new tyres of the same make. 

The mixing of different makes of tyres is not 
recommended. If the tyres are mixed, the new tyres 
must be fitted in pairs across the car, preferably at the 
rear. 

New tyres should not befitted to the front wheels 
in combination with rear tyres that have less than 
3 mm (0.12 in) of thread remaining as rear end car 
stability cou Id be affected. 

For full information on tyre fitting, balancing, etc., 
reference should be made to TSD 4700 Workshop 
Manual, Chapter R. 

Lubricate the wheel trim locks 
Aluminium alloy wheels 
Each road wheel incorporates a locking wheel trim, 
the lock being concealed by a protective cover (see fig. 
B 15-1 ). A small tool for removing the cover and a key 
for the wheel trim lock, are contained in a pocket on the 
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Fig. 815-1 Aluminium alloy wheel trim 

inside of the tool stowage compartment. 
To remove a wheel trim, first insert the removal 

tool through the holes in the lock cover, then pull the 
cover from its location. The cover is retained to the 
wheel trim by a short strap. 

lnsel'\ the key into the lock and turn it anti
clockwise a quarter of a turn. With the key in this 
position pull the trim from the wheel. 

To remove the key from the lock it must be 
returned to the locked position. 

Clean the face and rear of the lock. 
Using a suitable tool, inject 2 ml of approved 

lubricant (BP Keenom ax L3) into the lock. 
If a suitable tool is not available the lubricant 

should be applied onto the key and the key inserted 
into the lock several times. 

When sufficient lubricant has been inserted, 
operate the lock to dissipate the lubricant. 

Lightly smear the rear of the lock and the latch 
with lubricant. 

Before fitting a wheel trim ensure that the seal 
around its circumference is in a serviceable condition; 
renew if necessary. 

Clean the seal and apply a suitable rubber 
lubricant, ensure that the seal is correctly located 
around the circumference of the trim. 

Insert the two lips situated on the rear edge of the 
trim into the channel in the wheel (see fig. Bl 5-1 A). 
Align the spigot on the rear of the trim with one of the 
recesses situated between the wheel nuts. With the 
key inserted in the lock and the lock in the unlocked 
position, firmly press the wheel trim into the centre of 
the wheel (see fig. B 15-1 B). Do not apply pressure to 
the head of the key. 

When the trim is fully inserted turn the key 
clockwise to the locked position and remove the key. 

Press the lock cover into position noting that the 
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narrow section of the cover should be towards the 
outer edge of the trim. 

Return the key and cover removal tool to their 
stowage location. 

Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 
Jack-up and support the car as described in Section B2. 

Remove the road wheels. 
Clean the areas of contact between the wheels 

and hubs {i.e. centre spigot area and wheel seating 
faces). Care must be taken when cleaning aluminium 
alloy wheels to ensure that the protective lacquer 
coating is not damaged. 

Smear the contact areas with grease (e.g. 
Retinax A) and fit the road wheels and trims. 
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Section B16 

Crankcase emission control system 

Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 
The gauze flame trap situated behind the inlet elbow 
from the oil filler should be removed and cleaned as 
follows. 

Remove the setscrew retaining the inlet elbow to 
the housing (see fig. B16-1 ). 

Ease the flange from the housing, noting that a 
slight resistance may be encountered due to the 
rubber sealing ring located on the elbow spigot. 

Insert a small pointed instrument into the gauze 
and carefully lever the flame trap from the housing. 

Wash the components in methylated spirit and 
dry with compressed air. 

Visually inspect the gauze for serviceability; 
renew if necessary. Fit the gauze into the housing and 
assemble the remaining parts by reversing the 
removal procedure. 

Fig. 816-1 Crankcase breather flame trap location 
(naturally aspirated car illustrated} 
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Section 817 

Exhaust emission control system 

Renew the oxygen sensor 
The oxygen sensor is situated at the front of the 
exhaust system catalytic converter (see fig. B17-1) or 
at the rear of the warm-up catalytic converter (see fig. 
B17-2} dependent on the car's specification. 

Disconnect the battery. 
Disconnect the electrical connector plug situated 

in the rear right-hand corner of the engine 
compartment. 

Unscrew and remove the oxygen sensor from the 
exhaust pipe. 

Fit the new oxygen sensor by reversing the 
removal procedure, noting that the threads of the 
sensor must be smeared with Never-seez assembly 
compound. 

Failure to apply Never-seezcould result in serious 
thread damage when subsequently removing the 
oxygen sensor. 

It is important that Never-seez is applied only to 
the threads of the unit, take great care not to allow the 
compound to get onto the slotted shield below the 
threaded portion. 
Note On certain cars it may be necessary to remove 

sections of the grass-fire shields to gain access 
to the oxygen sensor (refer to Workshop Manual 
TSD4700, ChapterO). 

Remove and clean the EGR valve feed pipes 
Detach the vacuum hose from the EGA valve. 

Remove the two nuts securing the valve and 
withdraw the valve. 
Note If there is insufficient clearance to withdraw the 

valve, it can be withdrawn when further 
operations have been completed. 

Remove the clamp from the upper and lower end 
of the EGR pipe (see fig. B17-3). Collect the sealing ring 
from each clamp. 

Withdraw the pipe from beneath the car. 
To gain access to the EGR pipe connection on the 

induction manifold it will be necessary to remove the 
warm-up regulator. 

Disconnect the pipe and electrical connections 
from the warm-up regulator. Fit blanks to the exposed 
pipes and ports. 

Remove the two setscrews and the nut securing 
the regulator mounting plate. 

Remove the warm-up regulator assembly. 
Remove the two setscrews securing the EGR pipe 

to the induction manifold and release the joint. 
Move the pipe forward to allow removal of the 

EGR valve if not previously removed. 
Withdraw the EGR pipe and discard the gasket. 
Using suitable cleaning equipment remove the 

carbon deposits from the EGR valve, pipes, and 
flanges. 
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Fig. 817-1 Oxygen sensor location (cars other than 
1989 model year Bentley Turbo RI 

Fig. B17-2 Oxygen sensor location ( 1989 model year 
Bentley Turbo R) 

Fig. 817-3 Exhaust gas recirculation system 
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Thoroughly 'blow out' all the components with 
compressed air to remove all the loose carbon 
particles. 

Fit the component by reversing the removal 
procedure noting the following. 

Always use new gaskets. 
It is recommended that prior to fitting components 

the threads of nuts, bolts, and setscrews are smeared 
with Never-seez anti-seize compound. 

Any sealing rings, pipe flares, or the grooves in 
the split clamps should be lightly smeared with either 
graphite or Never-seeze compound. This will assist 
alignment of the parts upon assembly. 

Do not allow the compound to enter the exhaust 
system, particularly up-stream {in front) of the 
catalytic converter, otheTWise damage to the 
converter assembly will result. 

Check the EGR valve for correct operation 
The operation of the EGR valve only requires checking 
under no load conditions, as follows. 

Connect an electric impulse tachometer to the 
engine in accordance with the manufacturer's 
instructions. 

Ensure that the parking brake is firmly applied and 
that the gear range selector is in the park position. 

Remove the gearchange fuse from the fuseboard 
(fuse A6 on fuse panel F2). 

Start and run the engine at idle speed. 
Increase the engine speed slowly noting the 

operation of the EGR valve. 
The EGR valve should commence to open at 

between 1250 rev/min and 1750 rev/min. 
If the valve fails to function correctly, reference 

should be made to the diagnosis chart in TSD 4737 
Engine Management Systems Manual, Chapter F. 

Check the condition and adjust the tension of the air 
injection pump drive belt 
For details of the adjustment procedure refer to 
Section 83, Check the drive belts. 

Check the air injection system for leaks and correct 
operation 
For details of the procedure to be carried out for this 
operation reference should be made to TSD 4737 
Engine Management Systems Manual, Chapter F. 
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Section 818 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 

Renew the evaporative emission control canister 
The evaporative emission control canister is mounted 
under the left-hand front wing. 

On two door cars, and four door cars prior to 1989 
model year the canister is located at the front of the 
wheel arch (see fig. 818· 1 ). 

On 1989 model year four door cars the canister is 
situated at the rear of the wheel arch. 

To gain access to the canister remove the 
underwing sheet from the respective area. The 
underwing sheet can be withdrawn once the self
tapping screws, situated around the edge of the sheet 
have been removed. 

Detach the hoses from the canister. Label each 
hose to facilitate identification. 

On 1989 model year cars, disconnect the electrical 
plug and socket to the solenoid valve. On 
turbocharged cars also disconnect the electrical plug 
from the purge duty cycle valve. 

Note the position of the canister and its 
connections in relation to the various hoses, brackets, 
and clamping ring. 

Unscrew the mounting clamp ring securing screw 
and carefully manoeuvre the canister from its position. 

On cars prior to 1989 model year, support the 
canister then remove the four setscrews securing the 
canister mounting bracket. These setscrews are 
situated inside the engine compartment as shown in 
figure B18· 1. Withdraw the canister from beneath the 
w ing. 

Note the relationship between the canister and 
mounting bracket, then unscrew the worm drive 
retaining clip. 

Discard the canister. 
Fit a new canister to the vehicle by reversing the 

procedure given for removal. Ensure that the hoses 
and retaining clips are in a serviceable condition prior 
to fitting; renew if necessary. 

Check the system for leaks as described under 
Pressure test the system. 

Pressure test the system 
Examine the evaporative emission system hoses and 
pipes for serviceability. Renew any faulty components. 

Detach the fuel tank emission hose from the 
emission control canister. 

Connect the test equipment shown in figure B18-4 
into the hose, 

Ensure that the fuel filler cap is fitted correctly. 
Apply air pressure to the hose until a reading of 

380 mm {15 in) is indicated on the water column, then 
close the pressure supply line. 

After five minutes check the pressure reading. The 
reading should not have fallen by more than 12,7 mm 
(0.50in). 

If the pressure drop is more than 12,7 mm (0.50 in), 
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Fig. 818-1 Fuel evaporative control canister and 
mounting bracket setscrews (cars prior to 1989 
model year) 

2 3 

A262J 

Fig. 818-2 Emission control canister {1989 model 
year four door cars) 

1 Purge duty cycle valve (turbocharged 
cars only) 

2 Cut-offsolenoid 
3 Canister 

raise the pressure to the original setting and leak test 
the joints in the system with a soap solution. 

Rectify any air leaks and test the system again. 
When the system is satisfactory remove the test 

equipment and reconnect the fuel tank emission hose 
to the emission canister. 
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Fig. 818-3 Canister installation (1989 model 
year two door cars) 

1 Canister 
2 Cut-off solenoid 
3 Pressure control valve-fuel tank vent 

Fig. 818-4 Leak check equipment 
1 Connection to fuel tank/canister hose 
2 Airpump 
3 One-way pressure valve 
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Check the purge flow rate 
Cars prior to 1989 model year 
Naturally aspirated engines 
Fit a ftowmeter RH 8725 between the pipe from the 
canister and the hose to the control solenoid (see 
fig. B18-5}. 

Start the engine. 
On cars conforming to an Australian, Canadian, 

Japanese or USA specification, ensure that the coolant 
temperature is above 33° (91 °F). 

Increase the engine speed to 2500 rev/min by 
opening the throttles. 

Check that the purge flow rate complies with the 
fol lowing chart. 

Specification Flow rate 

ft3/h litres /min 
Japanese 
Canadian 15-30 7,1-14,1 
USA 
Australian 
Middle East 20-40 9,4-18,8 
Taiwan 

Turbocharged engines 
Fit a flowmeter RH 8725 between the hose from the 
canister and the adapter (see fig. B 18-5 ). 

Disconnect the hose from the purge control 
vacuum switch. 

Connect a vacuum pump (i.e. Mityvac) to the 
vacuum switch. 

Start the engine and apply a vacuum of 381 mm 
Hg (15 in Hg) to the vacuum switch. 

The control solenoid should now open and the 
flow through the system register on the flowmeter. 

Increase the engine speed to 2500 rev/min. 
Check that the purge flow rate is between 9,41/min 

and 18,81/min (20 ft3/h and 40 ft3/h ). 

1989 model year cars 
Naturally aspirated cars 

Fit the flowmeter RH 8725 into the purge line at 
the restrictor. leaving the restrictor in the hose from 
the canister. 

Start and run the engine until normal operating 
temperature is attained. 

Increase the engine speed to 2500 rev/min by 
opening the throttles. 

Check that the purge flow rate complies with the 
following chart. 

Specification 

Middle East and Taiwan 
All other countries 

Turbocharged cars 

Flow rate 
ft3/h 
20-40 
55-70 

litres/min 
9,4-18,8 
26,0-33,0 

Connect the flowmeter RH 8725 into the purge line 
between the induction manifold and the purge control 
duty cycle valve. 

Start and run the engine until normal operating 
temperature is attained. Stop the engine. 
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Fig. 818-5 Flowmeter connection (cars prior to 
1989 model year) 

A Turbocharged engines 
B Naturally aspirated engines 

To carryout the test start the engine and run at 
idle speed. 

Note that the purge control system has three 
phases of operation, as follows. 
Phase 1-125 seconds delay before purge after 

starting the engine. 
Phase 2- 195 seconds active purge. 
Phase 3-150 seconds interval with no purge to allow 

the lambda pre-control system (if fitted) to 
learn previous purge/driving cycles. 

Continued engine operation results in alternating 
Phases 2 and 3. 

Specification 
Middle East and Taiwan 

The purge flow rate during phase 2 should be zero at 
idle and between 30 ft3/h and 45 ft3/h (63,6 litres/min 
and 95,4 litres/min, at 2000 rev/min. 

All other countries 
The purge flow rate during phase 2 should be 
between 6,3ft3/h and 14,8ft3/h (3 litrestmin and 
7 litres/min) at idle. 

AD cars 
If the flow is less than the minimum, check for the 
following. 

Leak in hoses/pipes. 
Blockage in hoses/pipes. 
Control system malfunction. 
Incorrect ignition timing (cars prior to 1989 model 

year). 
If the flow is in excess of the maximum, check for the 
following. 

Excessively lean mixture strength. 
Incorrect ignition timing (cars prior to 1989 model 

year). 
Air leak between the throttle body and the 

induction manifold. 
For full fault diagnosis charts, reference should be 

made to TSD 4737 Engine Management Systems 
Manual, Chapter G. 
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Section 819 

Inspection and test 

Inspect the car for satisfactory condition of 
components and seals 
Generally inspect the components of the car for signs 
of seal leakage and wear, and rectify as necessary. 

Check that pipes and hoses are correctly routed to 
prevent chafing. 

Using a suitable cleaning agent wash areas that 
are suspected of leakage to assist inspection after 
testing of the car has been completed. 

Road test the car for satisfactory performance 
On completion of the respective service schedule 
operation, carefully road test the car for satisfactory 
performance. 

If new brake pads have been fitted, the running-in 
and bedding procedures should be carried out as 
described in Section B10. 

When the road test has been completed, finally 
check the transmission fluid level (see Section 85). 

Inspect the car fully for any leaks, fouls, etc., and 
rectify as necessary. 

Ensure that all controls, door handles, steering 
wheel, etc., are clean and that any dirt which may be 
attributed to the service schedule is completely 
removed. 
Important BentleyTurboR 

When stopping after a sustained period 
of high speed driving, it is advisable to let 
the engine idle for a few seconds before 
switching off, to allow the turbocharger 
to cool. Normal parking manoeuvres will 
provide this time period. 

On completion of the service schedule, complete 
the respective voucher in the Owner's Service book. 
Remove and retain the Franchise Holder's/Dealer's 
record portion of the voucher. 
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Service schedules 
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Section C2 

Service schedules 

WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castrol RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component 
identification reference should be made to Chapter G 
of the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section indicates 
the operations required to service the vehicle. When 
carrying out the schedules, reference should be made 
to Chapter B which describes the correct procedure to 
be used for each operation. In order to locate this 
information the operation numbers quoted in the 
service schedule chart correspond with those in 
Chapter B. 

Service schedules 
The I Initial service schedule should be carried out at 3 
months or 5000 kilometres (3000 miles) whichever 
occurs the earlier. 

Thereafter, all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate time or mileage intervals, 
whichever occurs the earlier, in accordance with the 
following chart. 

Service Age of car For higher mileage cars 
schedule Months Years Kilometres Miles 

A 6 lfi 12 000 7500 
B 12 1 24000 15 000 
A 18 ,,1z 36 000 22 500 
C 24 2 48 000 30 000 
A 30 2V2 60000 37 500 
8 36 3 72 000 45 000 
A 42 31h 84000 52 500 
D 48 4 96 000 60000 

The service schedules are repeated after 4 years 
(48 months) or 96 000 kilometres (60 000 miles}, 
whichever occurs the earlier. 
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If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner, except where such repair or 
replacement is carried out under the terms of the New 
Car Warranty, in addition to the cost of the service. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 

Additional maintenance 
Service recommendations 
When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 3 months or 5000 
kilometres (3000 miles) whichever is the earlier. 

Regular maintenance 
Operations to be carried out at weekly, monthly, or 
three monthly intervals are specified in Chapter B. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car should be 
suitably protected as described in Chapter B. 

Engine 
1 Change the engine oil 
2 Renew the engine oil filter 
3 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
4 Renew the air filter element 
5 Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 
6 Renew the sparking plugs 
7 Clean the distributor caps 
8 Check all induction system hose clips for tightness 
9 Lubricate the accelerator linkage 
10 Check that the ignition timing is correct 
11 Check and adjust the engine idle speed 

Engine cooling system 
1 Renew the thermostat 
2 Reverse flush the cooling system 
3 Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
4 Check all coolant hose clips for tightness 
5 Renew the coolant 
6 Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
7 Check and top-up the coolant level 
8 Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 

condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, and steering system oil 
cooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
1 Fit a new intake strainer 
2 Renew the transmission fluid 
3 Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
4 Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Propeller shaft 
1 Lubricate the universal joints 

Final drive unit 
1 Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
2 Renew the final drive oil 
3 Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 

Steering 
1 Check and top-up the steering pump fluid level 
2 Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
3 Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 

Suspension 
1 Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
2 Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
3 Lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
4 Check the condition of the suspension dampers 
5 Check the front wheel alignment settings 

Brake and hydraulic systems (see page C2-1) 
1 Check the integrity of the reservoir lead seal 
2 Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
3 Renew all flexible hoses 
4 Renew the brake caliper seals 
5 Check the brake disc pads for wear 
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6 Check the condition of the brake caliper dust excluders when 
changing brake pads 

7 Check the parking brake pads for wear 
8 Lubricate the parking brake linkage mechanism 
9 Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
10 Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
11 Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 
12 Check and top-up the oil level in the reservoirs 

Fuel system 
1 Renew the main fuel filter 
2 Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and renew the 

in-tank filter 
3 Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
4 Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
5 Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
1 Check the state of charge of the battery 
2 Clean and check the battery terminals 
3 Check all exterior lamps for operation 
4 Check all facia warning lamps for operation 
5 Check all interior lamps for operation 
6 Check the horns for operation 
7 Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and the headlamps 

washer reservoir 
8 Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades and the 

operation of the windscreen wipers 
9 Check the windscreen and headlamp wash systems for correct 

operation 
10 Check the alternator for correct operation 
11 Check all controls for correct operation 
12 Check headlamp alignment 
13 Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
1 Check the condition of the scuttle intake filters 
2 Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
3 Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
1 Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
2 Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
3 Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
4 Lubricate all hinges and locks 

Wheels 
1 Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
2 Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
3 Lubricate the wheel trim locks - Aluminium alloy wheels 
4 Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 

Inspection and test 
1 Inspect the engine compartment and underside of the car 

for satisfactory condition of components and seals 
2 Road test the car for satisfactory performance 

Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule 
complete the respective voucher contained in the 
Owner's Service Schedule and Record book 
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Section C3 

Service schedules 

WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil {LHMI to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castro! RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake flu id, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component 
identification reference should be made to Chapter G 
of the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM} are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section 
indicates the operations required to service the 
vehicle. When carrying out the schedules, reference 
should be made to Chapter B which describes the 
correct procedure to be used for each operation. In 
order to locate this information the operation 
numbers quoted in the service schedule chart 
correspond with those in Chapter B. 

Service schedules 
The I Initial service schedule should be carried out at 3 
months or 5000 kilometres (3000 miles) whichever 
occurs the earlier. 

Thereafter, all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate time or mileage intervals, 
whichever occurs the earlier, in accordance with the 
following chart. 

Service Age of car For higher mileage cars 
schedule Months Years Kilometres Miles 

A 6 1/2 12 000 7500 
B 12 1 24000 15000 
A 18 1112 36 000 22 500 
C 24 2 48 000 30 000 
A 30 2Vi 60 000 37 500 
B 36 3 72 000 45 000 
A 42 3V2 84 000 52 500 
D 48 4 96000 60000 

The service schedules are repeated after 4 years 
(48 months) or 96 000 kilometres (60 000 miles). 
whichever occurs the earlier. 
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If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner, except where such repair or 
replacement is carried out under the terms of the New 
Car Warranty, in addition to the cost of the service. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 

Additional maintenance 
Service recommendations 
When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 3 months or 5000 
kilometres (3000 miles) whichever is the earlier. 

Regular maintenance 
Operations to be carried out at weekly, monthly, or 
three monthly intervals are specified in Chapter B. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car should be 
suitably protected as described in Chapter B. 

Engine 
1 Change the engine oil 
2 Renew the engine oil filter 
3 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
4 Renew the air filter element 
5 Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 
6 Renew the sparking plugs 
7 Lubricate the distributor and clean the distributor cap 
8 Lubricate the accelerator linkage 
9 Check and adjust the ignition timing 
10 Check the vacuum advance mechanism for correct operation 
11 Check and adjust the engine idle speed 

Engine cooling system 
1 Renew the thermostat 
2 Reverse flush the cooling system 
3 Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
4 Check al I coolant hose clips for tightness 
5 Renew the coolant 
6 Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
7 Check and top-up the coolant level 
8 Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 

condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, and steering system oil 
cooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
1 Fit a new intake strainer 
2 Renew the transmission fluid 
3 Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
4 Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Final drive unit 
1 Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
2 Renew the final drive oil 
3 Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 

Steering 
1 Check and top-up the steering pump fluid level 
2 Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
3 Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 

Suspension 
1 Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
2 Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
3 Lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
4 Check the condition of the suspension dampers 
5 Check the front wheel alignment settings 

Brake and hydraulic systems (see page C3-1) 
1 Check the integrity of the reservoir lead seal 
2 Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
3 Renew all flexible hoses 
4 Renew the brake caliper seals 
5 Check the brake disc pads for wear 
6 Check the condition of the brake caliper dust exclude rs when 

changing brake pads 
7 Check the parking brake pads for wear 
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8 Lubricate the parking brake linkage mechanism 
9 Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
10 Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
11 Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 
12 Check and top-up the oil level in the reservoirs 

Fuel system 
1 Renew the main fuel filter 
2 Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and renew the 

in-tank filter 
3 Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
4 Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
5 Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
1 Check the state of charge of the battery 
2 Clean and check the battery terminals 
3 Check all exterior lamps for operation 
4 Check all facia warning lamps for operation 
5 Check all interior lamps for operation 
6 Check the horns for operation 
7 Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and the headlamps 

washer reservoir 
8 Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades and the 

operation of the windscreen wipers 
9 Check the windscreen and headlamps wash systems for correct 

operation 
10 Check the alternator for correct operation 
11 Check all controls for correct operation 
12 Check headlamp alignment 
13 Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
1 Check the condition of the scuttle intake filters 
2 Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
3 Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
1 Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
2 Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
3 Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
4 Lubricate all hinges and locks 
5 Corniche/Continental 

Check and top-up the fluid level in the power operated hood 
reservoir, with the hood in the fully down (open) position 

Wheels 
1 Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
2 Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
3 Lubricate the wheel trim locks-Aluminium alloy wheels 
4 Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 

Inspection and test 
1 Inspect the engine compartment and underside of the car 

for satisfactory condition of components and seals 
2 Road test the car for satisfactory performance 

Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule 
complete the respective voucher contained in the 
Owner's Service Schedule and Record book 
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Section D2 

Service schedules 

WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castro I RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component 
identification reference should be made to Chapter G 
of the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section 
indicates the operations required to service the 
vehicle. When carrying out the schedules, reference 
should be made to Chapter B which describes the 
correct procedure to be used for each operation. In 
order to locate this information the operation 
numbers quoted in the service schedule chart 
correspond with those in Chapter B. 

Service schedules 
The service schedules contain both the Essential and 
Preventive service schedules for complete vehicle 
maintenance. 

All work listed in the Essential maintenance 
schedules should be carried out at the specified 
mileage/time intervals. 

The Essential maintenance schedules listed thus 
{E) contain the servicing requirements of components 
in order to comply with the relevant emission control 
regulations and/or the New Car Warranty. Also 
included in this category is the servicing of items that 
are considered essential from a safety point of view. 

The Preventive maintenance schedules listed 
thus (P) contain important servicing work 
recommended to secure the maximum life and 
efficiency for the car and will only be carried out on 
the owner's instructions. 

The I Initial service schedule should be carried 
out at 5000 kilometres (3000 miles) or 3 months. 

Thereafter, all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate mileage intervals, in 
accordance with the following chart. 
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Kilometres Miles Service schedule 
12 000 7 500 A 
24000 15 000 B 
36000 22500 A 
48000 30000 C 
60000 37500 A 
72000 45000 B 
84000 52500 A 
96000 60000 D 

The service schedules are repeated after 96 000 
kilometres (60 000 miles). 

Time based servicing should be carried out at the 
following intervals. 

Time 
Every 6 months 
Every 12 months 
Every 2 years 
Every 4 years 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
C 
D 

If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner, except where such repair or 
replacement is carried out under the terms of either 
the New Car or Emission Control Systems Warranty, 
in addition to the cost of the service. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 

Additional maintenance 
Service recommendations 
When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 5000 kilometres {3000 
miles) or 3 months whichever is the earlier. 

Regular maintenance 
Operations to be carried out at weekly, monthly, or 
three monthly intervals are specified in Chapter B. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car should be 
suitably protected as described in Chapter B. 

Crankcase emission control system 
1 Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 

Exhaust emission control system 
1 Renew the oxygen sensor 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 
1 Renew the evaporative emission control canister 
2 Pressure test the system. Check the condition of all pipes, hoses, 

and connections 
3 Check the purge flow rate 

Engine 
1 Change the engine oil 
2 Renew the engine oil filter 
3 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
4 Renew the air filter element 
5 Renew the sparking plugs 
6 Lubricate the distributor and clean the distributor cap 
7 Lubricate the accelerator linkage 
8 Check and adjust the ignition timing 
9 Check the vacuum advance mechanism for correct operation 
10 Check and adjust the engine idle speed 

Engine cooling system 
1 Renew the thermostat 
2 Reverse flush the cooling system 
3 Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
4 Check all coolant hose clips for tightness 
5 Renew the coolant 
6 Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
7 Check and top-up the coolant level 
8 Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 

condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, and steering system oil 
cooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
1 Fit a new intake strainer 
2 Renew the transmission fluid 
3 Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
4 Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Final drive unit 
1 Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
2 Renew the final drive oil 
3 Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 

Steering 
1 Check and top-up the steering pump fluid level 
2 Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
3 Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 

Suspension 
1 Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
2 Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
3 Lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
4 Check the condition of the suspension dampers 
5 Check the front wheel alignment settings 
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Brake and hydraulic systems (see page D2-1) 
1 Check the integrity of the reservoir lead seal 
2 Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
3 Renew all flexible hoses 
4 Renew the brake caliper seals 
5 Check the brake disc pads for wear 
6 Check the condition of the brake caliper dust excluders when 

changing brake pads 
7 Check the parking brake pads for wear 
8 Lubricate the parking brake linkage mechanism 
9 Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
10 Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
11 Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 
12 Check and top-up the oil level in the reservoirs 

Fuel system 
1 Renew the main fuel filter 
2 Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and renew the 

in-tank filter 
3 Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
4 Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
5 Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
1 Check the state of charge of the battery 
2 Clean and check the battery terminals 
3 Check all exterior lamps for operation 
4 Check all facia warning tamps for operation 
5 Check all interior lamps for operation 
6 Check the horns for operation 
7 Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and the headlamps 

washer reservoir 
8 Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades and the 

operation of the windscreen wipers 
9 Check the windscreen and headlamp wash systems for correct 

operation 
10 Check the alternator for correct operation 
11 Check all controls for correct operation 
12 Check headlamp alignment 
13 Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
1 Check the condition of the scuttle intake filters 
2 Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
3 Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
1 Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
2 Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
3 Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
4 Lubricate all hinges and locks 

Wheels 
1 Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
2 Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
3 Lubricate the wheel trim locks -Aluminium alloy wheels 
4 Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 

Inspection and test 
1 Inspect the engine compartme1 ,t and underside of the car 

for satisfactory condition of components and seals 
2 Road test the car for satisfactory performance 
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Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule 
complete the respective voucher contained in the 
Owner's Service Schedule and Record book 
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Section E2 

Service schedules 

A WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castro I RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals. hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component 
identification reference should be made to Chapter G 
of the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section 
indicates the operations required to service the 
vehicle. When carrying out the schedules, reference 
should be made to Chapter B which describes the 
correct procedure to be used for each operation. In 
order to locate this information the operation 
numbers quoted in the service schedule chart 
correspond with those in Chapter B. 

Service schedules 
The service schedules contain both the Essential and 
Preventive service schedules for complete vehicle 
maintenance. 

All work listed in the Essential maintenance 
schedules should be carried out at the specified 
mileage/time intervals. 

The Essential maintenance schedules listed thus 
(El contain the servicing requirements of components 
in order to comply with the relevant emission control 
regulations and/or the New Car Warranty. Also 
included in this category is the servicing of items that 
are considered essential from a safety point of view. 

The Preventive maintenance schedules listed 
thus (Pl contain important servicing work 
recommended to secure the maximum life and 
efficiency for the car and will only be carried out on 
the owner's instructions. 

The I Initial service schedule should be carried 
out at 5000 kilometres (3000 miles) or 3 months. 

Thereafter, all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate mileage intervals, in 
accordance with the following chart. 
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Kilometres 
12000 
24000 
36000 
48000 
60000 
72000 
84000 
96000 

Miles 
7 500 

15000 
22 500 
30000 
37500 
45000 
52500 
60000 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
A 
C 
A 
B 
A 
D 

The service schedules are repeated after 96 000 
kilometres (60 000 miles). 

Time based servicing should be carried out at the 
following intervals. 

Time 
Every 6 months 
Every 12 months 
Every 2 years 
Every 4 years 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
C 
D 

If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner, except where such repair or 
replacement is carried out under the terms of either 
the New Car or Emission Control Systems Warranty, 
in addition to the cost of the service. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 

Additional maintenance 
Service recommendations 
When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 5000 kilometres (3000 
miles) or 3 months whichever is the earlier. 

Regular maintenance 
Operations to be carried out at weekly, monthly, or 
three monthly intervals are specified in Chapter B. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car should be 
suitably protected as described in Chapter B. 

Crankcase emission control system 
1 Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 

E><haust emission control system 
1 Renew the oxygen sensor 
2 Remove and clean the E.G.R. valve feed pipes 
3 Check the E.G.R. valve for correct operation 
4 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the air injection 

pump drive belt 
5 Check the air injection system for leaks and correct operation 
6 Fit a new catalytic converter 
7 Inspect the catalytic converter overheat thermo-couple and 

wiring, renew if there is visual evidence of damage 
8 Inspect the grass-fire heatshields for damage. Rectify or renew 

the shields to ensure that a minimum clearance of 5 mm (0.20 in) 
is maintained between the heatshields and the exhaust pipes 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 
1 Renew the evaporative emission control canister 
2 Pressure test the system. Check the condition of all pipes, hoses, 

and connections 
3 Check the purge flow rate 

Engine 
1 Change the engine oil 
2 Renew the engine oil filter 
3 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
4 Renew the air filter element 
5 Renew the sparking plugs 
6 Lubricate the distributor and clean the distributor cap 
7 lubricate the accelerator linkage 
8 Check and adjust the ignition timing 
9 Check the vacuum advance mechanism for correct operation 
10 Check and adjust the engine idle speed 

Engine cooling system 
1 Renew the thermostat 
2 Reverse flush the cooling system 
3 Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
4 Check all coolant hose clips for tightness 
5 Renew the coolant 
6 Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
7 Check and top-up the coolant level 
8 Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 

condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, and steering system oil 
cooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
1 Fit a new intake strainer 
2 Renew the transmission fluid 
3 Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
4 Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Final drive unit 
1 Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
2 Renew the final drive oil 
3 Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 
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Steering 
1 Check and top-up the steering pump fluid level 
2 Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
3 Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 

Suspension 
1 Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
2 Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
3 Lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
4 Check the condition of the suspension dampers 
5 Check the front wheel alignment settings 

Brake and hydraulic systems (see page E2-1 I 
1 Check the integrity of the reservoir lead seal 
2 Check the condition of al I brake pipes and hoses 
3 Renew all flexible hoses 
4 Renew the brake caliper seals 

5 Check the brake disc pads for wear 
6 Check the condition of the brake caliper dust exclude rs when 

changing brake pads 
7 Check the parking brake pads for wear 
8 Lubricate the parking brake linkage mechanism 
9 Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
10 Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
11 Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 
12 Check and top-up the oil level in the reservoirs 

Fuel system 
1 Renew the main fuel filter 
2 Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and renew the 

in-tank filter 
3 Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
4 Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
5 Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
1 Check the state of charge of the battery 
2 Clean and check the battery terminals 
3 Check all exterior lamps for operation 
4 Check all facia warning lamps for operation 
5 Check all interior lamps for operation 
6 Check the horns for operation 
7 Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and the headlamps 

washer reservoir 
8 Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades and the 

operation of the windscreen wipers 
9 Check the windscreen and headlamp wash systems for correct 

operation 
10 Check the alternator for correct operation 
11 Check all controls for correct operation 
12 Check headlamp alignment 
13 Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
1 Check the condition of the scuttle intake filters 
2 Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
3 Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
1 Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
2 Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
3 Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
4 Lubricate all hinges and locks 
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Wheels 
1 Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
2 Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
3 Lubricate the wheel trim locks -Aluminium alloy wheels 
4 Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 

Inspection and test 
1 Inspect the engine compartment and underside of the car 

for satisfactory condition of components and seals 
2 Road test the car for satisfactory performance 

Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule 
complete the respective voucher contained in the 
Owner's Service Schedule and Record book 
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Chapter F 

Service schedules 

Contents 

Contents and issue record 
sheet 

1987 model year cars 

The model year of these cars 
can be identified by the tenth 
letter of the vehicle 
identification number (VIN), as 
follows. 
1987 = H 
( *SCAZN42A5HCX20014*} 
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Section F2 

Service schedules 

1987 model year cars 

A WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM} to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castro! RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component 
identification reference should be made to Chapter G 
of the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section 
indicates the operations required to service the 
vehicle. When carrying out the schedules, reference 
should be made to Chapter B which describes the 
correct procedure to be used for each operation. In 
order to locate this information the operation 
numbers quoted in the service schedule chart 
correspond with those in Chapter 8. 

Service schedules 
The service schedules contain both the Essential and 
Preventive service schedules for complete vehicle 
maintenance. 

All work listed in the Essential maintenance 
schedules should be carried out at the specified 
mileage/time intervals. 

The Essential maintenance schedules listed thus 
(El contain the servicing requirements of components 
in order to comply with the relevant emission control 
regulations and/or the New Car Warranty. Also 
included in this category is the servicing of items that 
are considered essential from a safety point of view. 

The Preventive maintenance schedules listed 
thus {P) contain important servicing work 
recommended to secure the maximum life and 
efficiency for the car and will only be carried out on 
the owner's instructions. 

The I Initial service schedule should be carried 
out at 3000 miles (5000 kilometres) or 3 months. 

Thereafter, all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate mileage intervals, in 
accordance with the following chart. 
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Miles 
7500 

15 000 
22 500 
30 000 
37 500 
45 000 
52 500 
60 000 

Kilometres 
12000 
24000 
36000 
48000 
60000 
72000 
84000 
96000 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
A 
C 
A 
B 
A 
D 

The service schedules are repeated after 60 000 
miles (96 000 kilometres). 

Time based servicing should be carried out at the 
following intervals. 

Time 
Every 6 months 
Every 12 months 
Every 3 years 
Every 6 years 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
C 
D 

If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner, except where such repair or 
replacement is carried out under the terms of either 
the New Car or Emission Control Systems Warranty. 
in addition to the cost of the service. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 

Additional maintenance 
Service recommendations 
When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 3000 miles (5000 
kilometres) or 3 months whichever is the earlier. 

Regular maintenance 
Operations to be carried out at weekly, monthly, or 
three monthly intervals are specified in Chapter B. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car should be 
suitably protected as described in Chapter B. 

Crankcase emission control system 
1 Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 

Exhaust emission control system 
1 Renew the oxygen sensor 
2 Remove and clean the E.G.R. valve feed pipes 
3 Check the E.G.R. valve for correct operation 
4 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the air injection 

pump drive belt 
5 Check the air injection system for leaks and correct operation 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 
1 Renew the evaporative emission control canister 
2 Pressure test the system. Check the condition of all pipes, hoses, 

and connections 
3 Check the purge flow rate 

Engine 
1 Change the engine oil 
2 Renew the engine oil filter 
3 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
4 Renew the air filter element 
5 Renew the sparking plugs 
6 Lubricate the distributor and clean the distributor cap 
7 Lubricate the accelerator linkage 
8 Check and adjust the ignition timing 
9 Check the vacuum advance mechanism for correct operation 
10 Check and adjust the engine idle speed 

Engine cooling system 
1 Renew the thermostat 
2 Reverse flush the cooling system 
3 Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
4 Check all coolant hose clips for tightness 
5 Renew the coolant 
6 Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
7 Check and top-up the coolant level 
8 Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 

condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, and steering system oil 
cooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
1 Fit a new intake strainer 
2 Renew the transmission fluid 
3 Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
4 Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Final drive unit 
1 Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
2 Renew the final drive oil 
3 Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 

Steering 
1 Check and top-up the steering pump fluid level 
2 Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
3 Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 
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Suspension 
1 Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
2 Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
3 Lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
4 Check the condition of the suspension dampers 
5 Check the front wheel alignment settings 

Brake and hydraulic systems (see page F2-1 I 
1 Check the integrity of the reservoir lead seal 
2 Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
3 Renew all flexible hoses 
4 Renew the brake caliper seals 
5 Check the brake disc pads for wear 
6 Check the condition of the brake caliper dust excluders when 

changing brake pads 
7 Check the parking brake pads for wear 
8 Lubricate the parking brake linkage mechanism 
9 Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
10 Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
11 Renew the hydraulic system min era I oil 
12 Check and top-up the oi I level in the reservoirs 

Fuel system 
1 Renew the main fuel filter 
2 Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and renew the 

in-tank filter 
3 Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
4 Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
5 Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
1 Check the state of charge of the battery 
2 Clean and check the battery terminals 
3 Check all exterior lamps for operation 
4 Check al I facia warning lamps for operation 
5 Check all interior lamps for operation 
6 Check the horns for operation 
7 Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and the headlamps 

washer reservoir 
8 Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades and the 

operation of the windscreen wipers 
9 Check the windscreen and headlamp wash systems for correct 

operation 
10 Check the alternator for correct operation 
11 Check all controls for correct operation 
12 Check headlamp alignment 
13 Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
1 Check the condition of the scuttle intake filters 
2 Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
3 Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
1 Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
2 Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
3 Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
4 lubricate all hinges and locks 
5 Corniche II/Continental 
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Wheels 
1 Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
2 Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
3 Lubricate the wheel trim locks -Aluminium alloy wheels 
4 Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 

Inspection and test 
1 Inspect the engine compartment and underside of the car 

for satisfactory condition of components and seals 
2 Road test the car for satisfactory performance 

Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule 
complete the respective voucher contained in the 
Owner's Service Schedule and Record book 
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Section G2 

Service schedules 

A WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castrol RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component 
identification reference should be made to Chapter G 
of the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section 
indicates the operations required to service the 
vehicle. When carrying out the schedules, reference 
should be made to Chapter B which describes the 
correct procedure to be used for each operation. In 
order to locate this information the operation 
numbers quoted in the service schedule chart 
correspond with those in Chapter 13. 

Service schedules 
The service schedules contain both the Essential and 
Preventive service schedules for complete vehicle 
maintenance. 

All work listed in the Essential maintenance 
schedules should be carried out at the specified 
mileage/time intervals. 

The Essential maintenance schedules listed thus 
(E) contain the servicing requirements of components 
in order to comply with the relevant emission control 
regulations and/or the New Car Warranty. Also 
included in this category is the servicing of items that 
are considered essential from a safety point of view. 

The Preventive maintenance schedules listed 
thus (Pl contain important servicing work 
recommended to secure the maximum life and 
efficiency for the car and will only be carried out on 
the owner's instructions. 

The I Initial service schedule should be carried 
out at 5000 kilometres (3000 miles) or 3 months. 

Thereafter, all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate mileage intervals, in 
accordance with the following chart. 
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Kilometres 
12 000 
24000 
36000 
48000 
60000 
72000 
84000 
96000 

Miles 
7500 

15 000 
22500 
30000 
37500 
45000 
52500 
60000 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
A 
C 
A 
B 
A 
D 

The service schedules are repeated after 96 000 
kilometres (60 000 miles). 

Time based servicing should be carried out at the 
following intervals. 

Time 
Every 6 months 
Every 12 months 
Every 2 years 
Every 4 yea rs 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
C 
D 

If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner, except where such repair or 
replacement is carried out under the terms of either 
the New Car or Emission Control Systems Warranty, 
in addition to the cost of the service. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 

Additional maintenance 
Service recommendations 
When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 5000 kilometres (3000 
miles) or 3 months whichever is the earlier. 

Regular maintenance 
Operations to be carried out at weekly, monthly, or 
three monthly intervals are specified in Chapter B. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car should be 
suitably protected as described in Chapter B. 

Crankcase emission control system 
1 Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 
1 Renew the evaporative emission control canister 
2 Pressure test the system. Check the condition of all pipes, hoses, 

and connections 
3 Check the purge flow rate 

Engine 
1 Change the engine oil 
2 Renew the engine oil filter 
3 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
4 Renew the air filter element 
5 Renew the sparking plugs 
6 Clean the distributor caps 
7 Check al I induction system hose clips for tightness 
8 Lubricate the accelerator linkage 
9 Check that the ignition timing is correct 
1 O Check and adjust the engine idle speed 

Engine cooling system 
1 Renew the thermostat 
2 Reverse flush the cooling system 
3 Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
4 Check all coolant hose clips for tightness 
5 Renew the coolant 
6 Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
7 Check and top-up the coolant level 
8 Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 

condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, and steering system oil 
cooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
1 Fit a new intake strainer 
2 Renew the transmission fluid 
3 Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
4 Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Propeller shaft 
1 Lubricate the universal joints 

Final drive unit 
1 Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
2 Renew the final drive oil 
3 Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 

Steering 
1 Check and top-up the steering pump fluid level 
2 Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
3 Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 

Suspension 
1 Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
2 Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
3 Lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
4 Check the condition of the suspension dampers 
5 Check the front wheel alignment settings 
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Brake and hydraulic systems (see page G2-1) 
1 Check the integrity of the reservoir lead seal 
2 Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
3 Renew all flexible hoses 
4 Renew the brake caliper seals 
5 Check the brake disc pads for wear 
6 Check the condition of the brake caliper dust excluders when 

changing brake pads 
7 Check the parking brake pads for wear 
8 Lubricate the parking brake linkage mechanism 
9 Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
10 Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
11 Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 
12 Check and top-up the oil level in the reservoirs 

Fuel system 
1 Renew the main fuel filter 
2 Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and renew the 

in-tank filter 
3 Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
4 Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
5 Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
1 Check the state of charge of the battery 
2 Clean and check the battery terminals 
3 Check all exterior lamps for operation 
4 Check all facia warning lamps for operation 
5 Check all interior lamps for operation 
6 Check the horns for operation 
7 Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and the headlamps 

washer reservoir 
8 Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades and the 

operation of the windscreen wipers 
9 Check the windscreen and headlamp wash systems for correct 

operation 
10 Check the alternator for correct operation 
11 Check al I controls for correct operation 
12 Check headlamp alignment 
13 Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
1 Check the condition of the scuttle intake filters 
2 Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
3 Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
1 Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
2 Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
3 Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
4 Lubricate all hinges and locks 

Wheels 
1 Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
2 Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
3 Lubricate the wheel trim locks -Aluminium alloy wheels 
4 Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 

Inspection and test 
1 Inspect the engine compartment and underside of the car 

for satisfactory condition of components and seals 
2 Road test the car for satisfactory performance 
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Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule 
complete the respective voucher contained in the 
Owner's Service Schedule and Record book 
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Section G3 

Service schedules 

WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castro I RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component 
identification reference should be made to Chapter G 
of the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section 
indicates the operations required to service the 
vehicle. When carrying out the schedules, reference 
should be made to Chapter B which describes the 
correct procedure to be used tor each operation. In 
order to locate this information the operation 
numbers quoted in the service schedule chart 
correspond with those in Chapter 8. 

Service schedules 
The service schedules contain both the Essential and 
Preventive service schedules for complete vehicle 
maintenance. 

All work listed in the Essential maintenance 
schedules should be carried out at the specified 
mileage/time intervals. 

The Essential maintenance schedules listed thus 
(El contain the servicing requirements of components 
in order to comply with the relevant emission control 
regulations and/or the New Car Warranty. Also 
included in this category is the servicing of items that 
are considered essential from a safety point of view. 

The Preventive maintenance schedules listed 
thus (P) contain important servicing work 
recommended to secure the maximum life and 
efficiency for the car and will only be carried out on 
the owner's instructions. 

The I Initial service schedule should be carried 
out at 5000 kilometres (3000 miles) or 3 months. 
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Thereafter, all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate mileage intervals, in 
accordance with the following chart. 

Kilometres 
12000 
24000 
36000 
48000 
60000 
72000 
84000 
96000 

Miles 
7500 

15 000 
22 500 
30000 
37 500 
45000 
52 500 
60000 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
A 
C 
A 
B 
A 
D 

The service schedules are repeated after 96 000 
kilometres (60 000 miles). 

Time based servicing should be carried out at the 
following intervals. 

Time 
Every 6 months 
Every 12 months 
Every 2 years 
Every 4 years 

Service schedule 
A 
B 
C 
D 

If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner, except where such repair or 
replacement is carried out under the terms of either 
the New Car or Emission Control Systems Warranty, 
in addition to the cost of the service. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 

Additional maintenance 
Service recommendations 
When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 5000 kilometres (3000 
miles) or 3 months whichever is the earlier. 

Regular maintenance 
Operations to be carried out at weekly, monthly, or 
three monthly intervals are specified in Chapter B. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car should be 
suitably protected as described in Chapter 8. 

Crankcase emission control system 
1 Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 
1 Renew the evaporative emission control canister 
2 Pressure test the system. Check the condition of all pipes, hoses, 

and connections 
3 Check the purge flow rate 

Engine 
1 Change the engine oil 
2 Renew the engine oil filter 
3 Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
4 Renew the air filter element 
5 Renew the sparking plugs 
6 Lubricate the distributor and clean the distributor cap 
7 Lubricate the accelerator linkage 
8 Check and adjust the ignition timing 
9 Check the vacuum advance mechanism for correct operation 
1 O Check and adjust the engine idle speed 

Engine cooling system 
1 Renew the thermostat 
2 Reverse flush the cooling system 
3 Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
4 Check al I coolant hose clips for tightness 
5 Renew the coolant 
6 Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
7 Check and top-up the coolant level 
8 Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 

condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, and steering system oil 
cooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
1 Fit a new intake strainer 
2 Renew the transmission fluid 
3 Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
4 Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Final drive unit 
1 Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
2 Renew the final drive oil 
3 Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 

Steering 
1 Check and top-up the steering pump flu id level 
2 Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
3 Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 

Suspension 
1 Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
2 Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
3 lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
4 Check the condition of the suspension dampers 
5 Check the front wheel alignment settings 
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Brake and hydraulic systems (see page G3-1) 
1 Check the integrity of the reservoir lead seal 
2 Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
3 Renew all flexible hoses 
4 Renew the brake caliper seals 

5 Check the brake disc pads for wear 
6 Check the condition of the brake caliper dust exclude rs when 

changing brake pads 
7 Check the parking brake pads for wear 
8 Lubricate the parking brake linkage mechanism 
9 Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
10 Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
11 Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 
12 Check and top-up the oil level in the reservoirs 

Fuel system 
1 Renew the main fuel filter 
2 Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and renew the 

in-tank filter 
3 Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
4 Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
5 Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
1 Check the state of charge of the battery 
2 Clean and check the battery terminals 
3 Check all exterior lamps for operation 
4 Check all facia warning lamps for operation 
5 Check all interior lamps for operation 
6 Check the horns for operation 
7 Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and the headlamps 

washer reservoir 
8 Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades and the 

operation of the windscreen wipers 
9 Check the windscreen and headlamp wash systems for correct 

operation 
1 O Check the alternator for correct operation 
11 Check all controls for correct operation 
12 Check headlamp alignment 
13 Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
1 Check the condition of the scuttle intake filters 
2 Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
3 Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
1 Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
2 Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
3 Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
4 Lubricate all hinges and locks 
5 Corniche/Continental 

Check and top-up the fluid level in the power operated hood 
reservoir, with the hood in the fully down (open) position 

Wheels 
1 Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
2 Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
3 Lubricate the wheel trim locks-Aluminium alloy wheels 
4 Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 
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Inspection and test 
1 Inspect the engine compartment and underside of the car 

f.or satisfactory condition of components and seals 
2 Road test the car for satisfactory performa nee 

Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule 
complete the respective voucher contained in the 
Owner's Service Schedule and Record book 
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Chapter H 

Service schedules 

Contents Pages 
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Section H2 

Service schedules 

1988 model year cars 

WARN ING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castrol RR363, Universal, 
or any other type}. The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component 
indentification reference should be made to Chapter G 
of the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section 
indicates the operations required to service the 
vehicle. When carrying out the schedules, reference 
should be made to Chapter B which describes the 
correct procedure to be used for each operation. 

Service schedules 
The service schedules contain both the Essential and 
Preventive service schedules for complete vehicle 
maintenance. 

All work listed in the Essential maintenance 
schedules should be carried out at the specified 
mileage/time intervals. 

The Essential maintenance schedules listed thus 
!E) contain the servicing requirements of components 
in order to comply with the relevant emission control 
regulations and/or the New Car Warranty. Also 
included in this category is the servicing of items that 
are considered essential from a safety point of view. 

The Preventive maintenance schedules listed 
thus (P) contain important servicing work 
recommended to secure the maximum life and 
efficiency for the car and will only be carried out on 
the owner's instructions. 

If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner in addition to the cost of the 
service, except where such repair or replacement is 
carried out under the terms of either the New Car or 
Emission Control Systems Warranty. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 
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The I Initial service schedule should be carried out 
at 5000 kilometres, 3000 miles, or 3 months. 

Thereafter, all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate mileage intervals, in 
accordance with the following chart. 

Kilometres Miles Service schedule 
12 000 7500 A 
24000 15000 B 
36000 22500 A 
48000 30000 C 
60000 37500 A 
72000 45000 B 
84000 52500 A 
96000 60000 D 

The service schedules are repeated after 96 000 
kilometres, 60 000 miles. 

Time based servicing should be carried out at the 
following intervals. 

Time 
Every 6 months 
Every 12 months 
Every 3 years 
Every 6 years 

Additional maintenance 
Service recommendations 

Service schedule 

A 
B 
C 
D 

When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 5000 kilometres, 3000 
miles, or 3 months whichever is the earlier. 

Regular maintenance 
Operations to be carried out at weekly, monthly, or 
three monthly intervals are specified in Chapter B. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car 
should be suitably protected as described in Chapter B. 

Crankcase emission control system 
Clean the crankcase breather tube flame trap 

Exhaust emission control system 
Check the condition and adjust the tension of the air injection 
pump drive belt 
Check the air injection system for leaks and correct operation 
Renew the oxygen sensor 
Remove and clean the E.G.R. valve feed pipes 
Check the E.G.R. valve for correct operation 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 
Check the purge flow rate 
Pressure test the system. Check the condition of all pipes, 
hoses, and connections 
Renew the evaporative emission control canister 

Engine 
Change the engine oil 
Renew the engine oil filter 
Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
Renew the air filter element 
Renew the sparking plugs 
Lubricate the distributor and clean the distributor cap 
(other than Turbo R) 
Clean the distributor caps (Turbo R) 
Check all induction system hose clips for tightness 
Lubricate the accelerator linkage 
Check that the ignition timing is correct {Turbo R) 
Check and adjust the ignition timing (other than Turbo R) 
Check the vacuum advance mechanism for correct operation 
(other than Turbo R) 
Check and adjust the engine idle speed 

Engine cooling system 
Check and top-up the coolant level 
Renew the thermostat 
Reverse flush the cooling system 
Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
Check all coolant hose clips for tightness 
Renew the coolant 
Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 
condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, and steering system oil 
cooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
Fit a new intake strainer 
Renew the transmission fluid 
Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Propeller shaft 
Lubricate the universal joints (Turbo R) 
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Final drive unit 
Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
Renew the final drive oil 
Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 

Steering 
Check and top-up the steering pump fluid level 
Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 

Suspension 
Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
Check the front wheel alignment settings 
Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
Lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
Check the condition of the suspension dampers 

Brake and hydraulic systems (see page H2-1) 
Check the integrity of the reservoir lead tamperproof seal 
Check and top-up the mineral oil level in the reservoirs 
Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
Renew all flexible hoses 
Renew the brake caliper seals 
Check the brake disc pads for wear 
Check the condition of the brake caliper dust exclude rs 
when changing brake pads 
Check the parking brake pads for wear 
Lubricate the parking brake linkage mechanism 
Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 

Fuetsystem 
Renew the main fuel filter 
Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and 
renew the in-tank filter 
Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
Check the state of charge of the battery 
Clean and check the battery terminals 
Check all exterior lamps for operation 
Check all facia warning lamps for operation 
Check all interior lamps for operation 
Check the horns for operation 
Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and the 
headlamps washer reservoir 
Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades 
and the operation of the windscreen wipers 
Check the windscreen and headlamp wash systems 
for correct operation 
Check the alternator for correct operation 
Check all controls for correct operation 
Check headlamp alignment 
Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
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Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
Lubricate all hinges and locks 
Convertible cars 
Check and top-up the fluid level in the power operated hood reservoir, 
with the hood in the fully down (open) position 

Wheels 
Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
Lubricate the wheel trim locks-Aluminium alloy wheels 
Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 

Inspection and test 
Road test the car for satisfactory performance 
Inspect the car for satisfactory condition of components and seals 

Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule complete the 
respective voucher contained in the Owner's Service Schedule and 
Record book 
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Section H3 

Service schedules 

1989 model year cars 

A WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castrol RR363, Universal. 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component identification 
reference should be made to the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section indicates 
the operations required to service the vehicle. When 
carrying out the schedules, reference should be made 
to Chapter B which describes the correct procedure to 
be used for each operation. 

Service schedules 
The service schedules contain both the Essential and 
Preventive service schedules for complete vehicle 
maintenance. 

All work listed in the Essential maintenance 
schedules should be carried out at the specified 
mileage/time intervals. 

The Essential maintenance schedules listed thus 
(E) contain the servicing requirements of components 
in order to comply with the relevant emission control 
regulations and/or the New Car Warranty. Also 
included in this category is the servicing of items that 
are considered essential from a safety point of view. 

The Preventive maintenance schedules listed 
thus (P) contain important servicing work 
recommended to secure the maximum life and 
efficiency for the car and will only be carried out on the 
owner's instructions. 

If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner in addition to the cost of the 
service, except where such repair or replacement is 
carried out under the terms of either the New Car or 
Emission Control Systems Warranty. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 
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lnitiat service schedule 
The I Initial service schedule should be carried out at 
5000 kilometres, 3000 miles, or 3 months. 

Service intervals 
Service schedule intervals are dependent upon the 
kilometres/miles covered by the car. 

If the car covers on average less than 12 000 
kilometres (7500 miles) per 6 months it must be 
serviced on a seasonal basis i.e. every 6 months. 

If the car covers over 12 000 kilometres (7500 
miles) per 6 months it must be serviced on a 
kilometres/mileage basis i.e. every 12 000 kilometres 
(7500 miles). 

The service intervals are as follows, 
Seasonal service intervals 

Seasonal/time 

Every 6 months 
Every 12 months 
Every 3 years 
Every 6 years 

Kilometres/miles service intervals 

Kilometres Miles 

12 000 7500 
24000 15000 
36000 22500 
48000 30000 
60000 37500 
72000 45000 
84000 52500 
96000 60000 

Service schedule 

A 
B 
C 
D 

Service schedule 

A 
B 
A 
C 
A 
B 
A 
D 

The services are repeated after the D schedule. 

Service recommendations 
When the car is operating continuously in very dusty 
climates or where constant stopping and starting is 
the normal rule, the engine oil and filter, and the air 
filter should be changed every 5000 kilometres, 3000 
miles, or 3 months whichever is the earlier. 
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Car protection 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car 
should be suitably protected as described in Chapter B 

Crankcase emission control system 
Clean the crankcase breather tu be flame trap 

Exhaust emission control system 
Check the condition and adjust the tension of the air injection 
pump drive belt 
Check the air injection system for leaks and correct operation 
Renew the oxygen sensor 
Remove and clean the EGR valve feed pipe 
Check the EGR valve for correct operation 

Fuel evaporative emission control system 
Check the purge flow rate 
Pressure test the system. Check the condition of all pipes, 
hoses.and connections 
Renew the evaporative emission control canister 

Engine 
Change the engine oil 
Renew the engine oil filter 
Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts 
Renew the airfilter element 
Renew the sparking plugs 
Lubricate the distributor and clean the distributor cap 
(otherthan Turbo R) 
Clean the distributor caps (Turbo RI 
Check all induction system hose clips for tightness 
Lubricate the accelerator Ii nkage 
Check that the ignition timing is correct (Turbo RI 
Check and adjustthe igni~ion timing (other than Turbo RI 
Check the vacuum advance mechanism for correct operation 
(other than Turbo R) 
Check the engine idle speed (Turbo R) 
Check and adjust the engine idle speed (other than Turbo R) 

Engine cooling system 
Check and top·up the coolant level 
Renew the thermostat 
Reverse flush the cooling system 
Examine the condition of all coolant hoses 
Check all coolant hose clips for tightness 
Renew the coolant 
Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration 
Remove foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 
condenser, engine oil cooler matrix, steering system oil 
cooler matrix, and intercooler matrix 

Torque converter transmission 
Check and top·UP the transmission fluid level 
Fit a new intake strainer 
Renew the transmission fluid 
Lubricate the gear range selector control rod 

Propeller shaft 
Lubricate the universal joints (Turbo R) 
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Final drive unit 
Check and top-up the final drive oil level 
Renew the final drive oil 
Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers 

Steering 
Check and top-up the steering pump fluid level 
Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers 
Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals 

Suspension 
Check the condition of the front ball joints and covers 
Check the front wheel alignment settings 
Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals 
Lubricate the height control valve ball joint 
Check the condition of the suspension dampers 

Brake and hydraulic systems (see page H3-1 I 
Check the integrity of the reservoir lead tamperproof seal 
Check and top-up the mineral oil level in the reservoirs 
Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses 
Renew all flexible hoses 
Renewthe brake caliper seals 
Check the brake disc pads for wear 
Check the condition of the brake caliper dust exclude rs 
when changing brake pads 
Check the parking brake pads for wear 
Lubricate the parking brake Ii nkage mechanism 
Adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables 
Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressures 
Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil 

Fuel system 
Renew the main fuel filter 
Drain any accumulation of water from the tank and 
renew the in-tank filter 
Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose 
Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses 
Check the fuel flow and pressure 

Electrical system 
Check the state of charge of the battery 
Clean and check the battery terminals 
Check all exterior lamps for operation 
Check al I facia warning lamps for operation 
Check all interior lamps for operation 
Check the horns for operation 
Replenish the windscreen washer and headlamps 
washer reservoir 
Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades 
and the operation of the windscreen wipers 
Check the windscreen and headlamp wash systems 
for correct operation 
Check the alternator for correct operation 
Check all controls for correct operation 
Check headlamp alignment 
Check all spare fuses and bulbs 

Automatic air conditioning system 
Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction 
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Check the refrigeration system for correct operation 

Body 
Check the condition and operation of the seat belts 
Check that all body drains are free from obstruction 
Lubricate the spare wheel carrier lowering bolt 
Lubricate all hinges and locks 
Convertible cars 
Check and top-up the fluid level in the power operated hood reservoir, 
with the hood in the fully down (open) position 

Wheels/tyres 
Check and adjust all tyre pressures 
Check the condition and tread depth of all the tyres 
Lubricate the wheel trim locks-Aluminium alloy wheels 
Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 

Inspection and test 
Road test the car for satisfactory performance 
Inspect the car for satisfactory condition of components and sea Is 

Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule complete the 
respective voucher contained in the Owner's Service Schedule and 
Record book 
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Section H4 

Service schedules 

1989 model year cars 
(UK only) 

A WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castrol RR363, Universal, 
or any other type). The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even. in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component identification 
reference should be made to the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil {LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

The service schedule chart in this section indicates 
the operations required to service the vehicle. When 
carrying out the schedules, reference should be made 
to Chapter B which describes the correct procedure to 
be used for each operation. 

Service schedules 
If it is found necessary during a service to repair or 
replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner in addition to the cost of the 
service, except where such repair or replacement is 
carried out under the terms of the New Car Warranty. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 
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The I Initial service schedule should be carried out 
at 3000 miles or 3 months. 

Thereafter. all service schedules should be carried 
out at the appropriate mileage/time intervals, in 
accordance with the following chart. 

I 3000 miles or 3 months 
Initial service 

C 6000 miles or 6 months 

I 12 000 miles or 12 months 1 
C 18 000 miles or 18 months 

I 24 000 miles or 24 months 2 

C 30 000 miles or 30 months 

I 36 000 miles or 36 months 3 

C 42 000 miles or 42 months 

I 48 000 miles or 48 months 4 

C 54 000 miles or 54 months 

I 60 000 miles or 60 months 5 

C 66 000 miles or 66 months I 
I 72 000 mites or 72 months 6 

C 78 000 miles or 78 months 

[ 84 000 miles or 84 months 7 

C 90 000 miles or 90 months 

I 96 000 mites or 96 months 8 

The service schedules are repeated after 96 000 
miles. 
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C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ---- -- -- -- ----
Routine check list 
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car 
should be suitably protected * * * * * * * * * Change the engine oil * * * * * * * * * Renew the engine oil filter * * * * * * * * * Check the condition and adjust the tension of the drive belts * * * * * * * * * Check and top-up the coolant level and anti-freeze concentration * * * * * Check and adjust all under bonnet hose clips for tightness * * * * * * * * * Checkandtop-upthesteering pumpfluid level * * * * * * * * * Check and top-up the transmission fluid level 
Check the integrity of the hydraulic reservoir lead tamperproof * ----
seal * * * * * * * * * ----
Check and top-up the hydraulic reservoirs fluid level * * * * * * * * ----
Check the brake disc pads and parking brake pads for wear. 
(When ch an gin g brake pads ch eek the condition of the dust 
excluders) * * * * * * * * * Visually inspect the underside of the motor car for any defects * * * * * * * * * Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and headlamp 
power wash reservoir * * * * * * * * * Check all interior lamps for correct operation * * * * * * * * * Check all interior controls for correct operation * * * * * * * * * Check the condition and operation of the seat belts * * * * * * * * * Check all exterior lamps for correct operation * * * * * * *' * * Check the condition and tread depth of all tyres including the ----
tyre pressures * * * * * * * * * ---- -- --

Engine 
Check all induction system hose clips for tightness * * * * * * * * Lubricate the accelerator linkage * * * * * * * * Check and adjust the engine idle speed (other than Turbo R} * * * * Check the engine idle speed is correct (Turbo R} * * * * Renew the air filter element * * * * Renew the sparking plugs * * * * ---- ----
Lubricate the distributor and clean the cap (other than Turbo R) * * ----Clean the distributor caps (Turbo R) * * Clean the crankcase breather flame trap * * Check and adjust the ignition timing (other than Turbo RI * * Check the ignition timing is correct (Turbo R) * * Check the vacuum advance mechanism for correct operation 
(otherthan Turbo R) * * ----
Cooling system 
Remove any foreign matter from the radiator matrix, 
refrigeration condenser, engine oil cooler, steering pump 
oil cooler, and intercooler matrix * * * * * * * * Check all coolant hose clips for tightness * * * * * * * * Examine the condition of all coolant hoses * * * * -- --Renew the thermostat * * * * ---- ----Renew the coolant * * * * ---- ----
Transmission 
Lubricate the gear range selector rod * * * * * * * * Renew the transmission flu id * * * * * * * * Fit a new intake strainer * * * * 

Propeller shaft 
Lubricate the universal joints (Turbo RI * * * * 
Check the security of the propeller shaft retaining bolts * * * * 
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C 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 -- -- -- -- --
Final drive unit 
Check the condition of the drive-shaft covers * * * * * * * * 
Check and top-up the final drive oil level * * * * 
Renew the final drive oil * * * * ----

Steering 
Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers * * * * * * * * ----
Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals * * * * * * * * ----

Suspension 
Check the condition of the front suspension ball joints and 
covers * * * * * * * * 
Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted sea Is * * * * * * * * 
Lubricate the height control valve ball joint * * * * 
Check the condition of the suspension dampers * * * * ----
Check the front wheel toe -in setting * * * * ----

Brakes and hydraulic systems (see page H4-1 I 
Check the hyd rau I ic system accu mu lat or pressure * * * * * * * * 
Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses * * * * * * * * ----
Lubricate and adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism 
and cables * * * * * * * * ----
Renew all flexible hoses * ----
Renew the brake caliper seals * 
Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil * ----

Fuel system 
Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose * * * * 
Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses * * * * 
Renew the main fuel filter and in-tank filter * ----
Check the fuel flow and pressure * -- -- --

Electrical system 
Check all facia warning lamps for correct operation * * * * * * * * 
Check the horns for correct operation * * * * * * * * ----
Clean and check the battery terminals * * * * * * * * ----
Check the condition of the windscreen wiper blades and the 
win~screen wiper operation * * * * * * * * ----
Check the windscreen washers and headlamp power wash 
operation * * * * * * * * -- --
Clean and lubricate the electric radio aerial * * * * * * * * ----
Check all spare fuses and bulbs * * * * * * * * - ---

Air conditioning system 
Check that the scuttle intake gri lie is free from obstruction * * * * * * * * 
Check the refrigeration system for correct operation * * * * * * * * 

Body 
Check that all body drains are free from obstruction * * * * * * * * -- ----
Lubricate all hinges and locks * * * * * * * * ----
Lubricate the spare wheel lowering bolt * * * * ---- -- -- --
Check and top-up the fluid level in the power operated hood 
reservoir with the hood in the fully down (opened) position 
(Convertible cars l * * * * ---- --

Wheels/tyres 
Lubricate the wheel trim locks (aluminium alloy wheels only) * * * * * * * * ----
Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs * * * * * * * * ---- ----
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C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ----- ---- ----
Test 
Road test the car for satisfactory performance * * * * * * * * * 
Owner service schedule record 
On completion of the required service schedule complete the 
respective voucher * * * * * * * * * 
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Chapter J 

Service schedules 
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The dates quoted below refer to the issue date of individual pages within this chapter. 

Sections J1 J2 
Page No. 

1 9/89 9/89 
2 9/89 
3 9/89 9/89 
4 9/89 
5 ________ 9_18_9 __________________________ _ 
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7 
8 
9 

10 ------------------------------------
11 
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13 
14 
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18 
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20 
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22 
23 
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25 
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28 
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32 
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Section J2 

Service schedules 

1987/88/89 model year cars 
UK only 

A WARNING 
Use only hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) to 
replenish the braking and levelling systems. 

Do not use brake fluids (Castro I RR363, Universal, 
or any other type}. The use of any type of brake fluid, 
even in very small amounts, will cause component 
failure necessitating extensive rectification to the 
braking and levelling systems of the car. 

Always ensure before fitting any seals, hoses, 
pipes, etc., that they are suitable for a mineral oil 
system. For details of correct component identification 
reference should be made to the Workshop Manual. 

Always ensure that two sealed containers of 
hydraulic system mineral oil (LHM) are fitted in the 
luggage compartment. 

Always ensure that no foreign matter enters the 
systems when work is being carried out. 

Service schedules 

I 3000 miles or 3 months 
Initial service 

C 6000 miles or 6 months 

j 12000 miles or 12 months 1 
C 18 000 miles or 18 months 

I 24 000 miles or 24 months 2 
C 30 000 milesor30 months 

I 3S000milesor36months 3 
C 42 000 miles or 42 months I 

148 000 miles or 48 months 4 

C 54 000 miles or 54 months 

! so 000 miles or 60 months 5 
C 66 000 miles or 66 months 

I 12 000 miles or 72 months 6 
C 78 000 miles or 78 months 

184 000 miles or 84 months 7 
C 90 000 miles or 90 months 

! ss 000 miles or 96 months 8 

The service schedules are repeated after 96 000 miles 
or 96 months. 
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The I Initial service schedule should be carried out 
at 3000 miles or 3 months. 

Thereafter, the car must be serviced in exact 
accordance with the service schedules (every 6000 
miles or 6 months) to help maintain its safety, 
reliability, and value. 

Service schedule intervals are dependent upon 
the miles covered by the car. 

If the car covers on average less than 6000 miles 
per 6 months it must be serviced on a seasonal basis 
i.e. every 6 months. 

If the car covers over 6000 miles per 6 months it 
must be serviced on a mileage basis i.e. every 6000 
miles. 

It is important to note that the main services are 
carried out at 12 000 miles or 12 months intervals. 

The 6000 miles or 6 months service is an 
intermediate service of shorter duration to minimise 
inconvenience. 

The service schedule chart in this section indicates 
the operations required to service the vehicle. When 
carrying out the schedules, reference should be made 
to Chapter B which describes the correct procedure to 
be used for each operation. 

If it is found necessary during a service to repair 
or replace any item, the labour and material costs 
associated with such repair or replacement will be a 
charge to the owner in addition to the cost of the 
service, except where such repair or replacement is 
carried out under the terms of the New Car Warranty. 

The owner should be advised promptly of the 
need to repair or replace any item. 

Initial service schedule 
3000 miles or 3 months whichever is the earlier 
Before commencing the initial service the motor car 
should be suitably protected. 
1 Change the engine oil. 
2 Check the condition and tension of the engine 
drive belts. Correct as necessary. 
3 Check the coolant level and top-up as necessary. 
4 Check all under bonnet hose clips for tightness 
and adjust as necessary. 
5 Check all power steering hose clips for tightness 
and adjust as necessary. 
6 Check the steering pump fluid level and top-up as 
necessary. 
7 Check the transmission fluid level and top-up as 
necessary. 
8 Check the engine idle speed. Correct as necessary. 
9 Check the ignition timing. Correct as necessary. 
10 Check the headlamp alignment and adjust as 
necessary. 
11 Lubricate and adjust the parking brake caliper 
mechanism and cables. 
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12 Check the condition and tread depth of all tyres. 
Correct as necessary. 
13 Check all tyre pressures and adjust as necessary. 
14 Road test the car for satisfactory performance. 
15 On completion of this service schedule complete 
the respective voucher contained in the Owner's 
Service Schedule and Record Book. 

C Check/engine oil filter change 
Every 6000 miles or 6 months whichever is the earlier 
Before commencing the 6000 miles or 6 months check 
the motor car should be suitably protected. 
1 Change the engine oil. 
2 Renew the engine oil filter. 
3 Check the condition and tension of the engine 
drive belts. Correct as necessary. 
4 Check the coolant/anti-freeze concentration. 
Correct as necessary. 
5 Check the coolant level and top-up as necessary. 
6 Visually check alt coolant hoses, tighten clips as 
necessary. 
7 Check all steering hose joints for leaks and adjust 
clips as necessary. 
8 Check the steering pump fluid level and top-up as 
necessary. 
9 Check the transmission fluid level and top-up as 
necessary. 
10 Check the integrity of the hydraulic reservoir lead 
tamperproof seal. If the seal is not intact refer to the 
Workshop Manual. 
11 Check the mineral oil level and top-up as 
necessary. 
12 Check the brake disc pads for wear. When 
changing the brake pads, check the condition of the 
dust excluders. Correct as necessary. 
13 Lubricate and adjust the parking brake caliper 
mechanism and cables. 
14 Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and 
headlamp wash reservoir. 
15 Check the operation of the interior lamps. Correct 
as necessary. 
16 Check the operation of the interior controls. 
Correct as necessary. 
17 Check the condition and operation of the seat 
belts. Correct as necessary. 
18 Check the operation of the exterior lamps. Correct 
as necessary. 
19 Check the condition and tread depth of all tyres. 
Correct as necessary. 
20 Check all tyre pressures and adjust as necessary. 
21 Road test the car for satisfactory performance. 
22 Visually inspect the underside of the car and 
report any defects to the Owner. 
23 On completion of this service schedule complete 
the respective voucher contained in the Owner's 
Service Schedule and Record Book. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 -- --
Before commencing to carry out a service schedule the car should 
be suitably protected * * * * * * * * 
Engine 
Change the engine oil * * * * * * * * 
Renew the engine oil filter * * * * * * * * 
Check the condition and tension of the drive belts. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check all induction system hose clips for tightness. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Lubricate the accelerator linkage * * * * * * * * 
Check the engine idle speed. Correct as necessary * * * * 
Renew the airfilter element * * * * 
Renew the sparking plugs * * * * * * * * 
Lubricate the distributor (where applicable) and clean the distributor 
cap(s} * * 
Clean the crankcase breather flame trap * * 
Check the ignition timing. Correct as necessary 
Check the vacuum advance mechanism (where applicable). 

* * 
Correct as necessary * * 
Check rear engine mounts roll-stop clearance (where applicable). 
Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * ----

Engine cooling system 
Remove any foreign matter from the radiator matrix, refrigeration 
condenser, engine oil cooler, steering pump oil cooler, and 
intercooler matrix (if fitted) * * * * * * * * 
Check and correct the coolant/anti-freeze concentration * * * * 
Check the coolant level and top-up as necessary * * * * 
Check all coolant hose clips for tightness. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Examine the condition of all coolant hoses. Correct as necessary * * * * 
Renew the thermostat * * * * 
Aenewthe coolant * * * * ---- -- -- -- ----
Torque converter transmission 
Lubricate the gear range selector rod * * * * * * * * 
Renew the transmission fluid * * * * * * * * 
Fit a new intake strainer * * * * 
Propelter shaft 
Lubricate the universal joints (iffitted) * * * * 
Check the security of the propeller shaft retaining bolts. Correct 
as necessary * * * * - --- ----

Final drive unit 
Check the condition of the drive-shaft joint covers. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the final drive oil level and top-up as necessary * * * * 
Renew the final drive oil * * * * 
Steering 
Check the steering pump fluid level and top-up as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the condition of the steering ball joints and covers. Correct 
as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the condition of the steering rack convoluted seals. Correct 
as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Suspension 
Check the condition of the front suspension ball joints and covers. 
Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the condition of the rear strut convoluted seals. Correct as 
necessary * * * * * * * * 
Lubricate the height control valve ball joint * * * * 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ---- --- --
Check the condition of the suspension dampers. Correct as necessary * * * * 
Check the front wheel toe-in setting. Correct as necessary * * * * 
Brakes and hydraulic systems (see page J2-1) 
Check the hydraulic system accumulator pressure. Correct as 
necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the integrity of the hydraulic reservoir lead tamperproof seal. 
If the seal is not intact refer to the Workshop Manual * * * * * * * * ---- ----
Check the hydraulic reservoirs mineral oil level and top-up as 
necessary * * * * * * * * ---- ----
Check the brake discs pads and parking brake pads for wear. When 
changing brake pads check the condition of the dust exclude rs. 
Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the condition of all brake pipes and hoses. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Lubricate and adjust the parking brake caliper mechanism and cables * * * * * * * * 
Renew all flexible hoses * 
Renew the brake ca Ii per sea Is * 
Renew the hydraulic system mineral oil * 
Fuel system 
Check the condition of the filler head to fuel tank hose. Correct as 
necessary * * * * 
Check the condition of all fuel pipes and hoses. Correct as necessary * * * * 
Renew the main fuel filter and in-tank filter * 
Check the fuel flow and pressure. Correct as necessary * 
Electrical system 
Check the operation of the facia warning lamps. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the operation of the horns. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Clean and check the battery terminals. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * ---- ----
Fit new windscreen wiper blades. Check the operation of the wiper 
mechanism and correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the operation of the windscreen washers and headlamp power 
wash. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Clean and lubricate the electric radio aerial * * * * * * * * 
Check all spare fuses and bulbs. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * ----
Replenish the windscreen washer reservoir and headlamp wash 
reservoir * * * * * * * * 
Check the operation of the interior lamps. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the operation of the interior controls. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the condition and operation oft he seat belts. Correct as 
necessary * * * * * * * * 
Check the operation of the exterior lamps. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Air conditioning system 
Check that the scuttle intake grille is free from obstruction * * * * * * * * 
Check the operation of the refrigeration system. Correct as necessary * * * * * * * * 
Body 
Check that all body drains are free from obstruction. Correct as 
necessary * * * * * * * * 
Lubricate all hinges and locks * * * * * * * * 
Lubricate the spare wheel lowering bolt * * * * 
Convertible cars 
Check the fluid level in the power operated hood reservoir with 
the hood in the fully down (opened) position. Top-up as 
necessary * * * * ----
Wheels and tyres 
Lubricate the wheel trim locks (where applicable) * * * * * * * * ----
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Grease the areas of contact between wheels and hubs 
Check the condition and tread depth of all tyres. Correct as necessary 
Check all tyre pressures and adjust as necessary 

Test and inspection 
Road test the car for satisfactory performance 
Visually inspect the underside of the car and report any defects to 
the owner 

Owner service schedule record 
On completion of this service schedule complete the respective 

1 2 3 4 5 

* * * * * ----
* * * * * -- -- -- --

6 

* 
* 
* 

* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 

voucher contained in the Owner's Service Schedule and Record Book * * * * * * ----
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